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PREFACE 

Thi5 thesis is a complete ~pository presentation of the known 

characterizations of chainable continua which are derived directly from 

the definition of a chainable continuumo While this study was origin= 

ally undertaken as a partial fulfillment of the requirements of the 

Doctor of Education degree, as the study progressed, the aim shifted 

from just fulfilling requirements to that of providing a complete and 

detailed development of the characterizations and to reveal the effec= 

tive exploitation of several techniques of proofo ~his obje©tivev with 

limitation to a direct approach, has been achievedo 

The first two chapters contain the only results which are either 

without proofs or with partial proofso Those of the first chapter were 

considered to be well outside the main objective of the thesis and 9 of 

course, we must begin somewhereo Those of the second chapter were only 

indirectly related to the subject at hand and were presented only 

because I felt their unusually strong conclusions would help reweal the 

degree of control one has over chainable continuao Except for one 

reference to the theorems in a later example, no other use was made of 

the results of the second chaptero 

The proofs of all other results are completeo The detail in some 

cases 9 may, in fact, obscure the plan and techniques of proof which are 

the important results for any readero I have attempted to provide 

explanation of the plans and to point out the techniqueso The level of 

presentation is aimed primarily at a reader familiar with Ro Lo Moore 0s 

iii 



book 9 Foundations of Point~ Topologyo However 11 the reader who has 

successfully completed a year of study in general topology and who has 

ready access to Moore's book as a reference 9 could read the thesis with-

out too much difficultyo Everyone 9 regardless of background 9 is 

encouraged to read with pencil in hand and to construct chains in every 

conceivable mannero 

The second chapter is primarily a presentation of results concern= 

ing the construction of chains on chainable continuao Two important 

results reveal that all chainable continua are atriodic and hereditarily 

unicoherento I have taken the approach that the converse of this would 

be the ideal resulto While the third and fifth chapters present results 
) 

which successively reduce the necessary additional restrictions 9 it is 

also noted in the fifth chapter that this ideal cannot be achieved 0 

It would be impossible for me to acknowledgej by name 9 the many 

individuals 9 whose instruction and encouragement have played a part in 

helping me achieve this goalo A special note of gratitude must be given 

to those friends and colleagues whose support and encouragement have 

kept me goingo Although it is impossible to do so fully 11 I especially 

wi,$p to thank Dro John J'obe for his patient and understanding dire©tion 
i': 

of this thesis 9 which has perhaps taken longer than necessary because of 

my interest and desire to take courses beyond those requiredo His 

approach to learning in the classroom will remain with me throughout my 

teaching careero 

My thanks also go to Dro Eo Ko McLachlan 9 who has assisted me as an 

academic advisor, instructor, and commitee chairman, and to committee 

members and instructors; Dr" Robert Alciatore and Dr., J'oe Howardo To 

the Department of Mathemati~s at Oklahoma State University for providing 



a graduate assistantship for these years, thank youo 

Finally 9 to my family I owe a special debto My wife Doris 9 son 

Doug 9 and daughter Debi have endured too long without husband and 

father, while I devoted much of my time and energy to this endeavor 0 

May they recieve fully what benefits this completion may bringo 
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CHAPI'ER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Historical Development 

The notion of a simple chain was first defined by R., L., Moore [25] 

in 19160 Although not always using exactly the same definition 9 numer= 

ous referenc:es to or uses of simple chains were made during the next 

thirty-five years. Notable among these were the writings of Bo Naster 

[27] in 1922, J. H. Roberts [31] in 1930 9 and Eo Eo Moise (24] 9 Ro H0 

Bing [2] [3], Oo Ho Hamilton [15] 9 and Bing and F., Bo Jones [7) around 

1950., Most of these publications, howevar 9 used simple chains or 

particular sequences of chains to produce results not specifically 

concerned with the ability to construct chainso Nor did they develop 

the conse~uences of a chain on a continuumo All of the publications~ 

except that by Roberts, were concerned with what was eventually called 

the pseudo-arc and the subject of homogeneous plane continuao Other 

work was also being done during this period on such related subje~ts aa 

triadic continua [32] and unicoherent continua [23]o 

In 1951, the publication by Ro Ho Bing of "Snake-like Continua.n~ 

[4] introduced the study of this classification of continua for its own 

sakeo This represents the first published result concerning the char~ 

acterization of the continua which Bing called 9 snake-like continuao 

Bing attributes the actual name to Gustov Choquet [4Jo The terms 

chainable continua or linearly chainable continua have, however 9 

, 
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gradually replaced Bing's earlier name. The main result of Bing's work 

was a characterization of chainable continua in terms of atriodic, 

hereditarily unicoherent, and hereditarily decomposable continua. 

The interest in chainable continua since the early 1950's has 

centered on characterizing these continua without restriction to heredi

tarily decomposable continua or with the rossibility of removing some 

of the other restrictions. In 1961, L. K. Barrett [1], utilizing the 

results of H. c. Miller [23], was able to prove several characteriza

tions equivalent to that by Bing. It was not until 1966 and again in 

1969 that significant results appeared, reducing the restrictions in the 

characterizations of chainable continua. J.B. Fugate [13] and [14] was 

first able to show that a compact metric continuum is chainable if and 

only if it is atriodic, hereditarily unicoherent, and is the union of 

two chainable subcontinua. Among his later results is a characteriza

tion of chainable continua in terms of the indecomposable subcontinua of 

an atriodic and hereditarily unicoherent compact metric continuum. 

These results represent the existing state of knowledge of the charac

terizations of chainable continua, approaching the subject directly from 

the definition. 

Objective:S 

The main objective of this thesis is to present as complete a 

development of the characterizations of chainable continua as possible. 

However, one limitation will be placed on the study and that is to limit 

the characterizations to those obtainable directly from the definition 

of chainable continua. Thus, the study of chainable continua in terms 

of algebraic topology and inverse limit spaces will be omitted. This 



limitation is necessitated by the desire to avoid having to assume too 

extensive a background by any reader and to keep the thesis manageable 

in terms of length. 
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Since it is not assumed that every reader will already be familiar 

with the terms and basic results needed for this presentationi an aim 

will be to develop the background necessary to understand and prove the 

theorems. This will be attempted through examples illustrating the 

definitions and by discussing the method of a proof both before and 

during the actual presentation of the proof of a theoremo A:n additional 

objective is to present in a single reference the works of several 

individuals which currently appear only in mathematical journals0 Any 

pedegogical value in this study must ultimately lie in the opport,mity 

which it affords to investigate, in depth, a subject of current interest 

in mathematical journals and which at present only rarely enters into 

courses in topologyo There is also the aim of developing the ability 

to analyze research developments in mathematics and interpret them in 

light of the future of mathematics educationo 

Thesis Notation and Procedures 

In order to help facilitate the reading of this thesis, certain 

policies regarding notation and procedure should be mentionedo When a 

reference is made in the form, theorem 3ol4 or [3.14], then this refer

ence is to the fourteenth result of Chapter III o . G'enerally, except when 

the reference is to Chapter I, the complete proof of the indicated 

result appears in the thesiso Certain theorems which appear in the lit

erature and which are used in this presentation, but which are not as 

accessible as others, will be stated later, without proof 9 in this 
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chapter. References to the literature will be made in the form 9 

(5, p. 14], where the first number indicates the source as given in the 

bibliography of this thesis, and the second number indicates the page 

number within that sourceo 

Definitions will be numbered consecutively only in the first chap= 

tero In the later chapters, de:t-initions will simply be incorporated 

into the discussiono The basic examples will first appear in a section 

of this chapter with comple.te explanation of their constructiono They 

will be referenced later for illustrating specific definitions and 

results. To assist the reader in finding definitions and examples 9 an 

index of the definitions and examples is included as an appendir.:0 

The completion of a proof will be indicated with the symbol llo 

For the reader who does not wish to study each proof in detail 9 and this 

is sometimes advisable in order to obtain a good overview of the mater= 

ial, this notation will facilitate their reading of the thesiso Some 

proofs are qµite lengthy and this notation serves to indicate the end off 

the proof and the beginning of the following discussiono 

Basic Definitions and Subject Notation 

Certain terms and concepts are considered basic to the complete 

presentationo Those which relate directly to the subject of chainable 

continua are presented in this section along with some basic assumptions 

and notational descriptions. Definitions and theorems which are con= 

sidered basic to any general development of point set topology are not 

includedo These may be found in any standard reference such as 

Foundations .2! General Topology by William Jo Pervin (29] or General 

Topology by John L. Kelley [18]. Additionally 9 all theorems or defini= 
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tions which do not appear in this thesis or one of the abov.e references 9 

may be found in Foundations .2f. Point~ Topology by Ro Lo Moore [26Jo 

The basic topological setting for the definitions and theorems of 

this thesis is a metric space with the metric being denoted by Po This 

will be assumed, without further mention, in the statement of all 

resultso Examples will generally be constructed in the Cartesian plane 

although this restriction is certainly unnecessary in most caseso 

Since the subject of this thesis deals with continua in a metric 

space, this is obviously the point at which we should begin the defini= 

tionso In order to avoid having to state a condition of compactness in 

each theorem, we shall simply define a continuum to include this 

propertyo 

1 Definition A compact connected set is called a continuumo 

2 Definition kny finite collection C = {d1 9 d29 ° 00 9 dm} of 

open sets is a linear chain 9 or just chain, if di(\dj ~ ¢ if and only 

if Ii = j I ~ 10 

It should be noted that the definition of a chain does not require 

the existence of a continuum; ie 9 chains exist without reference to a 

continuumo Also it should be noted that no restrictions are plac:ed on 

the open sets involvedo That is 9 they may or may not be connected point 

setso Theorem 208 will be a good example of a result which produces a 

chain where the open sets may very well not be connectedo Chains may 

also be denoted by C(d1 , 0°0 9 dm) or simply by Once a 

particular chain has been defined or denoted in a proof and thus when it 

is not apt to cause confusion~ a chain may be further abbreviated as 



C(l 9m)o A subchain of C(l 9m) is the collection {dk, ~+l' 00° 9 dn} 

= C(k,n) which is a subcollection of C = {d1 , d29 ° 00 9 dm}o The 
D1 

notation C*(l,m) will be used to denote the set~ ~ Jd.o 
i'";;J. 1 
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3 Definition If C = {d1 , d2 , 000 , dm} is a chain then each set 

di is called a.!!.!!! of the chain c. If Ii - jl = 1 then the links 

di and d. are called adjacent links of C(l 9m)o 0therwise 9 distinct 
J . 

links are called nonadjacent linkso 

Although definition 2 requires that dir'idj = ¢ for Ii= jJ > 1 9 

where and dj are open sets, it is possible that the links may 

have some limit points in commono That is 9 no restrictions have been 

placed on the possibility that din dj -/= ¢ with li - j I > lo ThUS9 

the following definition describes just this type of chaino 

4 Definition A chain C = {d1 , d2 , 000 9 dm} is~ if and only 

if the intersection of the closures of two nonadjacent links is emptyo 

That is, C(l 9m) is taut if and only if d.fld. = ¢ 
1 J 

This is equivalent to requiring that p(d1 ,dj) > 0 for 

[13, Po 460]o 

for li = j l > 1 o 

Ji=jl>l 

It will frequently be necessary to construct a chain which is con= 

tained within another chaino That is, if C and F are chains~ then 

F is contained within C if and only if F* ~ c* o This form of con= 

tainment is usually too general and the following definition places 

further restrictions on the two chainso 

5 Definition Let C and F be two chainso The chain F is 

said to be a refinement of chain C if and only if each link of the 

chain F is contained in some link of the chain Co The refinement is 
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called a closed refinement if and only if the closure of each link of F 

is contained in some link of Co 

Definition 6 is the first definition relating chains to continua 

and is of course the basis for defining a chainable continuum. 

6 Definition Let M be a continuumo If C is a chain such that 

each link of C contains a point of M and MC C'\ then C is a 

chain ~ the continuum Mo If C is a chain such that MC: c'*., but it 

is not known whether each link of C contains a point of M or not., 

then C is said to be a chain covering.:!:!!!. continuum Mo 

This definition does not require a certain type of minimalityo That is., 

if C = (~, d2, 0 •o, dm} is a chain on the continuum M., it may also 

be that C(l,m-1), C(2,m), or even that C(2,m-l) is a chain on Mo 

The definitions of a chain and a chain on the continuum M exclude the 

possibility of omitting any other linkso This property of minimality is 

sometimes desirous and shall be described in the future simply by the 

followingo 

7 Definition If C is a chain on the continuum M then C is a 

minimal chain on M if and only if no proper subchain of C is also a 

chain on M. 

This property is also a type of irreducibility and thus we may sometimes 

refer to a chain on the continuum M which is irreducible 9 meaning that 

the chain is a minimal chain on the continuum Mo 

Thus far, none of the definitions have directly required that the 

topological space under consideration be a metric spaceo The following 

two definitions show the necessity of having made this a general requir~ 
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ment when studying chain~ble continua. 

8 Definition If each link of a chain C has a diameter less than 

e, then the chain is called an e-chain. 

9 Definition If M is a continuum, then M is a chainable 

continuum if and only if for every real number e > o, there is an 

e...chain on the continuum M. 

An arc in the plane is the simplest example of a nondegenerate 

chainable continuum. Because· of the ease of constructing such an exam-

ple in the plane, we shall usually not give special mention to it. 

Examples of chainable continua which are not arcs will be described in 

the following section of this chapter. 

The remaining definitions relate to specific pr,perties of or 

requirements for chainable continua. 

10 Definition The continuum M is said to be a triod if and only 

if M is the union of the three proper subcontinua A, B', and C 

such that AnB = Af'\C = \nc = Ar'\Br'iC and Ar"\B(""\C is 

properly contained in ea,£,· of A, B, and C. A continuum is said to 

be atriodic if and only if it contains no triod. 

11 Definition A simple triod is a triod such that the common part 

of the three proper subcontinua which form the triod is degenerate. 

One usually thinks of a simple triod as being a simple "Y" or "'r'' 

shaped continuum. 

12 Definition The continuum M is unicoherent if and only if 

whenever M is the union of two subcontinua, their intersection is a 



continuum. A continuum M is said to be hereditar:Ui unicoherent if 

and only if every subconttnuum is unicoherent. 

13 D~finition A continuum is decomposable if and only if it can 

be expressed as the union of two proper subcontinuao If each nondegen-

erate subcontinuum of a continuum is decomposable then it is called a 

hereditarily decomposable continuumo 

14 Definition A continuum is indecomposable if and only if it is 

nondegenerate and not decomposableo It is hereditarily indecomposable 

if each subcontinuum is indecomposable. 

Fun4amental Examples 

A number of examples are described in this section for reference 

throughout the remainder of the thesis. They also provide immediate 

examples of continua which illustrate the definition of a ehainable 

continuum in the preceding section. The definitions of some of the 

terms used in naming or describing the examples will be given in later 

chapters and have no significance to the actual description of the 

examples. Thus, what is meant by an end point or opposite end point is 

immaterial at presento 

A Example Closed ~opologist's ~ Curve (33, P• 13?]o Let M 

be the closure of { (x,y) : y = sin(~), 0 < x S 1 }. Because M is 

the closure of this set, M clearly includes the p~:>ints { (O,y-) 

-1 .:5 y S 1} (see Figure 1.) For a given e > 0 the method of con~ 

structing an e-chain on the Closed Topologist 9 s Sine Curve is illus-

trated in Figure 2o 

9 



· Figure 1. Closed 'J'opologi st' s · Sine Curve 

Figure 2. Chain on the Closed Topologist's 
Sine Curve 

Figure 3. A Chai~able Continuum With Two End Points 

10 



B Example fl Ch,iinable continuum ~ ~ .!.!!;.!! points. This con-

tinuum is the union of the continuum of example A and the continuum 

which is symmetric to it with respect to the origin. Figure 3 illus-

trates this example which is s-chainable in a manner similar to example 

A. The significance of this example is that it is a chainable continuum 

with the two end points, T and U, .but it is not an arc. 

C Example ! chainable continuum~ f.2!!!: end. points. This con

tinuum is the union of the continuum of example A and~the continuum 

which is symmetric to it with respect to the point (1 90) or point T 

of Figure 1. An illustration of this example is given in Figure 4o 

Again, this example is s-chainable in a manner similar to example A. 

D Example ! chainable continuum (indecomposable)~~~ 

00 

point [4, p. 662]. 

3k-l 
2 2n 

~o[ 3k' 
2n+l ) --ic] , where 
3 

denotes the closed interval from a to b. The point set C is the 

Cantor set in the plane. Let M0 be the union of all semicircles in 

the upper half plane with both end points being elements of C and 

1 center at the point (2,o). Let M1 , i = 1 9 2, 3, •••, be the union of 

all semicircles in the lower half plane with both end points being 
00 

elements of C and center at the point Then M = UM. 
J.==v l. 

is 

a chainable continuum with only one end point, namely the origin. This 

continuum is also indecomposable [19, p. 204] and is illustrated in 

Figure .5. 

E Example !. chainable continuum (indecomposable)~ !!_2 end 

points [4, p. 662]. This continuum is the union of the continuum M of 
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Figure 4. A Chainable Continuum With Four End l;oints 

Figure 5o A. Chai nab le. Continuum (Indecomposable) With One f;nd l-oint 
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example D and the continuum which is symmetric to it with respect to the 

origin. Figure 6 illustrates this example. 

F Example Chainable continuum (indecomposable) with .E!.2. ~ 

co 3k-l _1 2 i . i 
E = kr::,l{ l j ( \~[5•2 ;2J, 5•2 +~j+l] ) }, where 

- ~ ~ 5 . 5 
Let [a 9b] points. 

denotes the closed interval from a to b. Then E is the set of all 

numbers of the unit interval which can be written in the base five enum-

eration system without the digits 1 and 3. Let 

for n = O, 1, 2, ••• and let F n = {. x : 1-x £ En } • Let M be the 
n 

union of all semicircles in the lower half plane with centers at the 

point ( 7 ' O) 
10.r.f 

and end points elements of E, n n = o, 1,. 2, ••• • 

Let. Nn be the union of all semicircles in the upper half plane with 

center· at the point 2 ) (1- , 0 
lO•r.f 

and end points elements of Fni 

n = o, 1, 2, •••. 
co 

Then M = l Jn(M U N ) :rl='<, n n is a chainable continuum with 

two end points, namely the origin and the point (1,0). This continuum 

is indecomposable (19, p. 205] and is illustrated in Figure 7. 

G Example 1 Hereditarily indecomposable chainable continuumo This 

final example is the pseudo-arc and except for listing it here with the 

fundamental examplea, we shall not further define or discuss ito The 

pseudo-arc is the subject of a thesis by McKellips [22] and any reader 

wishing to pursue the subject further is refered to that source or one 

of the original sources [27] or [24]. 

Reference Theorems 

This chapter will conclude with the statement of several results 



Figure 6. A Chainable Continuum (Indecomposable) With No End Poin~s 

I-' 
~ 



Figure 7. A Chainable Continuum (Indecomposable) With Two End Points 

..... 
\.n 
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from the literature which will prOYe to be essential in the later chap

ters. They are stated without proof since their purpose in being 

presented is to pr~de easy acoees by the reader to their statements. 

These results do not appear in texts which could be considered generally 

available to the reader. 

1.1 Theorem Eve~ infinite sequence of sets contains a convergent 

subsequence [34, p. 11]. 

1.2 Theorem . It {Ai} is an infinite sequence of sets such that .. . 

(a) ~Ai is conditionally compact, (b) tor each 1 1 ~ pair of 

points of Ai can be joined in Ai by an s1-chain and s1 .. 0 as 

i .. •, (c) 11• int (A1) ,J ¢, then lim sup {Ai} is connected [34, 

p. 14]. 

1.3 Theorem It {A1} is· a convergent sequence satisfying (a) and 

(b) of [1.2], then 11• CA1) is connected [34, p. 15]. 

1.4 Tbeorem A~ monotone tranatorma.tion t(A) • B on a compact 

apace A i& equivalent to an upper eelli-continuous decompoai tion of A 

into continua. Conversely, any upper semi-continuous decomposition of 

A into continua wit~ hyperspace A'. is equivalent to.a monotone trans-

formation t(A) = A' [34, p. 12?]. 

1.5 Theorem If T is compact and the union of three continua 

which have a point in common and such that no one of them is a subset of 

the union of the other two, then T contains a triod [32, p. 443] • 

. . 

1.6 Theorem Every compact nondegenerate unicohe~nt continuum 

which is not a triad is irreducible between some two points [32, p. 4.56]. 



CHAPrER II 

FUNDA~TAL THEOREMS OF CHAINABILITY 

Some Necessities for Chainability of Continua 

In this section some of the consequences of a continuum being 

cbainable and in particular its unicoherence and its atriodici.ty will be 

presented. 

The first several results illustrate that if C is a chain on a 

continuum M and no subchain of C is a chain on M then in a sense 

each part of the chai~ must meet M. The {irst result stat~s simply 

that each link must meet M and in particular that part of each link 

which is not in any other link meets M. S;ince there is no requirement 

that links be connected, it is possible for~ link to be the union of 

several disjoint open sets with some of these not meeting M0 Proposi~ 

tion 2o3 carries these ideas even further by showing that the common 

part of two adjacent links must also contain a point of Mo 

2.1 Proposition Let M be a connected set and C = {d1 , 0 " 0 , ~} 

be a chain on M such that d{l M I= ¢ and dn("') M I= ¢ 0 Then 

di)M I=¢ for each i = 1, 2, 000 , no In fact, M("'\[d0 (d1_1U 

di+l)] I=¢ for i = 2, 3, 000 9 n-lo Also, if C is a minimal chain on 

and are both nonempty. 

Proof: Assume that for some integer j, 1 < j < n9 the set 

"'" 
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M<'t[dj'-..(dj-;U dj+l)] is empty. Let H = M<'iC*(l,j-1) and K = 

M{'"'\C*(j+l,n): Then M = HUK• Now x e H implies that x e '1< for 

some k, 1 .S k .S j-1. The definition of a chain implies that '1<"di 

is empty for each i, j+l .S i .S n. Since K <; c*( j+l ,n) this implies 

that '\<'t K = ¢ which implies that x /. K. Likewise, x c: K implies 

that x /. H. Hence, H and K form a separation of M which is a 

contrad.iction to M being connected. Thus, the integer j does not 

exist and for each i, l < i < n, Mfl[di'-....(d. 1Ud. 1 >J F ¢. There-
J+ J-

fore, we also have that for each i, 1 .Si .Sn, M(\di F ¢. The 

completion of the theorem is immediate. II 

This proposition can be extended to a result which is more useful 

in later theorems and is stated below. Since its proof is similar to 

that given above, it is omitted. 

2.2 Proposition Let M be a connected set and C a chain such 

that M<; c*. If dit'iM F ¢ and d/',M F ¢ for some di and dj 

in C with i .S j, then each link of the subchain c1 = C(i,j) con

tains a point of M. 

2.3 Proposition Let M be a connected set and C = {d1 , 

be a chain on M such that d1<'i M F ¢ and dn<'t M F ¢. Then 

i, l .Si .S n-1, Mr'l(difld·i+l) F ¢. 

• •• , d} 
n 

for each 

Proof: Suppose there is an integer j, 1 .S j ,Sn-1, such that 

M()(d{' dj+l) = ¢. Let H = M,'\C*(l,j) and K = M<'iC*(j+l,n), both 

of which are nonempty sets. We must now have that M = H\..JK. The 

point sets H and K do not meet since Mr'ldjr'ldj+l = ¢ and 

H c;:c•(1,j-l)U(dj'-...,dj+l)U(djfldj+l) which implies that 
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H<; c*(l,j-l)U(dj'-.....dj+l). This latter quantity being denoted by a1• 

Likewise, K is contained in the set c•(j+2,n)\.)(dj+l"-dj) which we 

shall denote by G2• Since dj '-dj+l <; dj and d('c*(j+2,n) = ¢, 

this with the fact that dj()(dj+!"dj) • ¢ implies that dj(")G2 = ¢. 

Likewise, dj+l{) o1 ,., ¢. Now by the definition of o1 and o2 and 

the definition of a chain, a1n G2 • ¢. Thus, Hf""\K<;; o1no2 which 

implies that HnK = ¢. 

Now suppose there is a point x in iinK. Then x £ K which 

implies that x £ o2 and thus x e dj , j+l S jx Sn. Since x is a 
x 

limit point or H, 

is an integer j1 , 1 < j < j, 
- y-

Let y e dj n H, y ~ x. Then there 
x 

such that y £ dj and thus dj n dj 
y x y 

~ ¢. This implies that rjx - jyl S: 1 and thus jy = j, 
But now y e dJ.("'i H <; dj_"M and y e. dj+l implies that 

j = j+l. x 

y £ d/,dj+l 

n M, a contradiction to the original assumption. Therefore, 

df',di+l{""\M ~ ¢, for each i, 1 Si" S n-1. I J 

With the three preceding propositions it is now possible to estab-

lish several important properties of chainable continua. The final 

result is stated as theorem 2.7 but it is the following which makes this 

possible. It should be recalled that by a continuum being chainable we 

mean that the links can be made arbitrarily small. Thus, many of the 

following results are established by simply requiring the links of a 

chain to be too small to allow an assumed property to occur. 

2.4 Proposition Each chainable continuum is unicoherent. 

Proof: Let M be a chainable continuum and suppose that 
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M = M1UM2 , with ~ and M2 proper subcontinua of Mo Let p and 

q be arbitrary points of M1()M2 which must be nonempty since to 

assume to the contrary would produce a separation of Mo We may assume 

that p and q are distinct for if M1 flM2 = {p} then M is unic:o= 

herento 

Let a = {d1 , d2, 0 0 • dn} be a chain on Mo Then p e di and 

q e dj for some i and j such that without loss of generality 9 

i S j, and p I, di+l' qi dj-lo Proposition 2o2 now implies that each 

link of c1 = C(i,j) contains a point of M1 o Let {p = pi 9 pi+l 9 ° 00 9 

pj-l' pj = q} be a set of points such that for each m9 i ~ m ~ j 9 

Pm e M1n dmo 

Now if {dn' d2 , •0°, dn} is an e=ehain on M, then p(pm 9M2) < & 

since each link.must contain a point of M2o We also have that 

p(pm,Pm+l) < 2eo Since M is chainable 1 for each € > 0 11 M can be 

covered by an e-chain. Thus, there is a sequence of point sets R1 , 

R2 , ooo such that for each k, Rk = {p = Pk,l' Pk,2 , 000 , Pkvnk = q} 

such that for each i, 1 S i S·· nk, Pk,i £ Ml, 
1 

p(pk,i'Pk,i+l) < k 0 

Since {R1 , R2 , 0 • 0 } is an infinite sequence of poi~t sets~ s?me 

subsequence has a connected sequential limiting set L [lol] and [l.2]o 

But L is contained in M1n M2 and contains p and q. Since p 

and q were arbitrary members of ~r'""iM2 11 this intersection is con= 

nected and M is unicoherent. II 

2o5 Proposition A chainabile continuum is not a triodo 

Proof: Assume that the chainable continuum M is a triodo Let 
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M1 1l M2 9 and M3 denote the three proper subcontinua such that M is 

their union and M.r'IM. = K9 where i, j £ {1 9 2, 3} and i F j~ and 
1 J 

K = M{~, M2n M3" For each i = 1, 2 i and 3~ let pi £ Mi~ K ,': ¢0 Let 

61 = p(p1 1lM2UM3)\J o2 = p(p2 ,M1UM3), and o3 ,.. (p3iM1UM2 L Now 

{ 0 let o = min o1 \J o2 , o3} and let € be a number such that O < s < 2. 

Let C be an £-chain on Mo Then no single link of C intersects 

any two of {p1 ), {p2), {p3}, and Ko Now these four distinct point 

sets must intersect the chain C in some order. Without loss of gener= 

ality\J suppose that they meet the links of the chain in the order named. 

Suppose that the chain c is denoted by ••• t ... ' d t ••• , 

P2 

i = 1\J 2, or 311 and di(' K 

d ("'\M2 J ¢ by proposition 2o2 since M2 is connected. But this ~on
P3 

tradicts the fact that 

Similar arguments hold for any order of these four point sets. Hence~ 

M is not a triod. II 

The following proposition will enable us to conclude that each 

chainable continuum is in fact hereditarily unicoherent and atriodico 

This will then establish the previously mentioned theorem 2.7. 

2.6 Proposition Each subcontinuum of a chainable continuum is 

chainable. 

Proofg Let K be a subcontinuum of a chainable continuum M. Let 

C ""' { d1 , d2 11 o O O v dn) be an £~chain on M. Since C contains a finite 

collection of links and each point of M is in at least one link~ there 
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is a first link, di' 1 Si Sn such that di("')K; ¢ and there is a 

last link, dj, l S j S n such that d{l K # ¢, with i S j. Then 

K is a continuum with c1 = C(i,j) a covering of K. Proposition 2.2 

now implies that for each k, V' K -/, ¢, i S k S j. Thus, c1 is an 

e-chain on K and since e was arbitrary, K is chainable. II 

2.7 Theorem Every chainable continuum is hereditarily unicoherent 

and atriodic. 

Proof: This theorem follows immediately from propositions 2.4, 

2.5, and 2.7. II 

Now that several results have been obtained pertaining to chainable 

continua perhaps it is appropriate to pause from the formal presentation 

to reflect on the consequences of these results. These informal reflec-

tions will obviously be nontechnical with the inclusion of such 

undefined yet descriptive terms as "thin," "line-like," "circle-like," 

and "looping." 

a) 

Figure 8. 

b) c) 

Examples of a) A Simple Triad, b) Looping or Circle-like, 
and c) Non Line-like or Non Thin 
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The concept of chainability, which requires chains with arbitrarily 

small links, denotee a sort of thinness or line-likeness to the contin-, 

uum. Perhaps an idea of local thinness is more appropriate since a 

chainable continuum can appear to be dense in places. A good example is 

example A, the Closed Topologist's Sine Curve, which is quite dense 

along the interval from (0,-1) to (0,1). 

Since every chainable continuum is atriodic by theorem 2.7, any 

triod cannot be chainable. This excludes such continua in the plane as 

the union of the segments joining (0,-1) to (0,1) and (o,o) to 

(1,0), the unit disk, and the union of sin x and cos x for O ~ x ~ 2'1'1'. 

The first example, which is a simple triod, is excluded because with 

chains having links of diameter less than one-half, a linear chain can-

not cover the continuum. Likewise, the unit disk is excluded, but also 

because it contains the afore mentioned simple triod. Thus, continua 

which in a sense are not thin or line-like must be excluded because they 

contain triods. 

The third example is one which might informally be described as 

containing loops. Again such a continuum is not chainable because 

locally, about a point of intersection, the continuum contains a triod 

which creates the same difficulty as in the first example. 

The necessity of being unicoherent excludes from consideration such 

continua as circles since, for example, the unit circle can be written 

as the union of two proper subcontinua whose intersection is not con-

nected. The requirement of hereditary unicoherence further excludes 

continua such as that previously mentioned which contain loops since a 

loop is circle-like. 

In Chapter III it will be shown that these requirements of 
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atriodicity and hereditary unicoherence are actually sufficient for 

hereditarily decomposable continua to be chainable. Such is not the 

case for other types of continua. There are however numerous other 

fundamental results which must be obtained before considering these con-

ditions of sufficiency further. 

Construction Properties of Chains 

The results which follow in this section of Chapter II might best 

be described as structural theorems since they deal with the ability to 

construct new chains from given chains. The first two propositions 

follow rather easily and it should be noted that they are stated without 

reference to any particular continuum. 

Proposition 2.8 will provide the ability to construct, from the 

chain C(d1 , d2 , •••, dn)' a new chain, denoted by ens, where S 

is an open set with a certain property given in the proposition, and the 

ith link of ens is given by d.ns, 
1 

for 1 S i Sn. Thus, this 

proposition defines and establishes the collection {d1 n S, d2n S, • • •, 

d {'\s) as a chain denoted by ens. 
n 

2.8 Proposition If C = {d1 , d2, •••, dn} is a chain and S is 

an open set such that sn(dindi+l) -/: ¢ for each i, 1 Si S n-1, 

then C()S = {d1ns, d/,S, •••, dn,'\S) is a chain. 

Proof: Clearly, for each i, 1::; i Sn, di()S is an open set. 

Now (di,'\ s)("') (d/1 S) = (din d/" s. Thus, Ii - j I s 1 implies 

that j = i-1 or j = i+l and consequently Sr'\(d/'""\ dj) -/: ¢ by 

hypothesis. Conversely, sn (di('\ dj) ,/: ¢ implies that di('\ dj -/: ¢ 

which then implies that Ii - jl < 1. Therefore, (dJ,s)r.,(d,("'\S) 
- 1 J 
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I= ¢ :i.f and only if Ii - j r ~ 1, and ens is a chain. JI 

While the preceding proposition in a sense provides a means of 

reducing the sizes of the links of a chain and thus or producing a 

refinement of the given chain, the following simple proposition provides 

a means of lengthening chains by joining two chains together. Thus, the 

following proposition will define and justify the notation for the chain 

denoted by C(l,n) ct G(l,m). 

~-9 Proposition If C = {d1 , d2 , ... , dn} and G = {g1 , g2 , ... , 

~} are each chains such that din gj I= ¢ if and only if i = n and 

j = 1, then C(l,n) & G(l,m) = {d1 , d2 , •••, dn' g1 , g2 , •••, ~) is 

a chain. 

Proof: This result is apparent from the hypothesis and the defini-

tion of a chain. 11 

The use of the preceding proposition will usually be with the join-

ing of two chains which may not necessarily have their links numbered 

beginning with one. The validity of this should, however, be apparent 

from the preceding. 

The next several results continue in the same vein as the two 

preceding.propositions. They deal primarily with the ability to con-

struct a particular type of chain or to guarantee that a sequence of 

chains with a particular structure exists. These results will, however, 

again be· relative to an arbitrary but given chainable continuum. Since 

the details of the proofs become quite involved, although not difficult, 

any reader might find it advantageous to initially omit a detailed study 

of the proofs and to first seek to understand the conclusions of the 

lemmas and their significance in arriving at the primary result which is 
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stated as theorem 2.13. 

2.10 LeDJma If M is an e:-chainable continuum, then there is a 

taut e:-chain on M. 

Proof: Let C = {d1 , d2 , •••, dn} be any e:-chain on M. Although 

~n dj f. ¢ if and only if lk - j I < 1, it is possible that 

dk(Ydj f. ¢. and lk - j I ~ 2. Suppose first that \fldj f. ¢ and 

!k - jj' = 2. Then there is an integer i such that, without loss of 

generality, k = i - 1 and j = i + 1. We note at this point that this 

intersection is compact. Let -:,1 e: di-l"di and y2 e: di,'\di+l• 

Then y1 i di+l and y2 i di-l• 

Now for each x e: (d. 1n di 1 ) (ld., there is an open ball 
1- + 1 

B(x;e:x) contained in d. and such that e: < p(x,y.), i = 1 and 2. 
1 X 1 

Also for each x & (di-l(ldi+l)-........di' there is a 6x > 0 such that the 

open ball B(x;6) does not intersect . x M and p(x,y.) > 6 for i = 
1 X e: 

1 and 2. The collection { B(x;...!l 
6 2 : x. e: cii_1n a:i+ln di 1 u 

{ B(x;7) : x e: (di-l (Ydi+l)-........di } i~ an open cover of di_1('')'di+r 

e:1. e:k. 61. 
Let the collection { B(x1 ;°2")' •••, B(~;""2), B(xk+l;°2")' •••, 

6 
B(xk+m;T) } denote a finite subcover of di-ln di+r 

. . e:l e:k 61 6m 
Let b = min { 2 , • • •, 2 , 2 , • • •, 2 } . Then for all x in 

d. 1(")«i. 1 , p(x,y.) > 26, for i = 1 and 2, and for all x e: 
1- 1+ 1 

(di 1() d. 1 )"'-....d., p(x,y) > 26, for all y in M. Let 
- 1+ 1 

0 = U{ B(x,6) : x e: d. 1,'\ci. 1 }. Then O :)d. 1(lci. 1 and 
· 1- 1+ - 1- 1+ 

yi i O, i = 1 and 2. 

Let hi-l = di_1-........o and hi+l = di+l"'-....0. Then hi-l and hi+l 
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are disjoint nonempty open sets such that h. 111d. -/= ¢ and h. 1(') d. 
1- l. 1+ l 

~ ¢ since they contain y1 and y2 respectivelyo Because h. 1 and 
l.= 

hi+l are contained in di-l and di+l respectively, their diameters 

are less than e:o If y e: Mf'\d. l() d. l then since C is a chain on 
1- 1+ 

M, y e: di o Finally, hi-l meets M since y e: (di-l '-di)() M -/= ¢ 

and x e: (d. 1,d. )() 0 implies that B(x;9) f'IM = ¢ and thus y i Oo 
1- 1 · 

Likewise, hi+l()M I:¢. Now c1 = {d1 , •••, h. l' d. 9 h. l' o•• 9 d} 
1- 1 1+ n 

is an e:-chain on M and h. 1() h. 1 = ¢. 
1- 1+ 

Now suppose that dkf'I dj -/= ¢ and lk "" j I > 2. Then there does 

not exist a link d. 
l. 

of C such that d. n d. -I= ¢ and d. n d . -I= ¢. 
l. J:{ 1 J 

Also, (~() dj)(\M = ¢ since to assume not implies there is a point x 

of ~ "-~ and dj '-dj which is also in M. But because C covers 

M, x e:. di for some link di of C and thus ~() di and dj ('\di 

are both nonempty which is contrary to the above o Hence, ~/' d/) M 

= ¢. 
Since this intersection is empty and M is compact 9 there exists 

a number o > 0 such that for all x in ~ndj, p(x 9M) > 26. Then 

U( B(x;o) ~ x e: \n dj } is an open set O such that Of'IM = ¢. 

Thus, M is contained in the complement of O and if gk "" <it ,o and 

gj = dj ,o, then M is covered by the collection c2 = {d19 ° 0 0 , 

gk, •••, gj, ••o, dnL Since gkc,;~ and gj<;;:dj, both gk and gj 

have diameters less than e:. To see that gk and gj are links of a 

chain, we note that dk-l () ~n M /: ¢ and O ,M = ¢ and hence 

dk-lfl (~ ,o)() M /: ¢. Therefore, ~-l ('\gk-/= ¢. Likewise, we obtain 

d. 1n g. -1= ¢, 
J- J 

are themselves nonempty. Thus, 

and gj()dj+l -/= ¢. Also, 

is a chain on M and 

gk and gj 

gk()gj "'¢. 

Since either of the above procedures can be repeated finitely many 
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times, the chain C may be made into a taut e-chain on M. I I 

2.11 Lemma Let M be a chainable continuum and C a taut 

e-chain on M. Then there is a taut !e-chain c1 on M such that c1 

is a closed refinement of c. 

Proof: Let C = {d1 , d2, •••, dn}. Without loss of generality, 

n ~ 2. Since M is compact and the complement of c*, -c•, is 

closed, there exists a number a.> 0 such that p(M,-c•) > 2a.. Let 

D = ~(x;a.). Then D £= c•. 

-~ * For each i, 1,::: i S n-1, let Hi= D, ,~c (i+l,n) and Ki= 

-/"""'. . Dr 1-C (1,i). Now for each i, Hi and Ki are closed subsets of 

DC c• such that H. C (di"-...d. 1)Uc*(l,i-l) = c*(l,i)"-d. 1 which is 
- 1 - 1+ 1+ 

contained in c*(l,i+l) and K. C (di 1~ d. )Uc*(i+2,n) = 
1 - + 1 

c•( i+l ,n) "-...di+l c; C*( i ,n). To see that Hl'' Ki = ¢ for each i, let 

x e Hi. Then x e c•(1,i) which implies that xi dj for i+2,::: j Sn 

and xi d. 1,d. and thus xi K. C (d. 1,d.)UC*(i+2,n). Simi-
1+ 1 1 - . 1+ 1 

larly, x £ K. implies that xi Hi and we have that H.r""IKi = ¢ for 
1 · 1 

1 _< i _< n-1. Then b. = p(H.,K.) is positive for l Si .S n-1. 
1 1 1 

Since C 

p(di ,~) > o. 

Ii - kl ~ 2 l. 

is a taut chain, di() dk = ¢ for Ii - kl ~ 2, and thus 

Now let f3 = ~in{ p(di ,\) : 1 .S i S n, 1 ,::: k S n, and 

Then f3 > o. 
bl 62 

Let b = min{ ~' ~· '3, 2 , 2 , 
b 
n-1 } ... , ~ . Since M is chainable 

there is a 6-chain c1 on M which by lemma 2.10 can be considered 

taut. With b < le, we have that c:1 is a taut le-chain on M. Let 

d be any link of c1 • Since the diameter of d is less than or equal 

to b with 6 < a., and dr'\M ~ ¢, we have that dCD which implies 

that d <; D <; c•. Also, b < 13 implies that d cannot meet two 
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nonadjacent links since to assume that y & 'f(°'\dj and z s d~dk 

with lj - kl 2=, 2 implies that p(y,z) < o < ~. But by the definition 

of P, p(y,z) > ~ and the result follows. 

Since d<lM-/: ¢~ let x & d,'\M. Then x _s.d •. for some d. e; C 0 
1 1 

If d £.di, then we are done. Thus, suppose that ci<t di nor for that 

matter, any other link of c. Again, by the definition of ~9 d can 
., 

meet only adjacent links of d. and then at most one of themo Thus 9 
1 

assume cir"\di+l-/: ¢. By the supposition we have that there is a point 

y in (di,di+l){)i and a point z s (di+l,di)f)d. Because d<;:D9 

ye D and z & D. Hence, y s Hi and z & Ki which implies that 

p{y,z) > o. > 6 0 But y and z being elements of d implies that 
- l. 

p(y,z) < o. Therefore, d must be contained in either di or di+l 

and c1 is a taut !e-chain on M which is a closed refinement of Co II 

·Before stating and proving the concluding theorem of this section 9 

the following corollary is established. Although it is not necessary 

for theorem 2.13, it is a structural result and further illustrates the 

degree of control possible over chains on a continuum. 

2.12 Corollary Let M be a chainal:i:le continuum 9 k a positive 

integer, and C a taut &-chain on M. Then there is a taut le-chain 

c2 on M such that c2 is a closed refinement of C and any subchain 

of less than k+l links of c2 cannot intersect two nonadjacent links 

of c. 

Proof: Lemma 2.11 implies there is a taut ~-chain c1 = (~9 °00 9 

d } on M such that cl is a closed refinement of c. Let ~ be the n 

min( p(di ,dj) : di' dj e: c1 , Ii - jl ~2 }. Since ci1ndj = ¢ for 

Ii ... j I 2: 2, 13 > o. Let 0 = • ( £ min 2, .JL 
k+l } and c2 be a taut o=ehain 



on M such that c2 is a closed refinement of c1 • Then c2 is a 

taut !e:-chain on M which is a closed refinement of c. 
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Suppose there is a subchain H = {~, h2 , • 0 •, hk} of k or less 

links of c2 such that 1,_()dj F ¢ and ~()dm F ¢ with lj = ml' 

> 2• - ' ie, H intersects two nonadjacent links of C. Let x e: h1fl dj 9 

y e: ~(') dm' and xi e: hi ()hi+l for 1 .:5 i .:5 k-1. Then p(x,x1 ) < 6 9 

p(y,xk_1) < o, and p(xi,xi+l) < b for l,::; i ,:s;k=l, and p(x 9y) ~ 

p(x,x1) + p(x1 ,x2) + • 00 + p(xk_1 ,y) < (k+l)o < ~. Thus, p(dj,dk) < ~. 

However, the definition of ~ implies that p(dj,dk) > ~ and we have 

that the subchain H cannot exist. Therefore, any subchain of less 

than k+l links of c2 cannot meet two nonadjacent links of c. II 

Theorem 2.13 concludes this section of Chapter II. When needed it 

allows us to work with a particular sequence of chains on a continuum. 

A sequence {Ci} of chains on a continuum M will be called a defining 

sequence .2f. chains on M if and only if {C.} is a sequence of taut 
1 

e:i-chains on M • such that Ci+l is a closed refinement of Ci and 

e; ..... 0 as i 
1 

.... 00 
0 Theorem 2.13 asserts the existence of a particular 

defining sequence of chains on any chainable continuum. 

2 0 13 Theorem If M is a chainable continuum then there is a 

defining sequence of chains on M 

Proof: Lemma 2.10 implies the existence of a taut !-chain c1 on 

M and lemma 2.11 implies the existence of a taut !=chain c2 on M 

which is a closed refinement of c1 • Induction on i with lemma 2.11 

implies there is a taut -1:-~hain C.;/ on M, such that Ci+l is a 
21 ... 

closed refinement of c .• 
1 

Thus, the defining sequence 

on M with e:. = ..l.i exists. n 
1 2 

{C.} 
1 

of chains 



Homeomorphisms and Chainable Continua 

In this section some consequences of chainability will be presented 

which are concerned with the existence of homeomorphismso The first 

concerns a homeomorphism between any two hereditarily indecomposable 

chainable continua and the second, a homeomorphism between any chainable 

continuum and a plane continuum. While these theorems are not specif= 

ically needed for the development of later material 9 they are presented 

because they are important consequences of chainability 9 because they 

might be considered as unexpected consequences of chainability 9 and 

because they are certainly not obviouso 

The first theorem is just stated since its development and proof 

appear in the thesis by McKellips [22, Po 99]. 

2ol4 Theorem If M and N are two nondegenerate 9 hereditarily 

indecomposable 9 chainable continua then they are homeomorphico 

Before preceding to the second of the two theoremsj the following 

lemma is stated~ The statement is not easily followed and except for 

the requirement that T is a homeomorphism mapping M1 onto M2 9 the 

proof may be found in either [2, Po 738] or with more detail in. 

(22, Po .50] o 

2o15 Lemma Suppose that M1 and M2 are chainable continua ir.t 

the metric spaces (X1 ,p1) and (X2 ,p2). respectivelyo Let 

O O O 

co 
be a sequence of positive numbers with .t1E. 

]..:: l. 
finiteo If 

{c1 ,i} and {c2 ,i} are sequences of chains on ~ and M2 respec= 

tively such that 
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for each i, and 

2) if the jth link of C . 1 intersects the kth link of C . 9 n,1+ n,1 

n = 1 or 2, then the distance between the jth link of C . 1 and) m,1+ 

the kth link of c; . , m,1 m = 1 and 2, is less than 

then there is a homeomorphism T mapping M1 onto M2 • 

Since the ability to duplicate the pattern of one chain within 

another is required in the next proof, the following notation is 

defined. The chain C(d1 , d2, • 00 , dn) follows~ pattern (1 9~), 

(2,k2), ... , (n,kn) in the chain G(g1 , g2 , ooo, ~) if and only if 

the ith link of c: lies in the kith link of G. Theorem 2.16 is the 

final result of this chapter and as was noted earlier it may seem to be 

an unusually stro~g consequence of chainability. A brief outline of the 

proof is included. 

2.16 Theorem Each chainaoie continuum is homeomorphic with a 

plane continuum. 

Froof: Theorem 2.13 states that there is a defining sequence {Ci} 

of chains on M with ei = ~. These chains are, without loss of gen= 
21 

erality, minimal in the sense that no proper subchain of Ci contains 

M0 Corollary 2.12 implies that each member of the sequence may be 

selected such that no subchain of C. 1 of less than nine links inter= 
1+ 

sects two nonadjacent links of Cio, 

It can be shown that in the plane there is a sequence of chains 

O O O such that Di 

iors of rectangles, D. 1 1+ 

is a 1r-chain whose elements are the inter= 
2 

follows a pattern in D1 that Ci+l follows 

and each element of D. contains the closure of an element of 
J. 
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D. [4 7 p. 654]. Lemma 2ol.5 will apply to this construction and implies 
1 

that M is homeomorphic with D1*nn2*n ° 00 0 11 



CHAPTER III 

SOME CHARACTERIZATIONS OF THE CHAINABILITY OF 

HEREDITARILY DECOMPOSABLE CONTINUA 

The objectives of Chapter II were to acquire· the ability to con

struct chains satisfying criteria or refinement, tautness, and chaining, 

and to show some consequences or a continuum being chainable. We were 

particularly interested in the atriodicity and unicoherence of a chain

able continuum. In the present chapter this latter objective is 

reversed in that our attention will be directed toward showing atriodic 

and hereditarily unicoherent continua to be chainable. However, this 

is accomplished in this chapter, as theorem 3.20, only under the addi

tional hypothesis that the continuum be hereditarily decomposable. 

The proof of this theorem will be by contradiction. If a contin

uum is not chainable, a subcontinuum will exist which is irreducible 

with respect to not being E-Chainable for some e. By then splitting 

this subcontinuum into two prope.r subcontinua, chaining on each of 

these, and then fitting the chains together, an e-chain on the irreduc

ible subcontinuum is produced thus contradicting its existence. The 

idea for the proof is simply stated but as will be evident, _it is not 

easily achieved. 

There are a number of preliminary results necessary before attempt

ing to prove the above assertion. These include first some consequences 

of continua being atriodic, hereditarily unicoherent, or hereditarily 
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decomposableo These are followed by the development of an upper semi-

continuous decomposition of an atriodic, hereditarily unicoherent 

continuum which contains no inde?omposable subcontinua with interior 

points relative to the continuumo The third section of this chapter~ 

containing an introductory development of terminal subcontinua and end 

points of continua, is an essential ingredient in the process of fitting 

chains on subcontinua together to form a chaino When all of this has 

been developed, then the objective of this chapter will be attained~ 

along with some equivalent conditions~ 

Preliminary Properties 

With hereditarily unicoherent continua the definition implies 

immediately that the.intersection of any finite collection of subcon= 

tinua is a continuum. Proposition 3ol shows that this result extends to 

any collection of subcontinua. 

3ol Proposition Let M be a nondegenerate continuum which is 

hereditarily unicoherento The intersection of any collection of subcon= 

tinua of M is a continuum, 

Proof; Let {M }, a€ I, be a collection of subcontinua of M a 

indexed by I. 'if the intersection of all the is empty then this 

intersection is a continuum. Thus, suppose that K = () { M~ i ~ E I } 

is nonemptyo Consider I to be a well ordering of the M~0 s with M1 

denoting the first element and M denoting its successor (the first . l+ 

element of { M : ct s: I '-...{l} } • ) a . 

subcontinuum of M. If ~ U Ml+ 

Since M1r'\ Ml+ F ¢" M1UM1+ is a 

is degenerate; ie9 M1UM1+ = {x} 



is nondegenerate, M being hereditarily unicoherent implies that 

~(\Ml+ is a continuumo 

Let ~€I and assume that (1{ M~: ex< 13, a e: I} has been 

shown to be a nonempty continuumo Since K <;" Ml3'(1 ( fl { Ma. : ex < ~ } ) s 

this latter intersection is nonempty and thus Mi;UC('){ Mex i a.< f, } :..: 

M0 is a subcontinuum of M. If M0 is degenerate 9 then M0 = {x) = 
fl { Mex : a. < 13' ) for some x e: M and the intersection is a continuumo 

If M0 is nondegenerate then it is unicoherent and MfJ'()((){ M~ : 

ex < f3 } ) = ('i{ M' : er. < f3 ) is a continuumo Transfinite induction now 
ex -

implies that K is a continuum. I I 

Focusing attention on the property of atriodicity, we have the 

following intuitively obvious result. If one removes a subcontinuum 

from the "middle" part of an atriodic continuum~ then two connected 

parts remaino If the sub'continuum removed is at one end then the single 

part remaining is connectedo 

3.2 Proposition Let M be a nondegenerate continuum which is 

atriodic. If H and K are subcontinua of M then M,H does not 

have more that two components and M -.......(HUK) does not have more than 

threeo 

Proofg: Assume that M,H has at least three components c1 , 

and c.:3 • Now the C.'s are mutually exclusive although C. 
1 • 1 

may meet 

C. for some 
J 

i # j, but only if C.('\ Cj C Ho 
1 -

Also~ for each ij 

C'i!l H ;J ¢ since to assume c/1 H = ¢ for some k implies a s~para= 

tion of M by ck ~d H\..)('-.){ Ci : i F k }). Thus~ for each ii 

H()C'. 
1 

is connected. Considering only c1 , ~2'~ and c3 ~ let M1 "" 

nuc1Uc2Uc3 , a subcontinuum of M which is ilso the 
·1, ,, 

union of 
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HVCl, HVC2, and H~o Since c2 <;?: HUCT1U c3 and is non= 

empty, M1 is nondegenerateo Since the intersection of any two or all 

three of HUCi, HUC2 , and HUC3 is H9 M1 is a triodo But 

this is not possible since M is atriodico Thus., M"'-..H cannot have 

three or more components. 

Now suppose that M"'-...(H\..)K) has at least four components c1 ., 

c2, c3, and c4o If Hr"\K I,¢, then HUK is a subcontinuum of M 

and the first part of this proposition implies that M"'-...(HUK) has at 

most two components. Thus, suppose that H('iK = ¢0 Then H and K 

are mutually separated. 

would have a separationo 

As before, each C. 
·1 

must meet HU K or M 

If we suppose that each C. meets at most one 
1 

of H ; and K, then M = (Hu { c. : c. n H! F ¢ } ) u (Ku { c. 
1 1 1 

C. (l K I, ¢ ) ) and this would form a separation of Mo Thus~ there is 
1 

a component C' of M ,CH UK). such that C meets both H and Ko 

Without loss of generality, c:1 = Co Considering only c1 g c:2 ., c3 ., 

and c4, if we let N = HVKvc19 then N is a continuum and c2 ~ 

c3, and c:4 are components of M,N which is a contradiction of the 

first part of the proposition. Thus, M"'-..(HUK) has at most three 

componentso II' 

Capitalizing on the combined properties of atriodicity and hered= 

itarily unicoherence, the following proposition shows that if a 

nondegenerate continuum with these properties has three subc:ontinua 9 

each meeting the other two, then one of them is contained in the union 

of the other twoo This will prove to be an extremely useful result and 

will normally be applied as a contradiction to a result which has been 

proven based on some assumptiono 

3.3 Proposition Let M be a nondegenerate continuum which i.s 



atriodic and hereditarily unicoherento If each pair of the subcontinua 

H1 , H2 , and H3 of .M intersect then one of them is a subset of the 

union of the other two. 

Proof: Since H1 ("') H2 and H2<') H3 are nonempty, M1 = 

H1 '-!H2UH3 is a subcontinuum of M. If M1 is degenerate, then 

H1 = H2 = H3 and the proof is complete. If M1 is nondegenerate 11 M1 

is the union of the aubcontinua H1 VH2 , and H3o If H1 UH2 or H3 

is not proper in M1, then again the proof is completeo Thus 11 we may 

assume that M1 is .the union of the proper subcontinua HiU H2 and 

H3• The unicoherence of ~ implies that (H1UH2)r'\H3 is a contin= 

uum. Now Riel H2('\ H3 = (~fl H3 ) ('\ (H2 r'\H3) is nonempty since to 

assume so implies that (H1 U H2)('\H3 = (Hl'' H3) U(Hi~,w3) is the 

union of two closed, disjoint, nonempty sets H1r"'\w3 and H2()H3 

which is a separat'ion. Hence, Hir'iHi~,H3 # ¢. By an argument simi ... 

lar to the above, (Hi''H2)U(~r'\H3) is a continuumo '11husw 

Ho= (Hl(\H2)U(H2n~)U(H3n~) is a continuum and nonemptyo 

Propo~ition 3.2 now implies that M1,,H0 has at most two compon= 

ents. If Mi '--.H0 = ¢, then H0 = Mi and HiU H2 UH3 = (~[,tr2)U 

(Hi,H3)U(~(\~) f; H1'-)H2 ~ 'Thus, H3 ~ H1 UH2 and the proof is 

completee Thus, suppose that M1'--.H0 # ¢ and let C denote one of its 

components. 

If any two of C,')(H1'-..H0), C<'l('H2'--.H0), and C<'l{H3'--.H0) are 

nonempty, say the first two, then C = [CG(~ '--.IF0)] U 

ccn<H2UH3)"'-H0Jo But this is a separation of er since 

enc~ '-..H0 ) r ¢, cGCH2U~)"'-Ho I¢, [a/;.)(:11J_ ,H0)] u 
{Cnt<H2UH3)"'-Ho]} = Cr)[(~'--.Ho)U(H2"'-Hfo)U(H3"'-Ho)] = 
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cn(M1'-,Hb) = c·, and x a limit point of c·nc1,_,rr0) implies that 

either x e: H1,H0 and thus xi (H2UH3)'--.H0 or x s: n0 and thus 

x i (H2U H3)"-Hoo In either case x i cn[(H2UH3)"-IP0] 0 Similarly9 

x a limit point of C ()[(H2UH3),H0J implies either x e 

(H2UH3),H0 and thus x I, H1 or x e: a0 and hence xi c·()(H1,H0). 

Because C is connected we have that C meets at most one of H1 '--H0 , 

H2,H0 , and H3,H0 o It follows that C meets at most one of H1 j 

H2, and H3° If C is the only component of :'M1 '--.H0 and without loss 

of generality, C meets H1 , then H2UH3 ~ H0 which implies that 

H3 <; (H1()H2)U(H2(1H3)U(H3flH1 ) c; H1UH2 and the proof is 

completeo 

Finally, if M1,H0 does have a second component B~ then B by 

the preceding argument will meet at most one of H1 9 H2~ or H3• 

Thus, one of these subcontinua fails to meet C\_,_}B 9 say H39 which 

implies that H3<; H0 and thus H3 <; H1 UH2 and again the proof is 

complete e I f 

Proposition 3.4 illustrates the 5'1se of proposition 3.3 to prove 

results by contradiction. This proposition requires that the three 

mutually exclusive subcontinua H1 , H2 , and H3 of M contain inter= 

ior points relative to Mo The condition is clearly necessary when one 

considers the continuum M to be the Closed Topologist 0s Sine Curve9 

example A, with the three subcontinua being H1 = { (x 9y) e Mg x ~ 0 9 

1 1 
2 ~ y _$ 1 }, H2 = { (x,y) e: M': x ~ o, -1 ~ y ~ ""2 ), and H3 = 

{ (x,y) e: Fr ;· ! _$ x ~ 1 } • Both H1 and H2 fail to contain interior 

points relative to M and no one of the three subcontinua separates the 

other two from each other in M. That is, M,Hi cannot be written as: 

the union of two separated sets each containing one of the other two 



subcontinua for any i. 

3.4 Proposition Let M be a nondegenerate continuum which is 

atriodic and hereditarily unicoherento If each of three mutually exclu= 

sive subcontinua H1 , H2, and R3 of M contain interior points 

relative to M, then one of the continua separates the other two from 

each other in Mo 

Proof: Assume to the contrary that neither H1 » H2 9 nor H3 

separates the other two from each other in Mo Since M 'F H. 9 
1 

i = 1, 

2, 3 and by proposition 3.2, M,H. 
1 

has at most two components, then 

some component Ci of !!',.Hi must contain Hk, k I= io Now for each 

i, c.nH. F ¢ and since 
1 1 

-c. 
J. 

contains no points of the 

interior of Hi with respect to M~ 

Considering specifically C'l and c2, we have that cl:) H2UH3~ 

~2 ~~ VH31 and both are subcontinua of Mo Hence cl vc:2 is a 

nondegenerate subcontinuum of M. Thus, c1 nc2 is a subcontinuum and 

it contains H3, at least one limit point of each of H1 and H2 i but 

no interior points of these two subcontinua relative to Mo Let 

contains H. but no interior points of the other two continua 
1 

Hk, k I= io Thus, each pair of the subcontinua 1S_9 K2, and K3 of 

M intersect and proposition 3o3 implies one of them is contained in the 

union of the other twoo Suppose ~s Ki VK20 Then H3 £;" 1S. UK2 and 

one of JS. or K2 must contain the interior points of H3 relative to 

Mo But this contradicts the definition of JS. or K2 o Therefore, our 

assumption is false and one of H1 , H2, or H3 separates the other 

two from each other in Mo II 
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A partial converse to the above is given in proposition 3 0 5 which 

asserts the existence of a third subcontinuum which separates two mutu= 

ally exclusive subcontinua of a continuum M and which contains 

relative interior points of M. The additional hypothesis condition is 

that M conta~n no indecomposable subcontinua with interior points 

relative to M. That this additional condition is necessary is illus= 

trated by a:icontinuum M formed with example F, which is indecomposable 0 

Let M be the union of the two segments L1 = { (x,y) : y = 0 9 

=l .$. x ::; 0 } and L2 = { (x,y). y = 0 9 1 .$. x .$ 2 } and the contin-

uum of example F. Then L1 and L2 are mutually exclusive subcontinua 

of M which no subcontinuum of M can separate. 

3.5 Proposition Let M be a nondegenerate continuum which is 

atriodic, hereditarily unicoherent, and which contains no indecomposable 

subcontinua with interior points relative to Mo If each of two mutu-

ally exclusive subcontinua H1 and H2 contain interior points with 

respect to M, then there exists a subcontinuum with interior points 

which separates H1 from H2• 

Proof: Clearly M,,.CH1UH2) ~ ¢ since to assume so implies a 

separation of M. Now assume that there does not exist a component C 

of w,(H1 V H2) with limit points in b?th H1 and H2o There is at 

least one component and by proposition 3o2 9 at most threeo Each of 
,·. ·. ·- -~ _.,-., - " .-~ .. ~- ~ 

these components has a limit point in one of H1 or H2 but not both 

by the assumption. Now let N be the union of H1 and all components 

of M-.......(H1UH2) with limit points in Hl° Let K be similarly defin= 

ed with respect to H2.. Since H1 ~ N and H2 c;: K9 these are nonempty 

disjoint sets whose union is M. Thus N and K form a separation of 
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M' since H2 is closed and has no points in common with H1 or the 

components included in N and the components in K are disjoint from 

the components in N and H1 and have no limit points in the compon

ents in N or H1 • A similar argument holds for H1 and the 

components in N relative to K. Since M is a continuum our assump-

tion is false and we let C denote the component of M"",(H1 UH2} 

which has limit points in H1 and H2o 

Now C: is a subcontinuum of M and c: is open relative to M 

since to assume that every set Q open relative to M' and containing 

a point x of C meets either H1 , H2, or some other component of 

M',(H1 V~) would imply that x is a limit point of one or more of 

these sets which is impossibleo 

Since C is then a nondegenerate subcontinuum of M with interior 

points relative to M, the hypothesis implies that it is decomposable 

into two proper subcontinua c1 and c2o By the unicoherence of C9 

c1n c2 is a continuumo Now c2 close.d in C implies that c2 is 

closed in M., Also, c,c2 'I ¢ since to assume that c,c2 = ¢ 

implies ~~ c2 which implies c·s; c:2 and thus c = C:29 a contradic= 

tion of its being proper. Thus 9 for x e: C ,c 2 9 x e: c:1 and there is 

an open set ~· relative to M such that x e: Q9 Ql'IC2 = ¢~ and 

Q <;;; C which implies that Q cc·,c2o Thus" c1'-..c2 has an interior 

point relative to M as likewise does c2,c1 • 

To see that 1S_ = c1 ,c2 = c1 ,cc1 nc;J = 'c',c2 , is a continuum 9 

it suffices to show that cr1,<ci,c2) is connected., Hence suppose 

that K and N form a separation of cl '-..(C'lnc2L Then 

irn(clnc2) '! ¢ and N{')(Cl(lC2) F ¢ which implies that T = 

Kk.?(c1nc2) and T9 = NU(c1nc2)' are connected and in fact both 



are subcontinua of M. Now a= TUT9 UC'2 implies that C, is a 

triod which is impossible since M is atriodic and C is nondegen-

erate. Thus, 1,_1 is a subcontinuum of M and contains an interior 

point relative to M. Similarly c-2,c1 is a subcontinuum and contains 

interior points of M. 

Arguing in a manner similar to the above except with e2 instead 

of c, we can produce subcontinua K2 and ~ such that c2 = 

K2U~, each of K2 and K3 have interior points of c2 relative to 

M which are not in each other and necessarily not in JS.• and only one 

of K2 or K3 intersects JS. to form c2 r'l1S_ o Thus, C = 

1S_VK2U~ with each containing an interior point relative to M 

which is not in either of the other twoo 

Now if xin(H1UH2) = ¢ for one of the Ki Vs then Hl 9 H2g 

and this K. satisfy proposition 3o4 and we have in fact that this K1 1 . 

separates H1 from H2 in K. If, however, each K1 meets at least 

one of Hl ~~r H2, suppose that IS. n Hl F ¢, K2"H2 F ¢9 and 

'3(')H2 F ¢0 Also, since ~ meets one of K2 

K:i_r'l K2 F ¢. Then H1UIS_U 1t2 , H2UK2UK3, 

or ~. suppose 

and C are three sub= 

continua which are pairwise intersecting and by proposition 3o3 9 one is 

a subset of the union of the other two. However, H1 V JS. V K2 con= 

tains a point interior to Kj_ relative to M but not in H29 K29 or 

K3 o Also, H1 ct,. c. Thus, H1 V IS_ V K2 cannot be contained in the 

union of the other two. Arguing similarly we have that no one of the 

three is contained in the union of the other two and thus one of the 

K 0s 
i 

must fail to meet H1UH2 and will therefore separate H1 from 

H2 in M. Thus, we have a subcontinuum with interior points relative· 

to M which separates H1 from H2 in K. 111' 
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The concluding result of this section is designed to provide a 

means of constructing a particular nested sequence of continuao The 

particular property desired is that each subcontinuum contain the sue-

ceeding subcontinua interiorly. A. set A will be said to contain a set 

B interiorly if and only if A contains an open set which contains Bo 

Since the following proposition, and all others which apply this result~ 

are stated in terms of a continuum M containing ~ and B~ we shall 

take this definition to mean that A contains an open set relative to 

M which contains Bo 

3.6 Proposition Let M be a nondegenerate continuum which is 

atriodic, hereditarily unicoherent, and which contains no indecomposable 

subcontinua with interior points relative to Mo If H1 and H2 are 

subcontinua with interior points relative to M such that H1 contains 

H2 interiorly, then there exists a continuum H3 such that H1 con= 

tains H3 interiorly and H3 contains H2 interiorly. 

Proof: Proposition 3.2 implies that M'1I1 has at most two com= 

ponents. If it has none, then M = H1 which implies that .Hl is open 

relative to M and we let H3 = H1 to satisfy the theorem. However 9 

let c 
1 

denote a component of M'-.H1 • Since con= 

tains . H2 interiorly and C'1 is in the ?omplement of H1 relative to 

M, c1 ('\ H2 = ¢ and in fact c1_1", H2 = ¢. Thus 9 c1 and H2 are two 

mutually exclusive subcontinua of M, H2 contains interior points 

relative to M, and since c1 <;; ~l is open relative to M, it also 

contains relative ~nterior points. 

Proposition 3 .. !timplies the exi~tence of a subcontinuum K of M 

.which separates H2 from c1 in Mo Therefore, M'-.K = SVN with 



H2~ s, cl C,N, S(\N = ¢, K(\N = ¢, S(')K F ¢i (s\.)K)()Cl = ¢9 

and SUK is a subcontinuum of M containing H2. interiorly o If 

has only the one component, let H3 = s·UK. Then H3 is a 

subcontinuum of M containing H2 interiorly.and since M,H1 = c1 

and (SUK)c\C~ = ¢, we have SVKc;_;;;M,clo But M'-.Cl is open 

relative to M and M,c1 <; H1 • Thus, H1 contains H3 interiorly 

and we are done. 

If M -......H1 has a second component c2 , we may repeat the above 

procedure to produce a subcontinuum T of M containing H2 inter= 

iorly and such that T <;: M,c2 • If we let H3 = TG(SUK) then H3 

will also contain H2 interiorly and since H3 c; (M ,c2) [) (M ,c1 ) "" 

M,(c1UC2), which is open relative to M and is properly contained 

in M ,C c1v C 2 ) = 1i_ 9 H3 is contained interiorly in H1 o Thus» we 

have found the desired continuumo f I' 

An Upper S:emi....Continuous Decomposition 

This section of Chapter III h1;1.s a single purpose,and that is to 

show that a particular collection of subcontinua of an atriodfo and 

hereditarily unicoherent continuum is upper semicoeontinuous and to show 

certain properties of this collection. These results are vitally 

important for the proofs of theorems 3.21 and 5.11. 

Throughout this section, M will denote an atriodic, hereditarily 

unicoherent continuum which contains no indecomposable subc:ontinua with 

interior points relative to M and except for special emphasis~ this 

will not be repeated in the statements of the results. For each point 

p in M, let G denote the intersection of all subcontinua of M 
-1?. 

which contain interiorly a continuum that contains p interiorly. 



Then 6 will denote the collection of all such G for p e; M. 
- p 

Another approach to defining G is to first definei for p € M9 the 
p 
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collection >\, = { H: His a subcontinuum of M containing interiorly 

a continuum K which contains p interiorly}. Such a collection will 

be called a defining sequence of continua !..£.r cr since G = 
_.£ p 

("){ H: H s >\, }. The objective of this section is to show that 6 is 

an upper semi-continuous decomposition of Mo 

lf collection e of mutually exclusive closed point sets is said to 

be upper semi-continuous if and only if whenever G is a member of the .,...._, ........... 

0 0 0 is a sequence of point sets in this 

collection and, for each n, an and bn are points of Gn and the 

sequence a1 , a2 , 0 • 0 has a sequential limit point lying in G9 then 

every infinite subsequence of b1 9 b2~ ooo has a subsequence having a 

sequential limit point that lies in G (26, Po 273] .. If 6 is an upper 

semi-continuous collection of compact subsets of a metric space M and 

every point of M belongs to a set of Si then 6 is said to be an 

upper semi-continuous decomposition of Mo When this latter property 

holds, which is equivalent to requiring that 6* = Mi then 5 is said 

to fill!£ Mo Further information regarding upper semi=continuous 

collections or decompositions may be found in [26i p. 273] 9 [34 9 Po 122] 9 

and [28]o 

The following several results establish respectively that the 

collection 6 is a collection of mutually exclusive continua filling up 

M7 that no element of 6 contains an interior point relative to M~ 

that for any three distinct elements of 6 one of them separates the 

other two from each other in M'7 and as theorem 3.12 9 that 6 is an 

upper semi~continuous decomposition of Mo Another important result 



will be that 6 is an arc with respect to its elementso That is 11 con= 

sidering its elements as points and appropriately defining various terms 

relative to these elements, 6 is an arc. There will be more on this 

later. 

To illustrate the preceding and hopefully to clarify the following 9 

we might consider several examples of continua and the definition of 6 

on themo If M is an arc which is also atriodic and hereditarily 

unicoherenti then the elements of the collection 6 in this case are 

simply the points of M. However, if M is the Closed Topologist 0 s 

Sine Curve 9 example A, then the collection 6 consists of the segment 

{ (x,y) g x = O, -1 ~ y,:::;, 1} as a singie element along with each 

point (x,y) of M where O < x,:::;, 1. 

3o7 Lemma The collection 6 is a collection of mutually exclu= 

sive continua filling up any nondegenerate 11 atriodic 9 hereditarily 

unicoherent continuum M which contains no indecomposable subcontinua 

with interior points relative to Mo 

Proof: From proposition 3ol we have that G 
p 

is a continuum for 

each G c: 60 To see that the elements of 6 are mutually exclusive we 
p 

shall first show that Assume that G 
q 

does not contain a point p' of Gpo Then there exists a continuum H1 

of M"-{p 0 } such that H1 contains interiorly a continuum H2 con

taining q interiorly. Applying lemma 306, we have the existence of a 

continuum H3 contained interiorly in H1 and containing interiorly 

H2 o Repeating the processi we have a continuum rr4 interiorly con= 

tained in rr3 and containing interiorly H2 o Thus, if iM(H) denotes 

the interior of H relative to M, then from the above we now have that 



q e: iiH2) c; H2 <;;;; iiH4) ~ H4 <;;; iiH3) c; H3 G: iiH1) £; Hl • 

If we now assume that p e: H4 then p e: iiH3) <;;;;:: H1 o By defini= 

tion then G C:.H1 and hence p' i Gpo Since this contradicts our p-

initial assumption we must conclude that pi H4 and consequently 
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Let K2 denote the closure of the component of M,H2 which 

contains p. Likewise, let K4 denote the closure of the component of 

M,H4 containing Po Now H2 <; iiH4) c.;. H4 ~ M implies that 

M,H4 <;: M,H2• Also 7 the component of M,H4 which contains p is 

open relative to M and is contained in K2 which in turn is contained 

interiorly in the component of M,H2 which contains p~ a subset of 

qi G. Since this contra
P 

diets the fact that q is an element of G 7 our original assumption 
p 

is false and p' e: G p" 
Arguing in a similar manner 9 the assumption that 

G does not contain q9 e: G leads to a contradiction and we have that 
p q 

G =G q• Thus, if G r'\G 'F ¢ for any G and G in E59 then 
p p q p q 

G = G q and the elements of 6 are mutually exclusive. Since it is 
p 

clear that e* is Mi the proof is complete o 11 

It is the following result which directly uses the hypothesis con= 

dition that M contain no indecomposable subcontinuum with interior 

points relative to Mo 

308 Lemma No element of the collection 6 on M contains ar1 

interior point relative to Mo 

Proof: Suppose there is an element G1 of 6 such that G1 con= 

tains an open set relative to M. If G1 is degenerate then G1 is 

itself open relative to M which implies that G1 is both open and 



closed. Hence, G1 and M ,G1 form a separation of M, if M'·,G1 is 

nonemptyo Since M is connected we must conclude that M'-.G1 = ¢ and 

thus M = a1 • But this implies that M is degenerate which contradicts 

the hypothesis. Therefore, G1 is nondegenerate and since M is a 

continuum containing no indecomposable subcontinua with interio~ points 

relative to M, by the construction of lemma 3o5, G1 is the union of 

three continua c1 , c2 , and c3 each of which contains interior 

points relative to M which are not in either of the other two. It 

follows from lemma 3.3, that one pair of these three continua must fail 

to intersect. Without loss of generality, suppose that clnc3 = ¢0 

Lemma 3o.5 now implies the existence of a continuum C4 with inter= 

ior points relative to M such that C4 separates cl from c3 in 

Gl° Hence, c4 <;: G1,,Cc1 uc3) which is open relative to M and is 

contained in c2• Let p be a point of c4 which is an interior 

point relative to Mo By definition, GP~ c2 since c2 contains 

interiorly the continuum c4 which contains interiorly Po Also~ G 
p 

is a proper subset of G1 since c1 and c3 each have interior points 

relative to M which are not contained in c2 o Since we have previ= 

ously shown that any two distinct members of 6 must be disjointw it 

is impossible for Gp to be properly contained in G1 o Hence our 

assumption is false and G1 contains no interior points relative to 

M. l'f 

3.9 Lemma The collection 6 is such that if G E 6 and C 
p 

any continuum of M with C()GP = ¢, then there is a continuum H0 

containing G and interior points relative to M such that 
p 

is 



Proof: Let J:J denote a defining sequence for G ~ We note that p p 

if Hl and H2 are elements of J:J 9 then there exist continua K:i. p 

and K2 of M such that p e; iiK.) C Ki C iiR.) C H. for i = 111 2o 
1 - - 1 - 1 

Thus, p e; iiK1) n1M(K2) =. iit,_ nK2) ~ 1,in~c iM(~ f)H2) C 

1S.,r\H2 • Now if either JS. or K2 were degenerate 9 thi!3 would imply 

that {p} is open relative to M and since it is also closed 9 that 

{p} and its complement relative to M would form a separation of Mo 

Thus, JS. and K2 are both nondegenerate and consequently so also are 

H1 and H2• Then 1S_\..JK2 and H1\..JH2 are nondegenerate subcontinua 

of M which implies they are unicoherent. The u.nicoherence .of ~ \..JK2 

will imply that 1S_r"\K2 is a continuum. Likewise, n1 nH2 is a con

tinuum. Finally, we have that H1 , H2 F.: J:Jp implies that H1 r'IH2 e; J:Jpo 

Therefore, for any finite collection of elements of )Jp 9 

section is in J:J. 
p 

their inter= 

If we assume that every member of a defining sequence of continua 

for G meets C 9 then consider the collection X = { K g K = Hr'\C 9 p 

Ir e; )J }. 
p 

By assumption, each K in X is nonemptyo Let IS, 9 K29 
n 

•••, K be any finite collection of members of X~ n 
n 

Then QK. = 
l.= 1 

( 0{ 
1=1 H. : K. = H'.T'\C, H. & J:J } )()c = If 1(")c for some H_1 s J:Jpo 

1 1 1 1 p = -,n 
Thus, ~Ki r ¢ and X has the finite intersection property. Since 

M is compact, (){ K : Ke: X} = ((){ H g He: J:J }){)C is nonempty 
p 

which implies that G nc # ¢ 0 Since this contradicts the hypothesis 9 p 

there exists a member H0 of J:Jp such that H0r'I C = 910 Therefore 11 

H contains G and contains p interiorly which satisfi.es the 
O p 

conclusion. If 

The following lemma makes it possible to show that 6 is an arc 

with respect to its elements. 
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3el0 Lemma The collection 5 of mutually exclusive continua 

filling up M is such that for any three distinct elements of E:,9 one 

of them separates the other two from each other in Me 

Proof: The collection 5 is nondegenerate since to assume other-

wise would contradict lemma 3080 Let G, G 9 and G denote any 
P q r 

three distinct members of 5o Lemma 3o9 implies the existence of a 

continuum H pq such that p e: iM(H ) 9 pq and H (JG = ¢0 pq q 

A continuum H pr is similarly definedo Now if H pq = H j then define pr 

K to be H o 
p pq If H I, H. , then as is argued in lemma 3o 7 ~ pq pr 

H r'\H is a member of pq pr a defining sequence of continua for 

G, and consequently this intersection contains G 9 is a continuumi 
p p 

and contains points of the relative interior of Mo In. this case we 

define K 
p 

to be H () H and in either case pq pr K 
p 

is a continuum 

with interior points relative to M which contains G 
p 

and fails to 

meet G UG o 
P r 

Applying lemma 3.9 to the continua Kpi Gq 9 and G 9 we can by 
r 

the above method produce a continuum Kq which contains Gq 9 contains 

q interiorly 9 and fails to meet K "-.)G and consequently G \,_JG o 
p r p r 

Similarly 9 the continuum K is produced containing G 9 containing r 
r r 

interiorly, and failing to meet 

Thus, the continua K ' p 
K q' 

K VK and G UG o 
p q p q 

and K are mutually exclusive and 
r 

contain respectively G, G, and G and contain interior points 
P q r 

relative to Mo Proposition 3o4 now implies that one of Kp 9 Kq 9 or 

Kr separates the other two from each other in Mo Without loss of 

generality, we may assume that S and N form a separation of M by 

K with K C S and K C No 
r P - q -

It now remains to show that G CK 
r - r 
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actually separates G from G in Mo 
p q 

If K = G then we are doneo However 9 if K F G then lemma r r r r 

3.2 implies that K "'-G has at most two components and by the first 
r r 

statement, at least one componento If K ,a = C 'i where C 
r r 

is a com= 

Ponent, then sna and N ,'\G are empty since G c K O K e; v r r r - r• r ~r 9 

and lemma 306 implies the existence of a continuum K VI 
r 

which is con= 

tained interiorly in K and which contains interiorly K O the 
r r 

continuum associated with K by the definition of Go Thus~ r r 

G C K " C iM( K ) C K and G contains no limit points of s or No r- r - r - r r 

However, since K ns and K nif are nonempty 9 we must have snc r r 

and Nnc nonempty as well as G nc nonempt;10 Thus, M = r 

s\ . ..)N\...)CVGr is a triod with continua svc, N\.Jc'i and GrVCo 

Since M is not a triod 9 K ""-G must have two components c1 and r r 

Again, we 

Also, 

must have that cln Gr and C2()Gr are nonempty o 

and Nr'lK are nonempty while sna and rrna 
r r r 

are empty. Since Kr= GrUC1 \....)c2 this implies that S meets c1 

-· or c2 and N meets c1 or c2o 

To see that S cannot meet both c1 and C29 we assume that 

sncl F ¢ and snc2 F ¢0 Since Cl{\Gr I¢ and c2nar F ¢9 we 

have that sucl UGr and s\.._}C2UGr are distinct nondegenerate 

continuao It also follows that their union sucl UC2UGr is a 

nondegenerate subcontinuum of M and is hence unicoherent. But 

(suclUG ) ('i (SUC2UG ) = SUG which is not a continuumo r r r 

Therefore, S cannot meet both c1 and c2 o Likewise 9 N cannot 

meet both c1 and c2• 

Since snccl uc2) F ¢ and N()(cl UC2) F ¢9 s and N must 
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each meet one of cl or C20 Now we assume that sncl F ¢ and 

Nr')Cl F ¢. Then7 svcl t FfVcl 9 and Gruel are each distinct 

continua with a common intersection of c1 since $(1Nj if nonempty, 

is a subset of Kr but not in Gr or rr2 as a result of the preced

ing, which means that S(JN c; cl• Hence 9 the union of these three 

continua forms a triod in M which is not possibleo Thus, S and N 

cannot both meet c1 and finally we have that 7 without loss of gener

ality, sncl I- ¢, snc2 = ¢, Nr'lc2 F ¢, and Nr'lGl = ¢0 

Now we have that M'-.Gr = (SVC1)u(ri\...)c2) and this :l.s a sep= 

aration of M'-.G with G C sucl and G C NUC2 and the lemma 
r p- q-

is proven. II 

The statement that the collection 6 has certain properties with 

respect to its elements should perhaps now be clarifiedo If 6 is an 

upper semi-continuous collection of mutually exclusive closed point sets 

then by a region~ respect !2 § is meant a subcollection ~ of 6 

such that ~ contains no limit point of 6*"-.!!t* [26 9 Po 273Jo With 

this definition, if 6 is an upper semi-continuous collection of mut= 

ually exclusive closed point sets, then words and phrases 9 previously 

defined in terms of points and regions, can be extended to apply to 6 

by replacing the term point by element of 6 and the term region by 

region with respect to 60 The following few definitions will illus= 

trate this processo The element G of 6 will be said to be a lim.it 

element of the subcollection M of 6 if and only if every region 

with respect to 6 which contains G contains at least one element of 

H distinct from G [26 9 Po 274]. The subcollection ~ of 6 is said 

to be closed if and only if every limit element of J:f belongs to lf 

[26, Po 274Jo Finally, of immediate importance to the development of 



this section, the collection ~ is!!!.!!:£ .!i!h, respect !2 ~ elements 

if and only if 6 is a compact nondegenerate continuum with respect to 

its elements which does not have more than two non=cut elementffo 

Further definitions and discussion of this process and particularly of 

the relationship between M and 6 with respect to its elements may 

be found in [26, Po 273Jo 

3.11 Theorem If M is a nondegenerate 9 atriodic ~ hereditarily 

unicoherent continuum which contains no indecomposable subcontinua with 

interior points relative to M, then 6 is an upper semi=eontinuous 

decomposition of Mo 

Proof: By the preceding lemmas we have shown that 6 is a collec= 

tion of mutually exclusive continua filling up Mo Assume that 6 is 

not upper semi-continuouso Because of this 9 there are two seq~ences of 

and converging to points p and q 

respectively such that for each and are both members of 

some G 
n in 6 but p and q do not belong to the same element of 

Let G and G denote these two distinct continuao p q 

Suppose there are only finitely many distinct continua in the 

sequence G1 , G2, e 00 0 By applying lemma. 30 9 finitely many times it is 

possible to produce a continuum H such that H contains interiorly a 

continuum K containing p interiorly and thus, a set 0 9 open rel-

ative to M, containing p and lying in Ho This continuum and hence 

the set O may be selected to be disjoint from each of the finitely 

many distinct G.'s which are distinct from Go 
i p 

But since 

0° 0 converges to p, for any set open in M, namely 0 9 there exists 

an integer N such that for each n ~ N9 
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n 2:, N, Gn = GP and q1 , q2, oo• must converge to an element q in 

G. This contradicts our assumption and e is upper semi-continuous in 
p 

this case. 

If, however, there are infinitely many distinct continua in the 

sequence .G1, G2 , •••, then applying iemma 3.9 we may, as in lemma 3.10 9 

produce two disjoint continua H 
p 

and H 
q 

such that each interiorly 

contains respectively continua K 
p and Kq which contain respectively 

p and q interiorlyo Hence, G CH 
p - p 

and G C H but more impor= 
q - q 

taitly there are sets O and O both of which are open relative to p q 

M,, contain p and q respectively, and lie in Hp and Hq respec= 

tively. Since the seqµence of p1 1 s converges to p, there exists an 

integer N such that for all n 2: N, O f'IG F ¢0 Because only N = 1 
P n 

continua of the sequence of a1 •s are being omitted there must exist 

two distinct continua among those remaining, say ~ and GN 9 wi.th 
1 2 

O r'IGN F ¢ and O ()~ F ¢. Now we: note'.· that for i = 1 or 2j 
q 1 q 2 

°r;. f'IOP 'F ¢ implies that GN () H F ¢, 
1 i p 

and H r H implies GN C H and G._" C H o Thus~ p q • - p ~. - q 
1 1 

M whose 

union is a nondegenerate subcontinuum of Mo 

this implies that H V.GN UGN UH is unicoherent and yet 
p 1 2 q 

But 

(H vaN u H )fl(H v~ u H ) = H UH which is not a continuumo 
p 1 q p 2 q p q 

Thus, again our assumption is false and therefore, 6 is an upp~r semi= 

continuous collectiono, That it is also an upper semi=eontinuous 



decomposition follows immediately o I' I 

3.12 Corollary The upper semi-continuous collection 6 on M ia 

an arc with respect to its elementso 

Proof: Using lemma 308 we again note that 6 is nondegenerateo 

By theorem 3.11, 6 is an upper semi-continuous collection on Mo 

Theorems 4, 6, and 13 (26, Po 275] show that 6 is closed 9 compactg 

and connected and is thus a continuum with respect to its elementso 

Lemma 3.10 implies that 6 has at most two non-cut points; ie 9 for any 

three elements of 6, one of them separates the other two from each 

other in M and thus in 6 [26, Po 275]. Therefore 9 6 is an arc with 

respect to its elements. II 

The final result of this section establishes an additional rela

tionship between the collection 6 and the continuum M upon which it 

is based. Since corollary 3.12 asserts that 6 is an arc with respect 

to its elements, it has two end elementso Thus 9 in the continuum M 

of example C, the line segments PQ and RS are end elements of the 

arc 6 with respect to its elements which is the upper semi=eontinuous 

decomposition 6 of Mo 

3.13 Corollary If a and b are points of different end 

elements of the collection 6 on M9 then M is irreducible from a 

to b. 

Proof: Let Ga and <\, denote the elements of 6 containing a 

and b respectively. By hypothesis, Ga# Gb and thus Ga{""'\Gb = ¢. 

Let N be a subcontinuum of M containing a and b. Assume that N 

is not Mo Let c1 be a component of M,N o If x £: c1 , then Gx i Nu 



Suppose that G r'\N = ¢. x Then a i G and bi G imply that x x 

G f'i G = ¢ and Gb" G = ¢, a x x and since Gar'IGb = ¢, Ga, Gb i and 

G are three distinct members of 6. Lemma 3.4 implies that one of x 
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them must separate· the other two from each other in Mo Since G and a 

Gb are end elements of the arc 6 with respect to its elementsi we 

have that H and K form a separation of M"Gx with G CH and a - . 

Gb C K 0 Since N is a continuum and N nax = ¢, N £";. Ho But N must 

also be contained in K which is impossibleo Thus, Nr')Gx f. ¢ and 

yet Gx c;/: No 

If N VGx = M then c1 <;;;;; Gxo However, c1 is open relat.i ve to 

M and G, by lemma 3,8, contains no interior points relative to Mo x 

Thus, NVGx ~ M and M'-.(N UGx) has a component c2 o Arguing as 

before, we can produce an element Gy of 6 such that y ~ c2 ~ 

Gy f. Gx' Ga, or Gb, NC\Gy f. ¢, and N UGY ~ Mo Finally~ a· similar 

argument produces a thi,rd el,ement G z of 6 such that z e; 

Then 

N\,...)G UG U G is a nondegenerate subcontinuurn of M which by x y z 

considering the contim1a GxV N, and G UN f'orms a triode z 

Since M is atriodic, this is impossible and N must equal Mo 

Therefore, M is irreducible from a to bo II 

An Introduction to Terminal Subcontinua 

The notion of a terminal subcontinuum is a generalization by 

Fugate (13, Po 461J of the term terminal point as defined by Miller 

(23, p 0 90) and later the term end point of a chainable continuum as 

defined and used by Bing (4, Po 660]o Intuitively, terminal subcontinua 

and terminal points are subcontinua of a continuum which are at the end 
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of the continuum, for example, an end p~int of an arco The definition 

of a terminal subcontinuum is as follows. A subcontinuum T of a ~~n

tinuum M is said to be a terminal subcontinuum of M if and only if 

whenever A and B are both subcontinua of M meeting T, then one 

of A or ff is contained in the union of T and the other subcontin

uum [13, p. 461] • That is, either A <,; T VB3 or B1c;;:, T UAo A 

terminal point is then a de~enerate terminal subcontinuumo Since it 

will be shown in Chapter IV that the notions of a terminal pointi as 

defined by Fugate and Miller, and the notion of an end point, as defined 

by Bing, are equivalent, these terms will be used interchangably. 

Examples A, B, c, D, E, and F illustrate the terms, terminal sub= 

continua and terminal point. The Closed Topologist's Sine Curve, 

example A, has exactly three end points, namely the points Ri S 9 and 

T. The segment RS= ( (x,y) : x = O, -1 ~ y ~ 1) of example A9 is 

a terminal subcontinuum and any terminal subcontinuum or continuum 

meeting RS and included in the continuum must contain RS. By appro= 

priately joining two Closed Topologist 0 s Sine Curves, examples can be 

created of a continuum with two end points which is not an arci example 

B, and a continuum with four end points, example C. 

Examples D11 E, and F provide illustrations of indecomposable 

continua with one, zero, and two terminal points respectivelyo Bing 

shows that every point of a pseudo...a.rc, example Gi is in fact an end 

point of it [4, p. 602]. 

The purpose of considering terminal subcontinua, and in this chap

ter end points in particular, is that they provide a means of chaining 

on certain subcontinua of a continuum, with some degree of control or 

assurance that certain links contain the terminal subcontinua. This 



ability is established, with considerable effort, for terminal subcon

tinua in proposition 3.180 Corollary 3.19 then follows for terminal 

pointso Theorem 3.20 will then illustrate the use of these results and 

the previously mentioned process of fitting chains togethero Further 

consideration will be given to terminal subcontinua in Chapter IV where 

some sufficient conditions will be presented for terminal subcontinua 

and certain results concerning chains will be established. 

Proposition 3ol4 and its corollary 3.15 provide a characterization 

of terminal subcontinua in terms of the irreducibility of the continuum 

M between a pair of points, one of which must belong to the terminal 

subcontinuum. Corollary 3ol4 will then establish that the definitions 

of a terminal point by Miller and Fugate, are equivalent. 

3.14 Proposition If M is an atriodic, hereditarily unicoherent 

continuum and A is a subcontinuum of M, then A is a terminal sub

continuum of M if and only if for each subcontinuum B of M such 

that B meets A and AUB is nondegenerate, AUB is irreducible 

between some pair of points, one of which belongs to A. 

Proof: Suppose that A is a terminal subcontinuum of M and B' 

is a subcontinuum of M meeting A such that A\...J:S,. is nondegenerate. 

Since A\...JB is again a subcontinuum of M, AVB is atriodic and 

hereditarily unicoherent. Theorem 106 implies that there are two pointa 

p and q of AVB such that A\...)B is irreducible between themo 

Now assume that the two points p and q are always in B"-.Ao 

Let r € Ao By the assumption, A\...JB is not irreducible between p 

and r nor between q and ro Thus 9 there are proper subcontinua L 

and K of AUB such that {p 9 r) ~ L and {q 9 r} ~ Ko Since A is 
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a terminal subcontinuum of. M, either K ~ AUL or L ~AV Ko With

out loss of generality, suppose that L <; AVK. Then p &. AV Ko 

Since p I.. A., this implies that p & K and thus K is a proper sub-

continuum of A\_)B containing p and q which is contrary to the 

earlier conclusion that AVB was irreducible between p and qo 

Hence, our assumption that {p, q} ~ B,A is false and one of p or q 

is contained in A and this part of the lemma is establishedo 

For the converse statement suppose that A is not a terminal sub= 

continuum of Mo This assumption then implies that there are . 

subcontinua D and E of M, each meeting A,. such that A"-.-)E and 

A\_)D are nondegenerate, D1'AUE, and Ec;/:AVDo Then A\.JD\..)E 
l'H 

is a subcontinuum of M. If p :1ti A and q a AVDVE, p ,f. qll then 

A VD VE is not irreducible between p and q since Av AUD, and 

AVE are each proper subcontinua of AVDVE and one of them con= 

tains both p and q. ~ince p and q were arbitrary with one of 

them in A, we have established the contrapositive of the statement 

and the proppsi~ion is proven. If 

3ol.5. Corollary If M is an atriodic, heredi tarily unicoherent 

continuum and p & M, then p is a terminal point of M if and only 

if for each nondegenerate subcontinuum B of M which contains p 9 B 

is irreducible from p to some other point of Bo 

Proof: The proof follows immediately from proposition 3ol'+ and the 

definition of a terminal pointo n 
Lemma 3ol6 will make it possible to show the exist.ence of two par-

ticular terminal subcontinua of a continuum M under the stated 

hypothesiso This hypothesis is sufficient to allow the use of the 
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upper semi-continuous decomposition E5 of the continuum M which was 

presented in the preceding section. It was shown there that 6 is an 

arc with respect to its elements and lemma 3ol6 makes extensive use of 

this fact. The result concerning terminal subcontinua is stated as 

corollary 3.17. 

3.16 Lemma Let M be an atriodic 9 hereditarily unicoherent con-

tinuum which contains no indecomposable subcontinua with interior 

points relative to M. Each end element of the upper semi=continuous 

collection 6 on M contains a point p such that each nondegenerate 

subcontinuum of M containing p is irreducible from p to some other 

point of M. 

Proof: Let G1 and a2 denote the two end elements 9 non-cut 

points, of 6i considering E5 as an arc with respect to its elementso 

Let )J be the collection of all proper subcontinua H of M such that 

if H is a proper subcon.tinuum of a subcontinuum N of M then there 

is a point p of N (and consequently of N"'-H) such that N is 

irreducible from H to p. The following ~ill show that li is non-
i 

empty by showing that the end elements a1 and a2 of 6 are in fact 

in )i. 

Let N be a subcontinuum of M such that a1 is properly con= 

tained in N0 If N = M\J then by corollary 3013\J M is irreducible' 

from any point of G1 to any point of G2 and consequently is irre·

ducible from G1 to a point p e; a2 c:;:, Mo If N is properly contained 

in M then by the preceding argument\J N must not meet a2• 

Let )C denote the collection of all members of 5 such that 

K € )C if and only if Kf\N F ¢0 Also\J let e = e,K which is 
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nonempty since Gf'IN = ¢0 Now let H £ e, and K £ Mo If H = G,:, 2 c. 

then clearly H precedes K in the order from G2 to Gl in 60 

Thus, assume that HF G20 Then 6,{H} = !YtU3j where !R and g are 

each connected and mutually separated with respect to their elementso 

Since Nr'\H = ¢, N is connected, and without loss of generalityw 

Gl e: !ft, N c; m* which is also connectedo Thus, Kn!R* F ¢0 Since !ft* 

and g* are also mutually separated [26, Po 275] and K("'\H = ¢~ K 

connected implies Ks; m* and consequently Ke: ~o Hence, each element 

of e precedes each element of K in the order from a2 to a1 

in 60 

Since 6 is an arc with respect to its elements and MUt = e~ 

xne = ¢, and each element of e precedes each element of x in the 

order from a2 to a1 , there exists an element G of 6 such that 

either G is the first member of X or the last member of t 

[26, p. 42Jo If G is the first member of X then X is an are from 

G to G1 and K is an upper semi-continuous decomposition of M~ 

[26, Po 273]. Corollary 3ol3 is again used to imply that M* is irre= 

ducible from G to G1 o Thus, since N meets both G and G1 and is 

a subcontinuum of :JC*, N = JC* and N is irreducible from G to G1 o 

If G is the last member of e then adapting a theorem to 6 

with respect to its elemenfs, JC is connected with respect to its 

elements, XU(G} is an arc, and G is a limit element of K [26~ 

p. 4o] and [26, Po 25Jo Then for any open set $ with respect to 6 

which contains G, $ contains an element K of JC and <:;onsequently 

a point of N. Let ~ 9 &2 , 000 be a sequence of open sets with 

res.pect to 6 which closes down on G., Then for each n 9 there is an. 



K C & * and Ge_· If.\ *. Now for each n, n- n -n. let 

x e: K • n n Since M is compact, some subsequence 

point x. By the definition of 

x e: N n 

x n. 
1 

such that 

converges to a 

closed and compact implies that x e: No This is impossiblei thus, G 

is not the last member of e. Therefore, N is irreducible from Gl 

to some point p of N. The same argument also shows that G2 has 

this property and thus Gl and G2 are members of )l. 

ooo be a sequence of members of }I such that 
00 
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H 1 C Ho 
n+ - n 

We wish to show that H = 0 1H. 
1= 1 

is a member of ):f and thus 

that the property of being in l:f is inductive. Assume that H is not 

in )l. Then H is a continuum properly contained in a subcontinuum N 

of M such that for each x e: N, there is a proper subcontinuum Nx 

of M with N/~, H 'I¢ for 

If for some i 0 , H. is properly contained in N, 
10 

is properly contained in N. Now since 

then for all 

is a member 

of H, there exists a point p. 
10 

such that N is irreduc= 

ible from H. 
10 

to p .• 
10 

But H C H. implies that 
- 10 

hence that there is a subcontinuum N. of M 
10 

such that N. (\ H .,i ¢ 
io 

and consequently is properly 

contained in N. But this contradicts the irreduciblity of N and 

therefore, for all i, H. cannot be properly contained 
1 

in No 

Since H is properly contained in N there is a point x of 

N-........H such that x is eventually not in the intersection of the H1 °s. 



That is, there exists an integer i 1 such that for all i ~ i 1 ~ 

Now H. UN 
l.l 

is a subcontinuum of M properly containing 

Since H. is a member of ~, 
l.l 

such that H. V N 
l.l 

there is a point 

is irreducible from Hi 
. 1: 

to p .• 
l.l 
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But is then in N'-..H. which implies that 
l.l 

Thus 9 there 

is a proper subcontinuum 

not irreducible from H. 
11 

of N such that Hf'IN. F ¢ and hence 
l.l 

But again this implies that is 

to p .• 
J.l 

Since this contradicts the member-

ship of in )f' Hg~ and membership in ~ is inductiveo 

Now if we consider lfi to be the collection of all members of ~ 

contained in G1 and partially order ~l by set inclusion 9 then for 

any linearly ordered subcollection P of l:f:i_i the common part of the 

members of P is a subcontinuum of a1 and is a member of M by the 

preceding. Thus, applying Zorn's lemma 9 there is a minimal (irreducible) 

element with respect to being in M and being contained in G1& A sim

ilar argument produces a minimal element with respect to being in M 

and being contained in G2 • 

Suppose that G is one of the irreducible elements produced above 

and assume that G is nondegenerateo Theorem lc6 implies that G is 

irreducible between some two points a and bo Let M1 der1ote any 

subcontinuum of M pror.-($1Y containing a. Then either M1 UG = G or 

~VG is a subcontinuum properly containing Go In the first case we 

have that G, and hence M1 is irreducible from (a} to be But this 
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implies that {a} EM which contradicts the irreducibility of G. In 

the second case, by the membership of G in i, there is a point c 

of M1 ,G such that M1 VG is irreducible from G to co Since G 

is irreducible, the sets {a} and {b} are not in M and hence there 

exists a proper subcontinuum M2 of M1 U G such that M2(){a} /. ¢ 

and c E ~ 2; ie, a and c are elements of M2• But now -M2 is a 

proper subcontinuum of M1VG such that M2{)G; ¢ and c e M2 

which is contrary to the membership of G in Jo Thus 9 either case 

leads to a contradiction and irreducible elements of ):I are degenerateQ 

Therefore, G1 and G2 each contain points p1 and p2 such that 

each nondegenerate subcontinuum of M containing p1 or p2 is 

irreducible from p1 or p2 to some other point of Mo If 

3.17 Corollary The two end elements of the upper semi=eontinuous 

decomposition e; on M are terminal subcontinua of Mo 

Proof: Let B be a subcontinuum of M which meets G1 o If 

B\.)G1 = G1 then B\._)G1 is irreducible between some pair of points of 

G1 • If B\..)G1 properly contains G1 then lemma 3ol6 implies that 

B'-,.)G1 is irreducible between a1 and some point p of B and thus 

of B'-..G1o Therefore, with the two cases, lemma 3o14 implies that G1 

is a terminal subcontinuum of Mo II 

Proposition 3 0 18, which follows 9 is one of the most involved of 

the results which will be presented in full detail and will be cited 

frequently later. Although it is quite involved and while any reader 

enduring to this point might justifiably skip over the proof 9 the 

details are presented here because they use two important methods which 

will be used repeatedly, and because they show the complications 
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encountered in joining two chains togethero In the proof 9 two of three 

possible situations are easily dispensed with and it is the third possi= 

bility which proves to be difficulto 

The continuum M9 of the proposition, is shown to contain a proper 

subcontinuum M1 which is irreducible with respect to a defined pro

perty P. A similar procedure of producing an irreducible subcontinuum 

will be used in several later results. 

A proper subcontinuum N1 of M1 is constructed on which a chain 

will exist satisfying the results of the propositiono Using this chain 

on N1 and the given chain which covers M19 a chain is constructed on 

M1 which will contradict the existence of M1o This brief sketch of 

the plan of the proof, and descriptive remarks throughout the proof are 

intended to help clarify what has occurred and where the proof is 

headedo The primary difficulty is in verifying that the claimed collec= 

tions do actually form chains. 

3.18 Proposition Let M be an atriodic 9 hereditarily unicoherent 

continuum with A a terminal subcontinuum of M and C = {d1 v 

a chain on M. Then there is a chain c1 = {f1 , f 2 ~ ~ ~ ,; 9 f } 
nl 

such that 

1) cl is a refinement of Co 

2) ( f '-...f l )n A F ¢ o 
~ nl-

3) if c· is taut then so is cl° 

0009 d} 
n 

on M 

Proof: If (dn-........dn_1)(')A 'F ¢ or (d1,d2)'1A f. ¢., then the 

results clearly follow with either c1 = ci or c1 (1 9n1) ..., C(n 9 l) o If 

the preceding does not occur and yet Af'tdn f. ¢~ then let U be an 

open set such that ur'IA r ¢ and U'C d o This is possible by the 
- n 
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normality of the space. Now for i ! n-1 and l ~ i ~ ni let f' = d,o 
l. l 

-Let fn-1 = dn-1"'-U. Then fn-l"M F ¢ since [dn=l'-(dn=2ndn)]r) 

M ! ¢ by proposition 2ol. It is now claimed that c1 = {f19 f~ 9 000 9 

fn-l' fn) is a chain on M satisfying properties 19 2 9 and 3 of the 

Clearly, cl is a refinement of Co Since unA I¢~ let 

Then x e: A and UC d = f implies x e: f o n n n 

implies that x I, d i""-0 = f lo Since x e: U and Ur\f. l = ¢ 9 n- n- n= 

x i f 1 • Thus, x e: (f '-..f 1 )r'IA and (f ""-f 1)hA I ¢0 If we n- n n- n n~ 

suppose that c is taut, then f 2(1f = d 2fld ,:: ¢9 f 3nr l ~ n- n n= n n~ n= 

d 3(\(d 1~tfi) Cd 3r,F 1 = ¢, and f.r'lf~ 2 = d. f\d. 2 ""'¢ for 
n- n- - n- n- i i+ l. i+ 

1 ~ i ~ n-40 Thus, c1 is also taut and c1 satisfies properties 1 9 

2, and 3 if Andn F ¢. 

If we now suppose that A()d1 I ¢ 9 then c1 is produced in the 

same manner as above except that cl is based on the chain cu = 

{dl'' d2'' 000 9 d '} where d, v = d . 1 for 1 ~ i ~ no n l. ll=l.+ 

Hence we now consider the case where (d1 Udn)()A "'"¢0 Let us 

assume that the lemma fails and define a property P as followso The 

set B. has property P if and only if B is a subcontinuum of M9 

Ac_; B, and no refinement of C covers B and satisfies properties 1 9 

2, and 3 of the proposition. By assumption 9 M has property P and 

certainly the terminal subcontinuum A does noto The following will 

show that the property P is inductiveo 

Assume there is a sequence O O O of subcontinua of M9 

necessarily compact, with K 1 C K , and each member of the sequence 
n+ - ·n 00 

having property P, 
00 

Since A~ QKi, 

but such that C"J1K. does not have property Po 
l.= l. 

this intersection is a nonempty subcontinuum of M 
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containing A. By assumption there is a refinement c2 of C covering 
00 

0 1K. 
1= 1 

which satisfies properties l, 2, and 3o 
00 

Now c2* is an open set containing QK1o Because the sequence 

{Ki} is decreasing, there exists an integer j such that * K. C c2 J -

since to assume not would produce a sequence 0 0 0 of points in 

which would necessarily have a subsequence converging to a 
co 

p not in c2 * and hence not in QK •• 
1 1 

But this is impossible 

and K.C:. c2*. This implies that Kj does not have property P which 
J-

is contrary to its existence. Thus, property P is inductive and the 

Brouwer Reduction Theorem [18, p. 61] implies the existence of a minimal 

element M1 of M with property P. This set M1 is then irreducible 

with respect to having property P and clearly A is properly con= 

tained in M1 • 

Since M1 is a subcontinuum of M, the chain C covers M1 o Let 

G = {dj, dj+l' •• 0 9 dk}, 1 ,s; j ,s; k ,s; n 9 denote the minimal subchain of 

C which covers M1 , minimal in the sense that no proper subchain of G 

covers M1 • Since M1 has property P, we must have that Ar'. 

(dj\...)dk) = ¢ and thus, G contains at least three links. 

Since M1 is a subcontinuum of M, M1 is atriodic and hereditar,= 

ily unicoherent and A is also a terminal subcontinuum of M1 o 

Proposition 3.14 implies that ~ is irreducible from some point p of 

A to some point q of M1-........A. Now the composant of M1 determined by 

p is dense in M1 [26, p. 58] and thus for each i~ j ~ i ~ k~ there 

exists a proper subcontinuum of M1 containing p and meeting d1 • 

Their union 9 denoted by N, is a proper subcontinuum of M1 which 

meets each link of G and contains p. The subcontinuum N is proper 

since q cannot be contained in any of the proper subcontinua forming 



N. Since q J A and p e A{"'\N, A\....JN is a proper subcontinuum of 

M1 which meets each link of G0 

If we let N1 = A'-.)N then N1 is a proper subcontinuum of M1 

and hence does not have property Po Thus, there is a chain H = 

{h1 , h2 , •••, hm} covering N1 such that H is a refinement of C9 

Ar'l(hm"-hm-l) F ¢, and C taut implies that H is taut 0 We may 

assume that no chain with fewer links than H will also have these 

properties; ie, H is minimal with respect to being a chain with the 
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three propertieso Without loss of generality we may also assume that H 

is a refinement of G. It should be noted that by its existence 9 H has 

at least two links. 

To show that either the first link of H or the last link of H 

meets (djVdk)r'lN1 , we assume instead that (h1Uhm)n{djVdk)f') 

N1 = ¢. Since N1 meets each link of G, there must be some link of 

H which meets (dj \....Jdk)r'IN1 o Let hs denote the first such Hnk 

and, to be specific, assume that h8 r'ldjnN1 I ¢0 Now let ht 

denote the first link of H such that htr'l\r'\N1 I ¢0 By their 

selection under the assumption, 1 < s ~ t < mo It is important to note 

that ht C dk 1 and h C d. 1 o Because H is a refinement of G 
- ~ s - J+ 

there must be some link of G containing h1 o Let d denote this 
r 

link and then we have that j+l ~ r ~ k=l since (h1Uhm)(l(dj\....)~) 

nN1 = ¢. 

Since H is a refinement of G9 

it follows that some link of the subchain H(s 9t) = {hs 9 hs+lv 000 9 ht} 

must be contained in d o For, assume that h. rl d for 
r 1 0 --p., r . 

The above implies j+l < r ~ k-1. Then either h. C l:Jj. io - i=J i 
or 
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k r-1 k 
h. c.U1d·o Since l.o - iar+ l. <Wd.)nc.t J1d.) = ¢ 

l.=J l. l.~+ l. 
and because ~ h c d. 

s - l.-J l. 

k 
and ht C . \J,1d. , there must be some integer - 1.=r+ 1 

r-1 
that hj c Ud1 0 - l.=J 

k 
and hj 1 C. 0 1d .• o+ -1.=r+ l. 

But this implies that 

d contains some link of 
r 

H(s,t) and hence some link of H{l,t) distinct from h1 o 

Since G could not previously be required to be minimal on N19 

let denote such a minimal chain. Theni 

j ~ jl ~ j+l and k-1 ~ k1 ~ k because N1 meets each link of G0 

Also, h r'id. F ¢ and we have the relationship j i jl < j+l ~ r ,S: 
s J1 

k-1 ~ k1 ~ ko 

At this point in the proof the objective is to construct a new 

chain covering N1 from the chains G(j1 ,k-l) and H(ljm) which will 

satisfy properties 1 9 2, and 3 and also have fewer links that Ho Since 

this is contrary to the existence of H the assumption that (h1 Uhm) 

(1 (djU~)("'iN1 = ¢ will be false. The construction and verification 

of the afore mentioned new chain however requires the consideration of 

several very involved cases. Any reader still intent upon continuing 

may well wish to just scan the descriptions of the cases and the devel= 

opment of one of them and then skip to the point in the proof where the 

objective is acknowledged. 

Case i. Suppose that ht+l ~ dk and that ht+l ct, dk=lo Then we 

shall show that [G(j1 ,k-l)()H*(t+l,t)] I H(t+l,m) is a chain covering 

N1 with the required three properties. The collection G(j19k=l)() 

H*(l,t) must first be shown to be a chain for which, by proposition 
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2.8, it sufficies to show that the open set H*(l,t) meets the common 

part of each pair of adjacent links of G(j1 ,k-l)o 

Suppose that for some j0 , jl s_ j 0 ~ k-1, 

jo k-1 
: ¢. Then <.\....J d.nc.V ldi)(')H°*(l,t): ¢0 

1 =J1 1 1 =Jo+ 
But as argued previ= 

ously, this contradicts the fact that H(l,t) is a chain. Therefore, 

G(j1 ,k-l)r"\H*(l,t) is a chain by proposition 2080 

To show that [G(j1 ,k=l)()H*(l,t~ I H(t+l,m) is a chain 9 it is 

sufficient by a previous proposition to show that the last link of 

G(jl ,k-l)nH*(l,t), namely, dk-l hH*(l,t) 9 and the first link of 

H(t+l,m), ht+l' are the only links of the two chains which meeto 

Clearly, for t+l < i < m, h.r'IH*(l,t) = ¢ which implies that 
- l. 

[d .nH*(l,t)Jnh. = ¢ for jl < j < k=lo Since htC dk 19 we have J . l. - - - = 

htnht+l <;; dk-l' and consequently ~-ln H*(l,t)('\ht+l f. ¢. 

Finally, [d .(\H*(l,t)Jnh. = ¢ for jl ~ j < k=l and t+l .$ i ~ m 
J l. 

since hiflH*'(l,t) 'F ¢ if and only if i = t+l and H*{l 9 t)r'lht+l c; 

dk with dkndj = ¢ for jl ~ j < k-lo Therefore\) proposition 2 0 9 

implies that [G(j1 ,k-l)(')H*(ll)t)] <» H(t+l 11 m) is a chaino 

It remains to be shown that this chain satisfies properties 1 9 2~ 

and 3 of the proposition and covers Nl° Clearly, this chain is a 

refinement of G and hence of Co For the second property\) two 

possibilities arise. If then H(t+l,m) includes h 
m=l 

and 

ho By their existence, (h '-..h 1)r'IA I¢ and thus the new chain has m m m-

t his propertyo 

If t+l = m, then the link adjacent to hm = ht+l is 

dk+lna*(l,t)o Again by selection, (hm,iim~l)r'IA I¢ and we let 

~ m=l 
x e; (h '--..h 1)r'IAo Then 9 x I, U1h. = \.. iii. and hence m m- 1= 1 f=11 

m=l 
x e; tv(\, Jh.) 

:f=1 ]. 



m::r
or x e; h ('\=(l Jh.L m i=1 1 

Thus., x e; 
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m-r 
(h '- ~ Jh.) r')(h '-..dk 1) = m i=1 1 m -

m-1 m=l 
hm ........... ( M hi n dk-1) c; hm ........... [ dk-1 n ( M hi)] 0 The ref ore 9 in either possi-

bility, this chain satisfies the second propertyo 

For the third property, if C is taut we necessarily have that G 

is taut since G is a subchain of C and H is taut by its selectiono 

Thus, the chain G(j1 ,k-l)r'IH*(l 9t) is taut as is the chain H(t+l 9m). 

The only problem which might occur is with the joining of the two 

chainso Since H(l 9 t)r\h. = ¢ for t+2 < i < m., d.r\H*(l 9 t)f\h. C 
l. - - J ]. -

d .r'iH*(l.,t)r"th. = ¢., for jl S j ~ k-lo Thus, the links of 
J 1 

G(j1 ,k-l){'"'\H*(l,t) are a positive distance from the links of 

H(t+l,m). 

Since ht+l S dk and dkt'\dj = ¢ for jl ~ j ::;: k=2 9 ht+l is a 

positive distance from the links of G(j1 ,k-l)nH~(l,t) and the con

structed chain is tauto It is easily shown that the chain covers N1 o 

Since d contains at least two links of H and each link d. 9 
r J 

jl ~ j ~ k-1, contains at least one link of H9 the new chain has 

fewer links than H and this contradicts the existence of Ho There-

fore, (h1Uhm)[\(djUdk)r\N1 F ¢. 

Case iio Suppose that ht+l ~ dk=l and m ~ t+2o Then we wish to 

show that [G(jl,k-2),')H*(l.,t)] i [(dk=lnn•c1,t))Uht+l]1 ~ H(t+2~m) 

is a chain covering N1 with the required three propertieso 

The argument to show that G(j19k=2)nH*(l 9 t) is a chain is 

essentially the same &s that given for the corresponding part of case io 

Thus, we shall conclude that G(j19k-2)('rn*(l,t) is a chain. 

Since htr\ht+l <;_ ~-l' the set [(dk-lf\H*(l,t)) \..jht+l] = 

dk-lnH*(l,t+l) is nonempty and also open. To show that 



[G( jl ,k-2) f'\H*(l ,t)] Q> [<\:_1n H*(l ,t+l)] is a chain, only the last 

link of G( jl ,k-2)f'\H*(l,t), namely, dk_2nH*(l,t), must meet 
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dk_1r')ff*(l,t+l). Since dk-l("'\ di=¢ for jl ii< k-2, 

[d/'"',H*(l,t)]() [dk-l r')H*(l,t)] = ¢0 Also, ht+l c; dk-l implies that 

[dit'\H*(l,t-l)]r'\ht+l = ¢. Thus, for jl ii < k-2, [dinH*(l,t-l)J 

fl [dk-lr'i H*(l,t+l)] = ¢. Finally, [dk_2 nH*(l,t)]r') [dk-l () 

H*(l,t+l)] I¢ since again as argued previously, H~(l,t) meets the 

common part of dk-l and <\:-2 or otherwise H(l,t) would fail to be 

a chain. Thus, [G(j1 ,k-2)f'\H*(l,t)] @ [<\:_1f'\H*(l,t+l)] is a chain 0 

To include the last part in the chain we must argue much the same 

as in the preceding paragrapho Clearly, each link of H(t+2,m) fails 

to meet If(l,t) and hence none of its links meet a link of 

' * G(j1 ,k-2)nH (l,t). For t+2 <ii m, if any such links exist, 

hif'\H*(l,t+l) = ¢. Hence, hi n [dk-lnH*(l,t+l)] = ¢. Since 

ht+l"ht+2 F ¢ and ht+l £ dk-1' [dk-lnH*(1,t+l)Jnht+2 I¢ and 

the last link of [G( jl ,k-2)(1 H*(l ,t)] @ [~-l I) H*°(l ,t+l)] meets the 

first link, ht+2 ' of H(t+2,m). Again, proposition 2.9 implies that 

[G(j1 ,k-2)nH*"(l,t)] @ [dk-lr'\H*"(l,t+l)] (I) H(t+2,m) is a chain. 

To complete case ii it remains to show that this chain covers N1 , 

satisfies properties 1, 2, and 3, and that the chain has fewer links 

than H. Clearly, N1 is covered by the chain and the chain is a 

refinement of G and hence C. Under the supposition of this case, 

that m ~ t+2, (h '--.h 1 )£\A I¢, as a property of Ho Hence m m-
(llm'--g)n A I¢ where g denotes the link preceding hm whether it 

actually is h 1 or, as might well be the case, it is 
m-

dk_1nH*(l,t+l). 

Since C taut implies G is taut and also that H is tauti the 



chain [G(j1 ,k-2)nH*(l,t)] I [dk-lf\H1'1 9t+l)] © H(t+2.,m) is easily 

shown to be taut. Thus this chain satisfies properties 1 9 2i and 3 of 

the proposition. Since each link of G(j1 9k=2) contains at least one 

link of H, dr contains two links of H9 and ht+l is joined with 

dk_1(')H*(l,t) to form a single link 9 this new chain has fewer links 

than H which is contrary to the selection of Ho Therefore 9 one of 

hl or h m 
meets (djUdk)nN1 for this caseo 

Case iii., Suppose h c~ t+l - =l 
and m = t+l., Then an argument 

similar to that of case ii yields the fact that 

[G(j1 ,k-2)(1H*(l,t)'-.(ht+l{')dk_2)] cP [dk_1nH*(l 9 t+l)] is a chain 

on N1 with properties 1 and 3o Only the second property requires 

special mention. The set (ht+l""'-ht)()A is nonempty as a result of 

the existence of H. Thus, it can be shown that { [dk=lr'\H"*(l 9 t+l)]'-. 

[~_2 r'tH*(l,t)J }flA is nonempty and the conclusion of case ii 

follows. 

Case iiii., Suppose ht+l £:; dk_2 and ht+l c/;, dk=lo With methods 

basically similar to those of the preceding cases it can be shown that 

[G(j1 ,k-2)(\ (H*(l,t)'-.ht+l)] @ [~_1n H*(l 9 t)J i H{ t+l 9m) is a chain 

covering N1 with properties land 2 .. To insure that the constructed 

chain is taut when C is taut we may need to consider a set Q which 

is open, contains ht+l' and is such that Q()ht-l = ¢0 This is 

possible since the space is normal and ht-l niit+l. = ¢0 'rhen the ~hai:n 

[G(j1 ,k-2)('\(H*(l 9 t)'-..Q)] @ [dk=lnH*(l 9 t)] ~ H(t+l 11 m) will cover 

N1 , satisfy properties 1, 2, and 3 11 and have fewer links than Ho 

Since this again contradicts the existence of H9 we have that 

The four cases have now all shown that one of h1 or hm must 
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meet (djUdk)nN1 o In order to be specific, let us suppose that 

h1r"\dj(""'\N1 F ¢0 Since the original supposition was that (d1"-.)dm)r') 

A=¢ and consequently that (djUliit)r"IA = ¢, we must have that 

A (l(h1 r"I d/ ... ''\N1) = ¢. 

Let x e: h1 r'i d/~,Nl O Since 

is an open set Q containing x 

x i A and h1r'\ dj is open, there 

such that QC. (h1f'\d,)'-...Ao Without 
- J 

loss of generality, we may assume that Q C ( h1n d .) '-... A by applying 
- J 

the normality of the spaceo Since A<;; M1 "-.Q, let R denote the com= 

ponent of M '-..:Q 1 containing A o Because M1"-.Q is closed 9 

and hence R = R. Now each of R and N1 are subcontinua of M1 

intersecting Ao Since A is a terminal subcontinuum of M1 ~ either 

N1 ~ RUA or R<;-AVN1 = Nl° Now Qr'\N1 /. ¢, they both contain 

x, and since Q<;-A and R £;, M1 ,'Q,; Qr"l{RUA) = ¢0 Renee., 

N1 ct·AVR and necessarily then R ~ Nl° 

Since R is a component of M1"-...Q and N1 is covered by H .. 

R<;N1 implies that R<;;H*" and thus Rc;:.(M1 '-.Q){'\H*o Then no con= 

tinuum in M1 ,·Q meets both A and (M1"-.Q)'-...H* = M1'-.H~ since 

Q c; ~ o Recall that M1"'-H*" cannot be empty since to assume so would 

have H being a chain on M1 satisfying properties l~ 2~ and 3 9 con= 

trary to M1 having property Po Thus, since M1'-...H* is closed and 

nonempty, M1 -...._rQ is the union of two disjoint closed sets~ E1 and 

E2 , with E1 containing A and E2 containing M1,H*"[26 9 Po 15]o 

By the normality of the space, there must be two open sets S and T 

such that A<; E1 c; s, M1 ,n*<;- E2 S T 9 St\T = ¢j and M1 '-...Q s;. 

E1UE2 c;_ SUT. 

We now claim that E2 r"IQ I ¢., For suppose that E/"-\Q = Wo 

Since E1 and E2 are closed and disjoint 7 we will have that 
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Ml= E2U[(MlnQ)VE1] which is a separation of Ml by E2 and 

(M1nQ)VEr Hence, E2 ("'\Q -,I¢ and similarly E1 r\Q. F ¢0 With 

QS h1 r'ldj it follows that E2 r'\dj -,I ¢0 Now suppose that E2 r\dj+l 

f ¢ and that E2 n (djr'I dj+l) = ¢. Let E3 = E2 '-.djo Then E3 is 

closed. Also, E2,E3 c; E2 '-.(dj+l U • 0 o U~) and thus E2 '-.E3 is 

closed 0 Because Q £ dj 9 E3 ('IQ = ¢ and because E3 t;. E2 9 E3r'I E1 

= ¢0 Then E3 and [(E2 '-.E3) U(Qr'IM1 ) UE1J form a separation of 

M1o Since this contradicts the existence of M1 , we must have that 

E2() (dj('ldj+l) ,- ¢0 Similarly, if E2 r'\di F ¢ and E2 r'\di+l I ¢'i 

then E2r')(d.('ld. 1) f ¢ and also E2r'\d, / ¢ and E2nd. F ¢ 
1 1+ 10 12 

With the preceding, let G(j,k2)"" {d. 9 ° 00 , dk ) 9 j .$. k2 .$. k~ 
J 2 

denote the minimal subchain of G(j,k) containing E2 • Then since 

E2 c; S and E~ meets the common part of each pair of adjacent links of 

G(j,k2 ), proposition 208 implies that G(j 9 k2)('1S is a chain 

covering E2 o Now if k2 ~ j+l, G(j+l,k2)('1S is also a c:haino 

Otherwise, consideration of G( j+l ,k2)n S in the following may simply 

be omittede 

Since (d.r'\T)()(d.nT) ,- ¢ if and only if 
J 1 

I i = j I .$. 11) we 

have that this intersection is nonempty if and only if i = j+l (other 

than for i = J.'o) With QCd. 9 d.('IQ = ¢ for j+2 < i < k2 o Thus<i 
- J 1 ·- -

[(dl---,T)\._jQ]r'\(dinT) F ¢ if and only if i = j+l or Jo There= 

fore, [G(k29 j+l)nTJ *- [(d/,T)VQ]1 is a chain by proposition 2o9• 

Since Sr'\ T = ¢, ~ r'\ S , which is nonempty., has an empty inter= 

section with each link of G(k2,j+l) nTo However9 S.r\Q I ¢ and 



Q~ h1 implies that [(djf\T)UQ](""\[~nsJ ,f. ¢0 Thus, we also have 

by proposition 2.9 that [G(k2,j+1)nT] I [(djf'lT)UQJ @ [hnGSJJ is 

a chain. 
.'·'"" : .. 

Now consider E1 o .A.s noted earlier, E).nij I¢ and hence 

E/~,~ F ¢. Also, if E1nhi0 F ¢, then E1 r-'\hi .J ¢ for 

l _s: i < io and El("'\(hir'\hi+l) F ¢ for l ,S: i ~ ioo ThUS9 El cs 
implies that s: meets the common part of each pair of adjacrent links of 

H(l,m) since A<; E1 and A() (hm"-hm-l) F ¢0 

Since h2 exists, [(h/"\S)'-..Q]()E2 'F ¢0 Since T()S = ¢, 

[(h2nsJ,QJ('l{[G(k2 ,j+l)nTJ ct [(djnT)UQJJ*" = ¢0 However, 

[hln $)1(1 [(h/'"'lsJ,QJ'. F ¢0 Thus, [Gfk2,j+1)nTJ @ [(dj()T)UQ] ~ 

[~n SJ I [(h2r\S)'-..Q] is a chaino 

Finally, if m 2: 3, then S meets the common part of each pair of 

adjacent links of H(3,m) as noted earlier and thus H(3,m)()S is a 

chain. Each link of H(3,m)n S fails to meet each l:i.nk of 

(G{k2 ,j+l)nTJ i· [(dj('IT)U~] (II. [h1nsJ1 either because Tns = ¢ 

or because it fails to meet hl° Since h2r\h3 ~-Q 9 and 

hi--"'\ h3n S ! ¢, [Ch/'""'\sJ,QJ n [h3n SJ F ¢ while [(h2n sJ,QJ(\ 

Ch/)S) = ¢ for 4 ,$: i ~mo Therefore, F' = [G(k2 ,j+l)nTJ ~ 

[('dj()'?)\.)Q] i [~ f\ SJ (II [(h2n S)'-...Q) <I· [H(3,mlr'\S] ic: a chaino 

Let x e Ml° Then x e E'.l VQVE2 o If x e.: Q. then x £ F\ If 

x e E'2 then x e T and x e di for some i ~ j ::; i. ~ k2 o Hence 9 

x e Tndi and x a F*. If x e: E1 ""-.Q then x as: and x- e: bi for 

some, l ~ i .s: mG Thus, x € s,nhi and x e: F~\ If x f; Eln Q. then 

JC: ,~ S: and x s h1 o Thus, x e: F'*o Therefore 9 F is a chain covering 

... 
B:, ite construction, F is a refinement of Co Since 
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satisfies properties 1 and 2. 

As noted earlier, c· taut implies G and H are tauto Thus 11 the 

links of F in [G(k2,j+l)r'\T] and in [h1r'\SJ I [(h2r'IS)'-...Q~[ ~ 

[H(3,m)r'IS:,J. will be taut. Sance Q<; dj, [(djr'IT)U0Q]r"\(diN) = 

¢ tor j+2 Si _s k. •cause Tr'IS = ¢, (dj+lnT)ncii~'"s) = ¢ as 

well as any other comparison of links involving only ~ or So By 

definition we have that [(djf'IT')U 1Q]{) [(h2r')S)'-...Q] = ¢0 Thus 9 by 

considering individually any pair of nonadjacent links 11 F can be 

shown to be taut when a is tauto 

Thus 11 we have finally produced a chain covering M1 satisfying 

properties 1, 2, and 3o Since this is contrary to the existence of ~ 9 

we have that there must exist a chain on M satisfying conditions 1, 2 9 

and 3 of the proposition. Therefore, the proposition is proveno 11 

The latter part of the preceding proof presents the most important 

method of this thesiso Based on a theorem by Moore [26~ po 15]~ Fugate 

uses this method repeatedly to decompose point sets into two disjoint 

closed setso The notmality of the space then permits the separation of 

these two sets by disjoint open sets which can be used to produce dis= 

joint chains on the two closed sets. From these disjoint chains~ a 

chain on the continuum is constructedo This same basic method is 

applied to several theorems in Chapter Va 

Corollary 3ol9 applies to a terminal point p and follows very 

easily after the effort expended on proposition 3o18o The corollary is 

actually the result needed for proving theorem 3o20Q 

3ol9 Corollary If C' = {d1 , d2 , is a chain covering a 

continuum M and pis a point such that each nondegenerate subcontinuum 
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of M containing p is irreducible.from p to some other point of M, 

then there is a chain G = {g1 , g2, 00 •, ~} covering M such that G 

is a refinement of c·, p e g1,,g2 , and C' taut implies that G is 

taut. 

Proof: Coro~lary 3.15 implies that p is a terminal point of M 

and hence {p} is a terminal subcontinuum of M. Propositiorl 3ol8 now 

implies ther~ is a chain c1 = {f1 , ~, a••, fm} covering M such that 

cl is a refineme~t. of C' and (rm,rm ... 1) n {p} I,¢, which implies 

that p e fm ,rm ... i • Let G'(l,m) = C'l (m,1). If C is taut, proposition 

3.18 implies that a1 , and consequently, G is taut, and we are done. II 

Some Sufficient Conditions For Chainability 

We finally arrive at the first of several characterizations of 

hereditarily decomposable chainable continua. Theorem 3.20 9 the first 

major theorem attempting to characterize chainable continua, was proven 

by R.H. Bing and appeared in 19.51 [4, p. 660]. L. K. Barrett, also 

working under the restriction of hereditary decomposability, extended 

the result slightly by using characterizations of atriodic and heredi-

tarily unicoherent, hereditarily decomposable continua [1, p. 517]. 

Three of these results appear here as theorem 3.26, summarizing the 

efforts of Chapter III and in particular, this section of the chapter. 

Aside from these two theorems, this section is devoted to proving each 

of the characterizations of atriodic, hereditarily unicoherent, and 

hereditarily decomposable continua used in theorem }.26. The hered

itary decomposability is essential to the proof of these theorems but 9 

as will be seen in theorems 5.1, 5.4, 5411, and 5.12, this restriction 

can be considerably relaxed. Some restrictions, other than those of 
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atriodicity and hereditary unicoherence 1 will 1 however, ~emain • 

. Theorem 3.20 again uses a method noted earlier in proposition 3.18 

and is typical of the approach taken in several forthcoming results. 

That is, showing the existence of a subcontinuum of M which is irre

ducible with respect to not being e;-chainable. An e;-chain is then 

constructed covering this subcontinuum contradicting its existence. 

Thie theorem is the culmination of the large number of intermediate 

results which have b.een presented. The hereditary decomposability 

implies that M contains no indecomposable subcontinua with interior 

· points relative to M. Thus, the upper semi-continuous decomposition 

E5 of M may be and is used extensively. In particular, the fact that 

e is an arc with respect to its elements provides the key to proving 

theorem 3.20. 

Before presenting the theorem and its proof, it is necessary to 

introduce some of the notation and definitions used. Since E5 is an 

arc with respect to its elements, e has two end elements as has been 

noted earlier. If' .A. and B' denote these two end elements then we 

could equivalently denote E5 by AF, meaning the arc from A to B'. 

Similarly, subarcs may be denoted by their end elements. 

For any three distinct elements I P-., Q1 and R of ES, one must 

separate the .other two from each other.in e by virtue of its being 

an arc with respect to its elements~ That is, without loss of general

ity, subsets X and X of E5 must exist such that they form a 

separation of' e,{Q}, P e: J:1, and R e; x. This fact is denoted by 

FQR. Similarly, the notation PQRS means, PQR, PRS, PQS, and QRS. 

To return to the discussion of' the method of proving theorem 3.20, 

we make the final note that the irreducible subcontinuum is chained by 
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appropriately decomposing it into two chainable proper subcontinua and 

then joining these two chains together. 

3.20 Theorem A hereditarily decomposable continuum M is chain-

able if and only if it is atriodic and hereditarily unicoherent. 

Proof: Since every chainable eontinuum is atriodic and heredi-

t~rily unicoherent by theorem 2. 7, the conditions are necessary. To see' 

that they are sufficient, suppose the contrary. Then there exists a 

positive real number E such that M is not e-chainable. Clearly, M 

is nondegenerate. Let ~ denote the collection of all subcontinua of 

M which are not E~chainable. Since ME~, i is nonempty. The 

collection M can be partially ordered by set inclusion and we let g 

be any linearly ordered subcoll°ection of l:i. Let N = fl { L ~ L e 3 } • 

If Nii, then since N is a subcontinuum of M, N is E--Chainable. 

Let F = {f1 , f 2 , •••, fk} be an E-Chain on N. Then there is an 

element L0 of g such that F is a chain covering L0 since to 

assume not implies that for all Leg, F is not a chain covering L. 

Since F is a chain, it follows that L cJ;. F*'. Thus, for each L e: g, 

let xL e L"-F'\ Since M is compact, this collection { x1 L e:: g. } 

has a subcollection converging to a point which is not in F* and hence 

not in N. Since this is impossible, there is a member LO of )f such 

that L CF* 0 - . and F is a chain covering Lo• Since N <; L0 , F is a 

chain on Lo• This contradicts the fact that L0 elf and hence the 

assumption is false and Ne: M, 

Zorn's lemma now implies that there exists a minimal subcontinuum 

in ~, minimal in the sense th~t every proper subcontinuum is e-chain-

able. Let N denote such a minimal element. By selectionj N is 
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is irreducible with respect to not being coverable by any £-Chain. 

Again, N is necessarily nondegenerate. 

Since M is hereditarily decomposable, .N contains no indecom-

posable subcontinua. Thus, let 6 denote the upper semi-continuous 

decomposition or N described by theorem 3.11. Corollary 3.12 shows 

that 6 is an arc with respect to its elements. Let A and B denote 

the two distinct end elements or e. Let C £ 6 ,{A, B}. Let p e C 

such that every nondegenerate subcontinuum or C containing p is 

irreducible from p to some other point of c. With C nondegenerate, 

lemma 3.16 assures the existence or such a point p by considering C 

to be the continuum of the lemma. 

Let G = {C)U{ G e: 6 : C separates G from B in 6 ), and 

similarly, let K = {C)U{ G e: 6 : C separates G from A in 6 ). 

This is the same as to say that u and K are the subarcs of 6 from 

A to C and from B to C respectively. Now, a•ux• = N' since to 

assume not implies that a•ux* is properly contained in N and thus 

there is an element G0 of 6 such that G0t'l(a*VK~ = ¢. Thus, C 

does not separate G0 from A or B1 in 6. Since A<; a* and 

BC K* - ' or B and thus G0 separates A from B in 6. 

Because C separates A from B' in 6, either AG0CB or ACG0B 

[26, p. 32]. In the first case G0 £; a* and in the second case 

G0 <; K*. Thus, G0 cannot exist and O*VKif< = N. Also, a•nx* = C 

since a and K are subarcs or 6 with end elements c. 

It is the present objective or the proof to produce proper subcon

tinua of N, namely, a'*' and K*, which would then be e:-chainable and 

which could be used to produce an e:-chain on N. We must first show 

that a*" and K*' are connected. Since a and K are subarcs of 6, 
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and hence are connected with respect to their elements, u* and ~* 

are connected [26, Po 275]0 It also follows that since a and M are 

closed with respect to their elements, so also are a* and Jl~ [26, 

Po 275] and hence a* and 1'* are proper subcontinua of No By the 

selection of N, a* and 1'* are both e:-chainableo Let c1 = {f1 , f 2 , 

• • •, fn) and D1 = {k1 , k2 , • • •, km) be the chains on a'* and Jl,r.. 

respectively which by the following may be assumed to have the property 

that p e: fn 'fn-l and p e: kJ,'--k2 o 

In order to justify the assertion of the preceding paragraph, we 

shall show that corollary 3ol9 applies. Suppose there is a nondegen-

erarte subcontinuum L of af such that p e: L and L is reducible 

from p to any point of L. If LC Ji:* also, then LC C which is 

contrary to the selection of p j_n c. Thus, L is not contained in 

1'* but L{'\)C'* -,l ¢ since both contain Po Now, LUJl* is a non

degenerate subcontinuum of N such that L',J(* -;l ¢ and AC ll* which 

implies, by lemma 3.16, that there exists an element r of A and an 

element q of LVJ\~ such that LV 1'* is irreducible from r to 

q. If q e: 1'* then J(ir. is a proper subcontinuum of LUJ-G* contain

ing both q and r which contradicts the irreducibility of L(.)K* from 

r to q. Therefore, qi 1'\ q e: L '-.,)t''\ Since L is reducible from 
) 

p to q, there exists a proper subcontinuum Ii of L such that 

{p, q} <; L1 o Then L1 \.._;Ill* is properly contained in LUJl* and 

LU~* is not irreducibleo Again this is a contradiction and therefore 

every nondegenerate subcontinuum of u* containing p is irreducible 

from p to some other point of G~o Likewise~ the subcontinuum X~ 

has this property. Corollary 3ol9 now asserts that the chains c1 and 

n1 on u* and M* respectively, may be selected such that 
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p & rn,rn-1 and p e k1"-k20 

We begin the process of fitting these two chains together to form 

a chain on N which of course is contradictory to the selection of No 

Let u be a neighborhood of p such, that u c ( f ,F 1) n ( klL:--,.,.k2) 0 - n n-
Furthermore, U exists such that un(AVB) = ¢. Since U()N;. ¢, 

U() N is open relative to N, and consequently, Ur'\N c;/.- C by lemma 

3.8. Also, N,U = N()"'iJ is a nonempty closed proper subset of No 

If N-.......U is connected it is a proper subcontinuum of N containing 

both A and Bo This is impossible since N would be reducible from 

a e A to be B contrary to corollary 3.13. Thus, let ~, and K1 

form a separation of N-.......U such that K1 c; JC* and ~<;"a*. 

Since H1 and Rj__ are both closed and compact, let b denote a 

positive real number less than half the distance between H1 and JS.o 

Let OH= U{ B(x;6) : x e Hi } and OK= U{ B(x;o) g x & IS_ lo 

Then H1 <; OHl, IS_ c; OK' OH"OK = ¢, and OH and OK are both open 

sets. Now c1 and D1 are still chains covering H1 and K1 respec-

1 < i < n-1, and k.f\kj 1noK F 
- - J + 

¢, 1 $ j ~ m-1 9 proposition 2.8 asserts that c1n Olll and D1noK 

are &-chains covering H1 and IS_ respectively. Furthermore, the 

links of c1n OH are respectively disjoint from the links of D1 noK. 

Now since U meets c1 only in the link fn, ( fn('I OH? UU is an 

open set of diameter less than e which contains p and hence meets 

N,. Likewise,' so does (~noK)UUo Then c2 = {r1noH9 f 2noH, 

u•, fn_1noH, (fn(\OH)UU} is a chain covering Hi as is D2 = 

{(~{'\OK)UU, t 2noK, 000 , kmr\OK} a chair1 covering IS_ 0 

Finally, [(fnr"IOH)l...,)U]fJ[(1tir"IOK)UU] = U and f 1 ()OH; 

fails to meet any link of D2 for 1 ,:5 i ,:5 n-1 and. kj (!OK fails to 



meet any link of c2 for 2 .$ j ~ mo Thus, c2 @ D2 = {f1{"")oHI, 0•0, 

fn-l(°")OH' (fnf\OH)UU, 01_r'IOK)UU, k2noK, 0 00, km(°")OK} is an 

e;-chain covering No 

To see that c2 tl>2 is an e-chain on N, let x c: No Then 

x e; H1UIS_VUo If x s H1 , x e; [C2 I D2J* since x e: OH and 

x e; fr for some r, 1 ~ r ,::S: no Similarly, x ¢' IS_ implies 

~ x e; [C2 I» D2],. Also, x e; U implies that x e; [C2 @ D2]'~ since 

U £: [C2 ~ D2).,. Finally, since Hl SN, 1s_ c;;;: N, final f ¢ for 
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1 ~ i ,$ n-1, kjni,_ -p ¢ for 2 ,::S: j s_ m, Hl <:;; OHll and 1S_ C OK' we 

have that (fl\OH)('\N ,/ ¢ and (k/"'IOK) (°")N I, foo Also, p e U 

implies that both (fnf\OH)UU and (k:tnoK)UU meet N and 

therefore c2 @ D2 is an e;-chain on No 

Since this contradicts the selection of N as a member of ~, the 

subcontinua of M which were not e;-chainable, M must be E=chainable. 

Therefore 9 M is chainable and the theorem is proven. f'I 

The next several results are presented to yield characterizations 

of atriodic and hereditarily unicohe:rent, hereditarily decomposable 

continua, which can then be used to provide variations on the preceding 

theorem. If a continuum is irreducible between some two of its points~ 

then the continuum will be called an irreducible continuumo If a and 

b denote these two points, then the notation ab is intended to 

emphasize this irreducibility of M between a and bo A continuum 

is hereditarily irreducible if and only if each subcontinuum is irreduc= 

ible between some two of its points [23, p., 18o]o Propositions 3021 9 

3022, and 3.23, and co+ollary 3o24 deal with the relationship between 

the hereditary irreducibility and the hereditary unicoherence and 

atriodicity of a hereditarily decomposable continuumo 



3.21 Proposition The continuum M is hereditarily unicoherent 

if and only if for a, be M, there exists only one irreducible sub= 

continuum ab of M. 
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Proof~ Let M be a hereditarily unicoherent continuum and suppose 

there are two points a and b of M such that A and B' are dis

tinct subcontinua of M each containing both a and b. Then A\.JB 

is a subcontinuum of M which by the hereditary unicoherence of M 

implies that Ar'iB is a subcontinuum properly contained in A and B 

and containing a and b. Thus, neither A nor B is irreducibleQ 

Now suppose that for any two points a and b of M, there 

exists only one irreducible subcontinuum ab of Mo To assume that M 

is not hereditarily unicoherent implies there exists a subcontinuum N 

of M such that N = A\.JB< with Ar'iB not a continuum~ Since 

Ar'iB is closed, let R and T denote the separation of AnBo If 

re: R and t e: T, then by hypothesis, the irreducible subcontinuum rt 

of M ex:ists. Bec~use r, t e: A implies that rtC A and r, t e: B 

implies that rt<;B, rte; A(JBe But this implies that rt~R\.JT, 

the separation of An B. 

Since r e: R implies rt ~ R and t e: T implies rt C T 9 

clearly r and t cannot exist and hence neither can N. Thereforei 

M is hereditarily unicoherent if and only if for any two points of M 

there is only one irreducible subcontinuum of M containing these two 

pointso 11' 

3.22 Proposition The point set M is an atriodic, hereditarily 

unicoherent continuum if and only if 

1) if a and b are any two points of Mi then there does not 



exist more than one irreducible subcontinuum ab of M~ 

and 2) every nondegenerate subcontinuum of M is irreducible between 

some two of its points. 

Proof: Suppose that M is atriodic and hereditarily unicoherent. 

Proposition 3o21 implies that there does not exist more than one irre

ducible subcontinu~m ab of M. Theorem 106 implies that every 

nondegenerate subcontinuum of M is irreducible between some two of its 

pointsv 

Suppose that conditions land 2 are true. Again 9 proposition 3.21 

implies that M is hereditarily unicoherent. Now assume that there is 

a subcontinuum T of M such that T is a triodo Then T = 

uvvuw with suboontinua urw = unw = vnw = urwnw'i no one 

of U, V, or W is contained in the union of the other two. Since T 

is irreducible between some two points 9 let a and b denote these 

points. If a E Uf\V{'\W and b g U, then U is a proper subcon= 

tinuum of T containing a and b. Since this contradicts the fact 

that T was irreducible between a and b, neither a nor b is in 

Un Vf\ W. Also 9 a and b cannot both be contained in either U 9 V ~ 

or Wo Thus, suppose that a e: U'-..(VVW) and be: V'-.,,.(UUW)o Then 

a and b are elements of UVVi a proper subcontinuum of To Agains 

this contradicts the existence of a and ho Hence 9 M does not 

contain a triod and M is atriodic and hereditarily unicoherento II 

3.23 Pz:_oposition If a hereditarily irreducible continuum M is 

the union of two continua H and K whose common part is the union of 

two mutually separated sets U and V7 then H and K contain inde

composable continua whose common part is the union of two mutually 
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separated sets lying in U and V respectively. 

Proof: By hypothesis we have that M = HVK and that U and V 

form a separation of nnK. Since U ~ H and V <;. H'i there is a 

subcontinuum H' of H whe_~~ H' is irreducible from U to V. Like

wise, since H' r'\ U ~ K and H' r'\ V c; K, there is a subcontinuum K' 

of K such that K' is irreducible from II'r'\ U to H'f\ v. Now 

n•nK• I-¢, H'VK' <; uvv, H'r'\K'f\U I¢, and H'r'\K~nv 'F ¢, 

imply that there are sets U' and V' which form a separation of 

H'"K' with U' CU and V' <;; V0 The point set H' is clearly 

irreducible from U' to v•. So also is K' irreducible from U0 to 

v•. 
Suppose that H' = W\...)Z where W and Z are each proper subcon

tinua of H'. Then without loss of generality, W contains no point 

of V' for suppose wnu• and wnv, are nonemptyo Then 1:P is 

not irreducible from U' to V' which is contrary to the above. Thus 9 

W contains no point of V' and Z contains no point of U'. 

Now Wr'\K' <; H'"K' = U'UV' and Wr'\V' = ¢ implies that 

Wr'lK' <;: U1 0 Aleo, Zr'\K' ~V' 0 Hence, wnznK' <; u1nv, = ¢. 

Since Wf\K' 9 Zf\K', and wnz are mutually exclusive closed sets, 

no one of the continua w, Z, or K' is a subset of the union of the 

other two. For suppose that we ZVK'. Then we; cznw)V(KVr'\W) 

which implies that either W £ Zf\W or W c; K 9r'\ W since these two 

sets are mutually s~parated and W is connected. Now W ~ znw 

implies that 'vi CZ., But then Wr'\K' c;; Z()K' which contradicts their 

being mutually exclusive. Thus, W cJ; Zr'\Wo Similarly, we;;. Zf'IK' o 

Therefore, no one of W, Z, or K' is a subset of the union of the 

other two. 
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Since H''-.)K' is irreducible between some two points by hypoth

esis, let a and b denote two such points. Without loss of 

generality, a e: H' '-.K 1 and b e: K''-..H' o Then a e: WVVo But a e: 'w 

implies that a e: W\.....JK' which is a continuum properly contained in 

K'\..._)H'. Similarly, a e: V implies that a e: VVK', a proper subcon

tinuum of H'VK' o This contradicts the irreducibility of FPVK9 

and therefore, H9 is not decomposable. Therefore, H0 and K0 are 

indecomposable. I f' 

Proposition 3o23 now makes it possible to prove the first cha.rac

terization of atriodic, hereditarily unicoherent, hereditarily 

decomposable continua. 

3.24 Corollary A hereditarily decomposable continuum M is 

atriodic and hereditarily unicoherent if and only if M is hereditarily 

irreducible. 

Proof; That the result is necessary follows from proposition 3.220 

Now assuming M to be hereditarily irreducible it follows from the 

proof of proposition 3o22 that M is atriodico Suppose that M con

tains a subcontinuum N which is not unicoherento Then N = H\_)K 

with H and K proper subcontinua of N and the sets U and V form 

a separation of H(")Ko Proposition 3.23 implies that each of H and 

K must contain indecomposable subcontinuao Since M is hereditarily 

decomposable, this is impossible and M is here di tarily unicoherent.. 11 

The second characterization is presented as proposition 3 .. 25 and is 

stated in terms of the property of a point weakly separating two other 

pointso If a~ b~ and c are three points of a continuum M9 then 

b weakly: separ8.ten a from c in M if and only if every 



subcontinuum of M which contains a and c, alao contains b [23, 

p. 180). Consider for exa:mple the three end points of a nyn shaped 

simple triod. No one of the three weakly separates the other two. 

Proposition 3.25, of course, shows that every triod must contain three 

points such that each of them fails to weakly separate the other two 

from each other in Mo Actually, the proof as presented here, is 

restricted to hereditarily decomposable oontinuao However, it is 

claimed that this restriction can be removed [23, Po 18o]o 
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3.25 Proposition The hereditarily decompo~ble continuum M is 

atriodic and hereditarily upicoherent if and only if for any three 

points of M, there is one which weakly separates the other two from 

each other in M. 

Proof: Let a, b, and c be th;ree distinct points in M and 

assume that no one of a, b, and c weakly separates the other two 

from each other in M. Then there exists a subcontinuum Mab of M 

such that c /. Mab, Mac of M such that b i Mac 9 and ~c of M 

such that a/. ~co Since a € Mab("'\Mac' MabU.Mac is a continuum 

containing a and Ta= Mab("'\Mac is a continuum containing a. 

Let ~c = ~er') {Ma.bU Mac). Since b and c are members of 

Mab\.)Mac' ~c is a continuu~ containing b and c. Now consider 

~ 0 nMab• We have that r,,/·,Mab = ~c("')(MabUM80 )r"\Mab = 

[J\cn Mab"Mab] U [~en Mac() Mab] = {J\,c "Mab) U [Mbc" Mac" Mab] 0 

Since [~/lMacnMabJ c;;;;!<\cnMab' we have that ~cflMab = 

~er'\ Mab which we denote by Tb. Then Tb ia a continuum containing 

b. Similarly, ~ 0 nMac = Tc' a continuum containing Co 

Now TbUTC == <1'bcnMab)UC~cflMac) = ~cn[Matt>JMacl = 



tinuum which implies that Tbf"iT0 is a nonempty continuumo By 

definition T ()Tb = (M bflM ) (\(L_ rYM b) = M br'){L_ r')M ) = a a ac t>C a a tic ac 

Mabf') [(~c("')(Mab UMac))(lMac] = 

(M bflM_ )n[(Mb n(M bUM )flM ] = Tb(1T o Thus, by similar a -i,c c a ae ae c 

arguments we have that Ta()Tb = TanTc = Tbr')T0 o 
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Since a f. ~c' a .i Mb r')M = T o c ac c Also, 

and 

a i Tb, which implies 

c I. Ta"Tbo Thus~ 

Since Taf\Tb is contained in each of Ta, 

T VTbUT is a continuumo Now, T f\Tbr'lT = a c a c 

and T , c 

(Mab(')Mac)(')(Mabr')Mbc)(l(Mac"~c) ""Mabf\Mac"~c "" 

Thus, 

T fl T = Tb(lT and T VTbUT is a triod in Mo Since M is a c c a c 

atriodic, this is impossible and therefore for any three points of M 

one weakly separates the other two from each other in M. 

For the converse, suppose that for any three points of M there 

exists one which weakly separates the other two from each other in M0 

If M contains a triod N, then N = A VB VC with A, B\ and C 

C containing a point not in the other twoo Assume that a, b 9 and c 

denote these points respectively. Then AVB is a subcontinuum of M 

containing a and b but not c. Alao 1 AVC contains a and c 

but not b and B'VC contains b and c but not ao Thus 9 no one 

of a, b, and c weakly separates the other two from each other in 

Assume that M is not hereditarily unicoherento Proposition 3o21 
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then impliee that there exist two points a and b in M for which 

there exist two distinct irreducible subcontinua, A and B9 in M 

from a to b. Let x £ A"-.B and y £ B-.......A. Since A is a subcon-

tinuum of M containing a, b, and x~ clearly, y does not weakly 

separate any pair of these elements from each other in Mo Likewi~e, x 

does not weakly separate any pair of a, b, and y from each other in 

M. Thus, e:f:fry subcontinuum containing x and y must also contain 
''·'.:' 

a and b. 

Let H1 ~ ( z 6 A : A is irreducible from a to z }o Then H1 
is a proper subset of A and by [26, Po 61] H1 is a subcontinuum of 

A. Now, H1 is nonempty since be H1 o Let H2 = { z £Ag A is 

irreducible from b to z }. As before, H2 is a nonempty proper 

subcontinuum of A containing ao To see that H1 r'\H2 = ¢._ assume to 

the contrary that c e: H1nrr2 o Then by definition, A is irreducible 

from a to c and also from b to Ce Therefore, A is indecom= 

posable (26, p. 59]. But since M is hereditarily decomposable, we 

must have that H1r'\ H2 = ¢0 

Now let ~ = { z e Bi B is irreducible from a to z) and let 

K2 = { z e Bi B is irreducible from b to z )o From the preceding 

paragraph we have that IS_ and K2 are disjoint nonempty subcontinua 

of B containing respectively, b and ao The following cases will 

show that the assumption that M was not hereditarily unicoherent has 

led to a contradictiono 

Case io Suppose that x e H1 and ye 1S_ (equivalently 9 x € H2 

and y £ K2 o) Then H1 U K1 is a subcontinuum of M containing a~ 

x, and y but not b. This contradicts the earlier conclusion that 

every subcontinuum containing x and y must also contain bo 
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Case ii. Suppose that x e: H1 and y i rs_ (equivalently 9 x e: H2 

and y i K2 , or y a 1S._ and x i H19 or y e: K2 and x i H2 o) Since 

y i IS_, there must be a proper subcontinuum K0 of B such that 

{a, y} <; K0o Because B:1 is irreducible from a to b this implies 

that bi K0• Thus, H1UK0 is a proper subcontinuum of M contain= 

ing a, x, and y but not b. Again this is a contradiction of an 

earlier conclusion. 

Case iii. Suppose that x i (H1 UH2) and that y I. (K1 UK2) o 

Then xi H1 implies that there is a proper subcontinuum H of A 

containing a and x but consequently not b. Likewise 9 there is a 

proper subcontinuum K of B containing a and y but not b. Then 

H\...)K is a subcontinuum of M containing a 9 x 9 and y but not b 

which is a contradiction. 

Since these cases have exhausted the possible combinations of 

locations of x and y in A and B respectively 9 and each has led 

to a contradiction, the assumption that M was not hereditarily unico= 

herent is false and the proposition is proveno II 

Theorem 3.26 9 which follows, concludes Chapter IIIo Summarizing 

the results of theorem 3.20 and the characterizations of atriodic and 

hereditarily unicoherent~ hereditarily decomposable continua just pre

sentedi this theorem presents three characterizations of hereditarily 

decomposable chainable continuao 

3.26 Theorem If M is a hereditarily decomposable continuum 

then the following are equivalent: 

1) M is chainableo 

2) M is atriodic and hereditarily unicoherento 

3) M is hereditarily irreducibleo 



4) M is such that for any three points of M there is one which 

weakly separates the other two from each other in Mo 

Proof: 1) is equivalent to 2) by theorem 3.20, 2) is equivalent to 

3) by corollary 3.24, and 3) is equivalent to 4) by proposition 3.250 

Therefore' the theorem is proven. Ir 



CHAPTER IV 

TERMINAL SUBCONTINUA 

Chapter III included an introduction to the subject of terminal 

subcontinua~ That material, and in particular the results on terminal 

points, was sufficient for the purposes of Chapter IIIo However 9 the 

remaining attempts to characterize chainable continua are very dependent 

on the ability to chain on terminal subcontinua and in a very restricted 

mannero For this purpose, Chapter IV continues the development of 

terminal subcontinua and in particular the definition and development of 

a property for chaining on terminal subcontinua called exact contain

mento In addition, the intuitively obviously concept of opposite end 

points and opposite terminal subcontinua will be defined and developed 

for later use. 

Proposition 4Ql asserts that it is always possible to chain on a 

continuum M with terminal subcontinuum A, such that the last link of 

the chain must meet Ao This illustrates, as is its eventual purpose 9 

an additional degree of control over an e-chain on a chainable continuum 

M. The second result extends this property to a characterization of 

terminal pointso Since this is the definition of an end point of a 

chainable continuum as used by Bing [4i p. 660]i proposition 4o2 estab

lishes the equivalence of the three definitions of terminal point or end 

point by Millerj Bing, and Fugate. 

95 
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4ol Proposition Suppose that M is a chainable continuum and A 

is a subcontinuum of M with the property that for every E > 0 9 there 

covering M 

F ¢0 Then A is a terminal subcontimmm of M. 

such that Ar'\d 
m 

Proof: Assume that A is not a terminal subcontinuum of Mo Then 

by definition there exist two subcontinua H and K of' M., each 

meeting A, but such that neither is contained in the union of A and 

the other. Let p E H"""-(KUA), q e: K"""-(HVA)., and E be a. positive 

number such that e: ~ ~in( p(p,K\....)A)j p(q,HVA) }. 

Since M is chainable, let C = {dl, d2' {? 0 0 f d } m denote an 

e:-chain on M. By hYPothesis we may have that d ("'\A ;i ¢ 0 Let d, 
m J 

denote the first link of c such that d . n < rr vK) 1 ¢. Let d and 
J 6 

dt denote links of C such that p e d8 and q g dt• By their 

selectioni j ~ s ~ m, j ~ t ~ m, and in fact d r'\(KUA) s 

Without loss of genera+;Lty, we may assume that Since 

HUA is connected with d .n (HUA) I ¢ and d n (H\...JA) 'F ¢'1 
J m 

proposition 2.2 implies that d.()(HUA) I¢ for j ~ i ~ m and 
l. 

hence HUA meets each link of C(j,m)o Thus, dt(J(HUA) I ¢0 But 

this is contrary to the existence of dt and therefore A is a termi= 

nal subcontinuum of Mo Jr 

4o2 Propositio~ If M is a chainable continuum then pg M is 

an end point of M if and only if p is a terminal point of Mo 

Proof: Proposition 4ol clearly implies that if p is an end point 

of M, then p is a terminal point of Mo For the comrerse 9 if p is 

a terminal point of M, corollary 3.15 implies that every nondegenerat-e 
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subcontinuum B" of M which contains p is irreducible from p to 

some other point of B. But now corollary 3.19 implies that for eW:try 

e-chain on M, there is a refinement of this chain on M, which will 

-of course still be an e-chain, such that p e d1,,d2• Ther~fore, p is 

an enq point of M and the proposition is established. II 

Construction Properties of Chains 

on Terminal Subcontinua 

It has been previously noted that the purpose of studying terminal 

subcontinua and the chains on such continua, is to provide a means of 

isolating this part of a continuum in a particular part of a chaino The 

concept involved is that of exact containment. If M is a continuum, 

A is a subcontinuum of M, C = {d1 , d2, •••, dm} is a chain on M, 

and l ~ j ~ k ~ m, then A is said to be contained exactly in the 

subchain C( j ,k), denoted A <;;._e C*(j ,k), if and only if 

1) AC C*(j k) - ' ' 
2) .A is not contained in any proper subchain of C(j,k), and 

3) An [C*C11,j-l)UC*(k+l,m)] = ¢ [13, p. 463]. 

Thus, not only can the link dj-l not meet A but neither may its 

closure. Since our concern is primarily with terminal subcontinua and 

particularly with chains having an end link meeting the terminal sub-

continuum, this definition of exact containment will usually involve one 

end of the chain. That is, j may be one and hence A~e c*(l,k) or 

conversely, k may be m. 

Proposition 4.3 shows that if M is an atriodic and hereditarily 

unicoherent continuum with terminal subcontinuum A and chain C on 

M, then there will exist a refinement of C exactly containing A in 
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an end subchain. Also the property of tautness is inherited by the 

refinement. It is of col,.\rse noted that the subcontinuum A may be M 

itself, in which case if C is the chain on M, then C and the des-

cribed subchain are considered to be the same. This result is achieved 

rather easily compared to p:revi,ous chain construction type theoremsj but 

it is lemma 3.18 which eases the burden of this result. There is ample 

opportunity later in this and the following chapter for the reader to 

exercise his ability to construct illustrations for the proofs 

encountered. 

4.3 Proposition Suppose M is an atriodic and hereditarily 

unicoherent continuum, A is a terminal subcontinuum of M, and 

c = {dl' d2' . . . ' dm} is a chain on M • Then there is a chain 

G = {gl, g2, ••• 9 ~} on M and an integer s, l ~ s :s_ nj such that 

l) G is a refinement of c. 

2) A <;e G*(s,n). 

3) If c is taut then G is taut. 

Proof~ By lemma 3.18 9 there exists a chain F = {f1 , f 29 °•0, fn} 

on M such that F is a refin~ment of C, (fn '-...fn=l)nA /. ¢ 9 and 

C taut implies F is taut. Then there exists an integer s such that 

AS F*( s,n) but is not contained in any proper subchain of F(s,n). 

Because F(s,n) is a chain, F*(l,s-2)r'\F*(sjn) = ¢ (particularly if 

F(l,s ... 2) contains no links.) 'l'husj F°*(l 'is=2)() F*( s 9n) = ¢ and 

hence, F*(1,s .... 2)("\A = ¢. If f 1nA = ¢, 
s-

then let G = J? and the 

proposition is proven. 

Suppose that f s-l ("\A I ¢0 Since A£. F*(s,n), A and 

M-......F*(s,n) are disjoint closed subsets of a normal spaceo Thus 9 there 
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exist disjoint open sets U and V such that AC U and 

M"-...F*( s ,n) C V. For each - i, let g. = 
J. 

r.nv and for 
l. 

each i, s ~ i ~ n, let 000 9 ~) is 

clearly a chain which is a refinement of F and hence Co 

By the definition of G, A£ G*(s,n) and A is not contained in 

any proper subchain of G(s,n) = F(s,n) o Also, A('IG*(l,s-1) S 
Ar'\V = ¢0 Thus, A Ce G*(s,n) o Finally, since nonadjacent links of G 

are contained in nonadjacent links of F, C taut implies F is taut· 

which implies that G is taut. IT 

Lemma 4o4 is another of the highly specialized results required to 

produce the proper tYPe of chain on a continuumo It should be noted 

that the hypothe$is only requires that the continuum A be atriodic, 

hereditarily unicoherent, and €-chainableo Also, the hypothesis 

requires that Af'IB be a terminal suocontinuum of both A and Bo 

Proposition 4.5 will show that if M is the union of proper subcontinua 

A and B, then this will in fact always be the caseo Againi the 

objective here is to increasingly isolate terminal subcontinua in a 

chaino If M is the union of proper subcontinua A and B\1 perhaps 

each being chainable 9 then by chaining on A and B with chains 

exactly containing Af'IB and satisfying the other consequences of the 

following lemma, then a chain may be constructed on Me There will be 

more on this latero 

Lemma 4o4 uses another technique which will be exploited in later 

results and that is the existence of a Lebesque number for an open cover 

of a compact subset of a metric space. Any reader unfamiliar with this 

term is refered to the reference by Kelley [18, p 0 154] for an unusually 

nice proof of this result. The uee of a Lebesque number guarantees the, 
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existence of an e:-chain with links sufficiently small in diameter to 

accomplish desired results. Although the complete proof is somewhat 

involved, this technique is developed in the early part of the proof and 

should be understood because of its later use. 

4.4 Lemma Suppose that A is an atriodic, hereditarily unico-

herent e:-chainable continuum, B is a chainable continuum, AnB F ¢, 

and A{')B is a terminal subcontinuum of A and B. Then, there exist 

e:-chains C = {d1 , d2 , o•• 9 dm} and F = {f1 , r2 , •••i fn} such that 

1) C and F are taut e-chains on A and ff respectivelyG 

3) F(k,n) is a closed refinement of C(j,m)e 

4) C*(l,j-l)()F* = ¢. 

5) F*(1,k-2)nc* = ¢. 

6) fk_/~' A = ¢ and there is a positive integer t, j s t s m~ 

such - * that f k-1 () C £;. dt and f k-1 meets no other link of C. 

Proof: Since A is e:-chainable, let c0 denote an e=chain on A. 

Using lemma 2.10 we may, without loss of generality 9 assume that c0 is 

tauto Proposition 4.3 implies the existence of a refinement G cf c0 ~ 

G = {gl t g2, ... gm}9 such that G is a taut e:-chain on A and t 

AnBCe G*(j 9 m). Let a denote the minimum distance between the non= ...... 

adjacent links of Go 

Since the collection {[gj"-.G*(l 9 j-l)J~ gj+l' •• e, gm} is now a 

finite open cover of A()B, recall that the definition of exact con-

tainment requires that (AnB)nd*(l,j-1) = ¢~ let 13 > 0 be a 

Lebesque number for this cover of A()B [18, p. 154Jo Let b denote 

half the minimum of a, 13, e:, and p(At'i B ,G*( 1, j-1)) ( if a¥( l ,j~l) 
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is empty, which is possible, then this latter value is infiniteo) 

By considering theorem 2.13, we have the existence of a taut 

o-chain H1 on B •. Since the closure of each link of Hi 
which meets Ar"I B. is contained in some link of G( j ,m) o Also 9 since 

b ~~p(Ar"IB,G*(l,j-1)), the ~losure of each link of H1 , which meets 

Ar"IB, fails to meet G*(l,j-1). Applying proposition 4.3 to B' 

relative to the chain H1 , there exists a taut b-chain H an B) 

which is a refinement of n1 and such that A('.B c;;;3 H*(k 9n). Thus 9 

the closure of each link of H(k,n) is a subset of some link of G(j,m) 

and does not meet G*Cl,j-1). 

Let t = greatest lower bound of { i: hkCg., 
- 1 

ie, 

gt denotes the first link of G(j ,m) properly containing ~o At this: 

point we note that should it be the case that AnB = B; ie 9 E~A 9 

then the desired chains are C = G and F = H. Since this case is now 

easily shown to satisfy properties 1 thru 6, sometimes vacuously, we 

continue the proof considering A-.......B and B'-..A to be nonempty. Since 

B"'-.....A and A-.......B are nonempty separated point sets 9 and a metric space 

is completely normal, there exist two disjoint open sets S and T 

such that A-.......BC S and B,A CT. - -
if l ~ i ~ k-1, and f. = h., 

1 l. 
if k < i < no - -

Ry applying proposition 2.8, F = {f1 , r 2 , eoo, :ffn} is a chain since '!I 

is open and Ch/""'\ hi+l) f"IB is nonempty by proposition 2.1 for 

1 ~ i ~ k-2, and is contained in T. We also claim that 

{ d. = gins : 1 < i < j~l }U{ d. = g .. -.......F*(l,k-1) : j _< i _< m, 
1 - - l. 1, 

i-/, t }U{ dt = gt'F*(l,k-2)} iea chain. Since An(g/"'lgi+l) 

-/, ¢ for l ~ i ~ m and because Ar'IB ~ G*( j ,m), A-.......B meets each 

pair of adjacent links of G(l,j-1), and the collection 
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{ d. = 8i ns :.: l < i < j-1 } is a chain by proposition 2.80 
J. J. - -

Similarly because Ar'\B C: H*(k,n), Ac;;;; ....... ffi-(l 9 k-l) and since A 

meets the common part of each pair of adjacent links of G(j,m), prop

osition 2.8 again implies that G(j,m)f'i[-F*Cl,k-l)] is a chaino 

Since F*tl,k-2) <;;;;F*Cl,k-l), -FllE(l,k-l)~-F'''-Cl,k-2L Thus, the 

an open set, in the t-th link. Since fk_1",,.fk_2 ~ gt,' 

{dj, •• 0 , d:t' •••, dm} will still form a chaino 

Finally, since ¢ F (g. lng .)('\Ac (g. lr"\g.) ncA-....._B) cs and 
J- J - J- J -

g. l('.A c ~F*(1,k ... 1)' d. ln d. I ¢0 However, d. n d. = ¢ for 
J- - J- J 11 1 2 

1 < i < j-2 and 
- 1-

because d. and 
J.l 

j S i 2 Sm or for 1 s_ i 1 S j-1 and j+l S: i 2 < m, 

d. are contained respectively in g. and g. o 

1 2 1 D 1 2 

Therefore, the collection {d1 , d2 , •oo, drJ is a chaino 

For the chains C and F, properties 1 and 2 are immediate from 

the chains G and H. Since F(k 9n) = H(k 9n) 9 

F(k,n) is a closed refinement of G( j ,m) and hence for some j 11 , 

fk C-F*(l,k-1) 
l 

then fiti <;-F*(l,k-2) because F 

and thus fk.. C g. "'-F*(l,k-l) = d. o Therefore, 
--i - Ji J1 

F(k,n) is a closed refinement of C(j,m) and property 3 holds. 

By the definition of c, C*(l,j-1) <; S and by the definition of 

F, F*(l,k .. l) ~ T0 Thus, c*(l,j-1)(1F*°(l,k-l) = ¢. Also, by defini~ 

tion and as noted earlier, F*(k,n)r'\c*(l,j-1) = ¢0 Therefore, these 

results imply that c*(l, j-1)("'\ F* = ¢, and property 4 is satisfied. 
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Property 5 follows directly from the definition of c. 

To see the last property, recall that Ar'\B Ce F*(k,n), which 

implies that (A,'\B)r'\fk_1• Because fk-l <;;: T and A'-...B<;; s, 

(A'-...B)nrk-l = ¢ and we have that Anrk ... l = ¢. The definition of 

dt is that dt = gt""-F*(l ,k-2) with gt being the first link of G 

to contain hk = fk. Since c*nF*(l,k-2) = ¢ by the definition of 

c, and d.nF*(l,k-1) = ¢ for i It, the previously defined integer 
l. 

t satisfies the remainder of property 60 This completes the proof of 

the lemma. I f 

Some Sufficiencies for Terminal Subcontinua 

Several of the results of this section will be intuitively clear 

and will not rely on the complicated theorems or chain constructions 

which have been presented. Their significance will, however, be appar-

ent in light of previous discussions of the use of terminal subcontinua 

in chaining on a continuum. Several more results concerning special 

chain constructions on terminal subcontinua will also be presented here 

and in the next chapter. 

Proposition 4.5 shows that if M is the union of two proper sub-

continua, they are terminal subcontinua of M and their intersection is 

a terminal subcontinuum of each of them. That it is necessary to have 

proper subcontinua should be clear by considering an arc and subcontinua 

of it. 

4.5 Proposition If the atriodic, hereditarily unicoherent con-

tinuum M is the union of two proper subcontinua A and B, then each 

of A and B is a terminal subcontinuum of M. Moreover, Ar'\B is a 

terminal subcontinuum of each of A and B. 
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Proof; Suppose that M = AUBl with A and F proper subcon

tinua of M. To assume that A is not a terminal subcontinuum of M 

implies, by proposition 3.14, the existence of a subcontinuum H of M 

such that A\......)H is either degenerate (which is impossible) or A\...)H 

is irreducible between some pair of points p and q with neither in 

A0 Then {p, q} ~ :a,A c; B.. Since p and q are contained in the 

continuum B, the irreducible subcontinuum pq, which is unique by 

proposition 3 .. 21, is contained in B. Thus, AUR'~B and hence 

A <;;;. B, which is contrary to B being a proper subcontinuum of Mo 

Thus, A is a terminal subcontinuum of M and likewise B is a ter= 

minal subcontinuum of M0 

For the remaining part of the proposition, assume that A r'\B is

not a terminal subcontinuum of A .. Then by the definition~ there are 

subcontinua H and K of A such that H("'\Ar"\B f. ¢~ Kf\Ar'\B ,I,¢~ 

Hc;t KU(Ar'IB), and Ki-HU(Ar'\B)a Also note that B-......_(H\JK) 

which contains B"-.A'. is nonempty. Thus, KU(Ar'\B), HU(Ar'IB) ~ 

and B are three continua each pair of which intersect and no one of 

which is contained in the union of the other twoo But since M is 

atriodic and hereditarily unicoperent, this is contrary to proposition 

3.3. Thus, Ar'\B is a terminal subcontinuum of A and similarly 

B .. II 

If a terminal subcontinuum K of an atriodic and hereditarily 

unicoherent continuum M is the union of two proper subcontinua~ then 

by the preceding, these subcontinua are terminal subcontinua of Ko The 

following proposition shows that at least one of these subcontinua must 

also be a terminal subcontinuum of M. The proof uses proposition 3ol4 

which is a characterization of a terminal subcontinuum T in terms of 
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the irreducibility of T\...)A between some pair of points, one of which 

must belong to T, where A is a subcontinuum of M and T\...)A is 

nondegenerate. 

4.6 Proposition Let M be an atriodic, hereditarily unicoherent 

continuum, K a terminal subcontinuum of M, and A and B' proper 

subcontinua of K such that K = AVB. Then at least one of A and 

B is a terminal subcontinuum of Mo 

Proof: Assume the proposition fails. Since A is not a terminal 

subcontinuum of M, by proposition 3.14, there exists a subcontinuum N 

of M such that Ar'\N F ¢ and N\...JA, being atriodic and hereditarily 

unicoherent, is irreducible between some pair of points, neither of 

which belongs to A. This property of N\.....)A not being irreducible 

between any pair of points with one of them belonging to A is hence

forth refered to as property P. 

By an argument similar to that presented for proposition 4o5, we 

have that A<;. N. If N ~ K, proposition 4o.5 implies that A is a 

terminal subcontinuum of K and hence N\.....IK is irreducible between 

some pair of points with one belonging to Ao Since this is contrary 

to the existence of N, we must have that N'-J{ F ¢. Since N meets 

the terminal subcontinuum K and by hypothesis, K is nondegenerate~ 

applying proposition 3.14 again, we have the existence of the points p 

and q such that N\..)K is irreducible from p to q and without 

loss of generality, q e K. .Since N'-.K F ¢, p e N'-.Ko We also have 

that q e B-.......A since to assume that q e: A implies, since A~ N, 

that N is a subcontinuum of NVIC containing both p and qo Hence, 

N VK = N and N = NVA is irreducible from p to q with q e: Ao 
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But this is contrary to property P~ Thus, NUK is irreducible from 

p to q with p e: N'',K and q e: B ,A ~ K. 

Arguing similarly to the preceding paragraph, there is a subcon= 

tinuum S of M such that Sr'\B F ¢ and Si\....JB is not irreducible

between any pair of points, one of which is in B. Then SUB= S and 

there are points r and s such that SUK is irreducible from r 

to s, with s e: S ,K, and r e: A -........B C K. 

S'.ince N and S are both subcontinua of M intersecting K, the 

definition of terminal subcontinua implies that either sc; K\......JN or 

N ~ KVS. Suppose sc;- KUN. Since s e: S'-.K, s e: N-........Ko From 

property P we have that N = N\...)A is reducible from p to re; A, 

and thus there is a proper subcontinuum L of N such that 

{p, r} ~ L. Thus, q ,1 L. Now r e. Lr',K since r e; L and 

r e: Ac;:.. K, and hence LVK is a subcontinuum of KVN containing 

p and q. Therefore, KUN = KVL and s e: L since s e; s-........K ~ 

K\...)N by supposition. But since q e: B·-........[tr'i ( S VK)] which is 

contained in s, L()(S,VK) is a proper subcontinuum of SVK con= 

taining s and r which means SVK is reducible from s to r, 

contrary to the existence of s and r. Thus, at least one of A or 

B" is a terminal subcontinuum of M. II 

Proposition 4.7 and lemma 4.8 show how to develop, and then show 

a consequence of, a terminal subcontinuum which is indecomposable. 

This will prove helpful later when trying to chain on a continuum, by 

providing a particular terminal subcontinuum upon which to base a chain 

construction. It should be noted that the lemma does not require that 

the continuum be atriodic and hereditarily unicoherent as has generally 

been the case. 
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l+.7 Proposition Let M be an atriodic, hereditarily unicoherent 

continuum with a terminal subcontinuum Ko Then there is a subcontinuum 

L of K such that 

1) L is a terminal subcontin~um of M. 

2) L is irreducible as a terminal subcontinuum of M. 

3) L is indecomposable or is a terminal point of Mo 

Proof:: If B <; M, then B is said to have property P if and 

only if B is a terminal subcontinuum of M and B <; K. Clea7ly, K 

has property P. We shall show that this property is inductiveo 

Suppose that the collection 

of M such that for each i, 
00 

is a sequence of continua 

has property P and N. 1 C N. o 
J.+ . - J. 

Clearly, N = GIN. 
1= J. 

is a subcontinuum of M contained in Ko If N 

does not have property P, then N must fail to be a terminal subcon-

tinuum of M. Tb.us, there are subcontinua R and S of M, each 

intersecting N, such that R<./-SVN and ?c;/;:RVN. 
Let r & R-.......(.3VN) and s e:::S',JRVN)o Since M"-.{r, s} is 

open in M and contains N, there exists an integer j such that 

s}. Thus, each of R and S intersect N . and neither 
J 

is contained in the union of Nj and the other subcontinuumo Hence, 

Nj is not a terminal subcontinuum of M contrary to its selectiono 

Therefore, property P is inductive. Applying the Brouwer Reduction 

theorem [18, Po 61] to the terminal subcontinuum K of M9 there exists 

a subcontinuum L of K which is a terminal subcontinuum of M and is 

irreducible with respect to this property. If L in nondegeneratei the 

third result of the proposition follows from proposition 4.6 since L 

decomposable implies the existence of a prop~r subcontinuum H of L 

which would be a terminal suboontinuum of M. This contradicts the 



irreducibility of L and the three results are established. If L 

is degenerate, then L is a terminal point and the proposition is 

proven. If 
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408 Lemma Suppose that M is a continuum and K is an indecom

posable terminal subcontinuum of Mo Further, suppose that there is a 

subcontinuum A of M such that AnK -/ ¢, K <.;l A, and A ct Ko Let 

D denote the composant of K containing 

tinuum of M intersecting K, such that 

If B is a subcon

and KC;/;" B 9 then 

Proof: Assume there is a subcontinuum B of M such that 

Bf\K F ¢, B ct K, K cf: B, and Bf'IK ct Do Then Bt'IK is a proper 

subcontinuum of K not contained in Do Assume x g (Bt'IK)nDo Then 

there is a proper subcontinuum L of K such that x g L and 

tn(AnK) I,¢. Then (Bt'IK)UL is a subcontinuum of K. 'fue point 

set (BnK)UL is a proper subset of K since K., by hypothesis., is 

indecomposableo But now y s (BnK)'-D is contained in LU(Bt'ID) 

which implies y s D. But this is impossible. Thus, x fails to exist 

and (Bt'IK),'\D = ¢. 

Thus, certainly., At"iKt'IB = ¢0 Since K is a terminal subcon= 

tinuum of M it follows that either A~BVK or Bc;AVK. Suppose 

A C BVK. Since A cf; K, Ar\B " ¢. Then (A\JB) r"IK is a subcon

tinuum of K intersecting disjoint composants of K9 namely D and 

the composant of K containing Bf'IK. Since (AUB)nK cannot be 

a proper subcontinuum of K and meet the two composantsi we must have 

that (AVB) nK = K. But this implies that K is the union of the 

two proper subcontinua Ar'IK and Br'IK contrary to the 



indecomposability of K. Therefore, the continuum B as described 

cannot exist and if B is a subcontinuum of M such that B'f'IK I= ¢, 

Opposite end points and more generally opposite terminal subcon-

tinua, are terms which are intuitively easy when applied to continua 

such as arcs but which have unusual results when applied to other 

continua. The definition of opposite end points is given in terms of a 

chain while the general definition of opposite terminal subcontinua does 

not require a chainable contimium. Proposition 4.9 and lemma 5o9 will 

establish the equivalence of these definitions for terminal subcontinua 

of chainable continua. The points p and q of the chainable contin-

uum M are called opposite !!!.2: Eoints (or opposite terminal points) of 

M if and only if for every & > O, there is an e-chain (d111 d2 , 000 v 

d } 
n 

on M and q e d "-.d 1 • 
n n-

More generally, 

if M is a continuum and each of H and K is a terminal subcontinuum 

of M then H and K are opposite terminal subcontinua of M if and 

only if there are points h 0f R and k of K such that M is 

irreducible from h to k (14, p. 386]. 

Examples A, B, c, and Fare designed to illustrate various possi= 

bilities. The Closed Topologist's Sine Curve (example A) has two pairs 

of opposite end points, namely the pairs (R,T) and (S 11T). Example B 

has one pair while example Chas four pairs 9 namely, (P 11 R)~ (P,S) 9 

(Q,R), and (Q·,s). Finally, example F has one pair of opposite end 

points and is indecomposal:l:il.e .. In example C, the segments PQ and RS 

are two nondegenerate opposite terminal subcontinua. Other possibil-

ities exist through unions of these examples. 

Proposition 4.9 relates the existence of opposite end points to the 
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irreducibility of a chainable continuum between two of its end points. 

The chainability of the continuum is necessary for the proof since it 
_,, .. _..: .. 

employs lemma 2,11. The method of proof is similar to the approach 

taken in proposition 2.4. That is, a sequence of point sets are con-

structed such that their limit superior is a proper subcontinuum 

between the two end points, contrary to the hypothesis. 

4.9 Proposition If the chainable continuum M is irreducible 

between two of its end points, then these end points are opposite end 

points of M. 

Proof: Suppose that M is irreducible between two of its end 

points p and q. Let e > O be arbitrarily given less than p(p,q). 

Lemma 2.10 and corollary 3.19 combine to imply the existence of a taut 

e-chain C = {d1 , d2 , •••, dm} (m ~. 2) on M such that q e dm'-..dnr-l• 

If pi d1'-..d2 and yet p e ~' then there is an open set O contain-

ing p such that O C d1 nd2• Then the collection 

• • •, dm} is an e-chain on M and p e d1 '-.(d2 '-..0). Thus, p and q 

are opposite end points • 
•.• 'l!O' 

Suppose p I, dl • ~Since C is a chain on M, Mn(d1 '-..d2) ;i ¢ 0 

.ttfj#.,•· 

Let XO € MnCd1"-d2) 0 Since the space is normal, let Q be an open 

set containing x0 such that Q C ~. Then p ~!!.'!. q are not membel"S 

of Q and the collection c0 = {di:' d2 '-..Q, d3 , • 0 0 9, dmJ is an e;-chain 

on M with [d1 '-.(d2 '-..Q)Jr\M #, ¢. \ite note tha~ the point x0 is a 
';_.:; f·t ~ ...... 

member of ~ ,Cd2'-..Q) and that x0 /, c0"(2,m). Assume that for every 

positive o < e, if B = {b1 , b2, 000 , bv} is a o-chain on M with 

p e b1 '-..b2 and q e. ba, for some a, 1 .S a .::;_ v, then b..1 ¢ d1 , 

1 ,:g i 1 a. Lemma 2.11 and corollary 3.19 combine to imply the existence 



of a taut tchain H1 = {~, h21 ·.~", ht} on M such that I\ is a 

refinement of c0 and p e h1'-...h2• 

By assumption, 

Let h denote the last link of r 
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1,_ containing q. 

h. c c0*(2,m), 
1 -

l < i < r, - - and c9nsequently, 

for 1 ~ i ~ r. Thus, 

- * x0 i hi ~c0 (2,m). Let 

~ = p e h1nM, x2 e h2r"iM, •••, xr .. l e..)1r-lr'\M, and 

xr = q e. hrr'\M and let R1 = {p, x2 , x3 , •••, xr-lJ' q}o 

l° Let 6. = '"":"'€. Assume that for 1 S i < n, a taut 
1 21 

6. -chain H. 
1 1 

has been defined on M such that Hi is a refinement of H1_1 , p is 

contained in the first link, h. 1 , and not in the closure of the sec-
1, 

ond link, h. 2' 1, 

containing q. 

of lf. , 
l. 

is the last link of Hi 

B"'y the assumption, of course, no link of Ir. between 
1 

and including h. 1 and h. is contained in d1• Thus 9 1, 1,ri 

x0 i ii'i,j i; c0*C:2,m). Assume also that the point set Ri = {p., xi,2 , 

xi 3 , • • •, x. . l' q} has been defined with x. j e h. j('\M 0 , 1,r.- i, 1, 
1 

Lemma 2.11 and corollary 3.19 combine to guarantee the existence of 

a taut on+1-chain Hn+l on M such that Hn+l is a refinement of 

Hn, and thus of Cb, with p eh 11........_h 1 2• n+, n+, If h n+l,r 1 n+ 
denotes 

the last link of H 1 containing q then the assumption implies that n+ 
- -~~-· -hn+l,j <I, d1 for 1 ~ j ~ rn+l' and hence x0 i hn+l,j C c0 l2,m). 

F'or each j, 1 < j < rn+l' let xj e: hn+l,j"M and let Rn+l = 
{p, xn+l, 2 , xn+l,3' •••, xn+l r _1 , q). By induction, we have defined 

'n+l 

an infinite sequence of point sets R1 , R2 , ••• in M with 

R1 c_mi*(1,mi) «;;c0*(2,m), with x0 i c0*(2,m). 

Since M is compact and the limit inferior of (R. } contains 
l. 
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{p, q}, and is thus nonempty, the method of defining the point sets 

Ri yields the fact that the limit superior L is connected (1.2]. 

Since L contains {p, q} and is closed, L is a subcontinuum of M 

containing p and q. Since Ri C_ c0 4(2,m) for each i, L ~ c0*(2,m) 

and x0 i L. Thus, L is a proper subcontinuum of M containing p 

and q contrary to M being irreducible from p to q. Hence, there 

6-chain on M, p £ fl'-..f2' and if q a fk and q I, fk+l' then for 

some f. e: F, 1 .$ j .$ k, r. c~. 
J n J-

Let N = hJri. Then q e: N and N is an open set. Let 

G = {f1 , f 2 , •••, fj-l' N('""'\~, Nf\d2 , •••, Nf\dm}. Then G is a 

chain on M since F(l,j-1) is a chain, C(l,m),\N is a chain by 

proposition 2.8, and fj-lf\{N('ld1 ) F ¢ while all other pairs of 

links from the two chains will have empty intersection which with 

proposition 2.9 implies that G is a chain. The chain G is clearly 

on M and is a 6-chain with p e: r1 '-..f2 and q e: (N()dm)-.......(Nr"\dm-lL 

Therefore, p and q are opposite end points of M. II 

Proposition 4.10 will provide momentary relief for any detail weary 

reader. Except for the use of a terminal subcontinuum, which, if not 

understood may confuse the result, the proof could have been left as an 

easy exercise for the reader. 

4.10 Proposition If M is an atriodic, hereditarily unicoherent 

continuum and the proper subcontinuum K is a terminal subcontinuum of 

M, then ~ is a subcontinuum of M. 

Proof:: Proposition 3.2 implies that M'-..K has at most two com-

ponents and the fact that K is a proper subset of M implies there is 
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at least one component. Suppose A and B are distinct components of 

M'-..K. Then Ar'iB = ¢ and B'r'\A = ¢. Also, A and B are distinct 

continua each meeting Ko Since K is terminal then either AC K\...)B 

or B <;; KVA which is contrary to A and B being distincto Thus~ 

M"-K has one component and M"-K is a subcontinuum of Mo II 

The final result of this chapter is designed for use only in 

theorem 5.11 and is included here because it deals primarily with 

terminal subcontinuao This lemma differs from all preceding results in 

that the hypothesis requires a function f on a continuum which, among 

other things, is a monotone map. A continuous transformation is called 

monotone if and only if the inverse image of each connected set is 

connected. As we shall see later, the upper semi-continuous decomposi-

tion described and used extensively in Chapter III gives rise to a 

monotone map between the continuum and the unit interval. This is 

therefore the basis for the restrictions in the hypothesis of lemma 

4.11. The third conclusion of the lemma is a continuation of propo= 

sition 4.7 and is again designed to show the existence of a particular 

terminal subEontinuum of two proper subcontinua whose union is the 

continuumo This can be the basis for constructing chains on each of the 

two proper subcontinua from which a chain on the continuum may be con-

structed. 

4oll Lemma Let M be an atriodic, heredi tarily unic:oherent 

continuum. If f is a continuous, single-valued, monotone mapping of 

M onto [O,l], then 

1) Ar'i(~) is a terminal subcontinuum of both A and ~o 

2) If Q is a subcontinuum of both A and B"-A such that 



QrAn(~) /. ¢ and Q 't An(B'.'-.;A)~:.-, then A,\{~) C Q. 

I --3) There is a subcontinuum K of An (B-.....A) such that K is 

either a terminal point of B-.........A and A or a nond~generate indecom

posable terminal subcontinuum of both ~ and A. 
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Proof: Since A and B are proper subcontinua of M, proposi

tion 4.5 implies that A is a terminal subcontinuum of M. Proposition 

4.10 implies that B'-.....A = ~ is a subcontinuum of M which must be 

proper since B-.........A <;;=B. Applying proposition 4.5 again, An(B-.........A) ia 

a terminal subcontinuum of both A and ~. Thus, the first conclu-

sion is proven. 

Suppose that Q is a subcontinuum of B-.........A such that 

Q()A{')(B'1°) ,l ¢, Q <t Ar'i(p;::J), and Ar')(~) iQ. Let 

p e: [An (~A)],Q. Let U denote an open set containing p such 

that U()Q = ¢. Since Q ct A(l (w:::::i.) and Q <;;; ~' Q ct A and 

hence there is a point q in Q-.........A. Thus, f(q) is greater that !· 
Since p e: A n(B-.....A), p e: A and p e: B 0 '.rhis implies that f(p) = ~ 

and hence p e: f-J(O,f(q)l. Thus, Ur'if-l(0 9f(q)) is an open set 

containing p which necessarily meets B~ 0 Let 

re: Ur'\[f-1(0 9f(q))Jr'i(B'-.A). Since r I, A and r E r=1(0 9f(q)), 

1 
2 < f(r) < f(q). Also, since U r'iQ = ¢, r I, Q0 

Now the fact that f is monotone implies that r=1cl,f(r)] is a 

-1 1 /'\. -subcontinuum of M. Since (f [2,f(r)])r 1(B"-..A) r ¢, their intersec.,;. 

tion is a subcontinuum and each of (f-1tl,r<r)Dn (B-.........A) and Q is a 

subcontinuum of ~ intersecting An(~). Since Ar"\ (B'-.A) is 

a terminal subcontinuum of :a-:::::I, either 

Q ~ [Af\ (B ........... A)] U{(f-l[~,f(r)])(l (~)} = Ar"\(B,A)n (r=1 [~ 9f(r)]) 



or (f-1[!,f(r)])() (B,A) <;;;;: [A()(~)]VQ. Howev,er, both are 

r-...c-, -11 impossible since q 6 Q but q i [Ar , B,A)] Uf [2,f(r)] for the 

(- r-... ... 1 1 ( first case, and in the second case, r 6 B'-.A)r 1f [2ir r)] but 
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r i A and r i Q which implies that r i [A()(B'-.A)])UQo This con-

tradiction establishes the second conclusiort. 

For the final result, proposition 4.7 proves the existence of a 

subcon tinuum K of A r'i(B ,A) such that K is irreducible with 

respect to being a terminal subcontinuum of Ao Also, K is either a 

terminal point of A or a nondegenerate indecomposable subcontinuum of 

A. Assume that K is not a terminal subcontinuum of ~o Then 

-there are subcontinua L and R of B,A such that Lr'IK ~ ¢'i 

Rr'\K ~ ¢, L<:;t KVR, and Re/: KULo Since K is a terminal subcon

tinuum of A, LVR c;/:- A. Suppose that L (/.A. Then L ct A f'l(w::::::J:.) 

and the second conclusion implies that A{'\(~) ~L.. Since R ¢ L9 

it follows that R cf:.An(B'-.A) and thus Al'\(~) C Ro Thus'I -" 
R, and A are three continua which intersect, no one of which is 

contained in the union of the other two. Since M is atriodic and 

hereditarily unicoherent, this is contrary to proposition 3o3o There-

fore, K is a terminal subcontinuum of B-......A and the third conclusion 

follows .. II 



CJ:fA:PTER'V 

SOME ~CTERlZATIONS OF CHAINABILITY 

ON CERTAIN CONTINUA 

Most of the effort expended in the preceding chapters has been to 

achieve the results of this chapter. Chapter III included some charac

terizations of hereditarily decomposable chainable continuao The 

purpose of this chapter is to present primarily the work of Fugate in 

extending these characterizations to continua which are not hereditarily 

decomposable. These results can be diTided very nicely into two cate

gories. Characterizations concerning finite unions of chainable 

continua and a characterization requiring that all indecomposable sub

continua be chainable. This latter characterization also produces a 

result concerning countable unions of chainable continua. The methods 

of chaining which have been described and used previously will again be 

utilized to construct chains with certain properties. 

finite Unions of Chainable Continua 

The first six results of this chapter deal primarily with finite 

unions of chainable or E-Chainable continua. Theorem 5.1 requires that 

the atriodic and hereditarily unicoherent continuum M be the union of 

an E...Chainable continuum A and a chainable continuum B. The result 

is that M is Pnly s-chainable however. This is immediately extended 

by corollary ,5..2 to M being chainable if it is the union of two 
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chainable continua. This could obviously be extended immediately to 

finite unions. However, we first present lemma 5,3 in order to reduce 

the hypothesis to require that M be unicoherent instead of hereditar-

ily unicoherent. This is possible as long as M is the union of two 

hereditarily unicoherent subcontinus such as two chainable subcontinua. 

This result, in terms of chainability, is presented in theorem 5o4 and 

extended by the two corollaries which follow theorem 5.4o 

Of the results. of this section, theorem 5.1 is certainly the most 

involved. Under the condition that A and B are proper subcontinua 

whose union is M, the terminal subcontinuum Al"')B of A and B is 

used to produce a chain on M. Most of the effort is devoted to showing 

that a delined colleciion actually is a chain. 'It should also be noted 

that the technique of using an open set G to form a closed set M........._G 

which can be separated into two disjoint closed sets is effectively 

employed to produce a chain on M~ 

5.l Theorem Let M be an atriodic, hereditarily unicoherent 

continuum and e > 0 0 If M is the union of two subcontinua A and B 

with A e-chainable and B chainable, then M is e-chainableo 

Proof; Clearly, if either of A or B is not proper, then the 

result is proveno Thus, we may assume that A and B are both proper 

subcontinua of Mo Proposition 4.5 implies that Ar'\B is a nonempty 

terminal subcontinuum of M. Lemma 4.4 implies the existence of two 

e-chains, ooo, f }, 
m on A 

and B respectively, which satisfy the six results of the lemmae 

Again, A,F* and B,c*" are nonempty since otherwise tne theorem is 

proven. 
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C'ase i.. Suppose that fk ... l r"'\C*C dm.. That is, in terms of 

result 6 of l~mma 4.4, t = m. Since f~_1fJC*(l 9m-l) = ¢, also by 

result 6, we claim that C(l,m)@ F(k-1,1) is an e;-chain on M. 

Certainly, C(l,m) and F(k-1,1) are chains which together cover Mo 

Result 5 of lemma 4.4 states that no link of F(k-2,1) meets a link of 

C(l,m) and the above discussion shows that no link of C(l,m-1) meets 

a link of F(k-1,l). B'ecause fk-l("'\dm I¢, proposition 2.9 asserts 

that C{l,m) t F(k-1 91) is a chain on M. Therefore, the theorem is 

proven when case i holdso 

- *rt Now suppose that fk-l("'\C ~dmo Then result 6 of the lemma con-

eludes that fk_1r"'\dm = ¢0 An additional consequence of result 6 is 

the existence of an integer t, j .s_t < m, such that fk-lnc*~ dt 

and 7ic_1r')[C*(l 1 t-l)UC*(t+l,m)] = ¢ .. Consider the set, 

{ i : ff i C*'( j ,m-1), k S- i ~ n }o Since Af\B C: C*( j 9m) 9 by resuJJt 

2, there exists a point 

ye; f. 9 for some i 0 , 
10 

y of Ar'\B such that y i c*( j ,m-1) Q But 

k 5._ i 0 5._ n, since AnB Ce F°*(k 9n) o Thuss 

the above set is nonempty and being bounded, haaa greatest lower bound» 

ro Since F(k,n) if;! a closed refinement of 

c*(j ,m-1) 1 it follows that f c d • 
r - m 

Since 

- lt t < m, fk CC ( j ,m-1) and thus r ~ k+l and r-2 ~ k-lo 

If r-2 = k-1, let d~ = dm and if r-2 ~ k9 let 

with 

d~ = dm'-....F*(k,r=2). Let c1 = {d1 , d2, 000 , dm-l' d~} 0 If r~2 = k=l 9 

then c1 is the chain C and consequently is a chain on A for which 

the six results of lemma 4.4 are valid. Also, and thus, 

d nT 2 = d r'\F*(k-1,r-2) = ¢ and F*(k-1,k) = Fllt(k-1,rml) 0 

m r- m 

If r-2 2:, k, - * then f. C C ( j , m-1) 
1-

for k ~ i ~ r-1, by result 3 
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of the lemma and the definition of r. Thus, A()F*(k,r-2) ~c*(j,m-1) 

and dnf1F*(k,r-2) ~c*(j,m-1) which implies that c1 covers A. 

Since f lnr F ¢, f c d ' and f c d t we have that 
r- r r-1 - m-1 r -- m 

d 1f"""\d contains f 1flf and is nonempty. Because f does not 
m- m r- r r 

meet F*-Ck,r-2), f 1nt Cd '-F*(k,r-2) = d', and thus r- r.,... m m 

d 1 r'id' ! ¢. m- m 

Finally, by its definition, d' fails to meet any link of 
m 

C(l,m-2) and C is a chain on A. 
l 

Since C is taut, the defined 

chain c 1 is taut and the remaining results of lemma 4.4 similary 

follow from the definition of c1 • For notational convenience, WEf--sha.11 

assume that C = c1 • Then C and F are chains on A and B respec:

tively, having the six properties of lemma 4.4, and in addition, 

dmnF*(k-1,r-2) = ¢ and F*(k-1,k) ~ F*(k-1,r-l). 

Let D = M'-dm• Since t < m, dt "-.dm F ¢ and hence 

M("")(dt '-dm) F ¢. Thus, D is a nonempty point set. 

Case ii. Suppose that D t;; F*(l ,r-1). The definition of r then 

implies that fr-l ("")dm F ¢ and F~(l,r-2)fldm = ¢. Then the collec

tion {f1 , f 2 , •••, fr-2' dm} is clearly an e:-chain on M and the 

theorem holds for case ii. 

Case iii. Suppose that Di,F*(l,r-1). Since F*(r,n) £.=C~(j 9m) 9 

by the definition of r and result 3 of lemma 4.4, and Bc;;:F'1\ 

!It'(· ) * n,F .1,r-1 ~ C • Of course the definition of D implies that 

n,F*(l,r-1) C c*(l,m-1)"-.d • Let x e: D"-...F*cl,r-1). Then x e: d., for 
- m i 

some i, 1 ~ i ~ m-1. Hence, the set { i : d.()M rf F*(l,r-l)Ud , 
1 ~ m 

1 < i ~ m-1 }, is nonempty. Again, the greatest lower bound of this 

set exists and is denoted by s. Then the definition of s implies 

that D"-...F*(l,r-1) ~C*(s,m-1) and that this latter set is nonemptyo 
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We note that M <;;_ c*(s,m)VFll<(l,r-1) o 

Since fk-l{'\dm is empty and fk_1nM is nonempty, fk-lr')D 

is certainly nonempty. '.L'hus, the two sets fk-l{'\ D and D,F*(l 9 r-1) 

are nonempty and we shall show that they are also disjointo Suppose 

there is a point p in both sets. Then p e; f k-l fl D implies that 

p e: B since fk_1r"\A = ¢. Since F is a taut chain on B, this 

implies that p e; F*(k-2,k). The definition of r and the conditions 

of this case resulted in F*(k-2,k) being contained in F*(l,r-1) o 

Therefore, pi M,F*(l,r-1) and the two sets are disjointo 

To see that no continuum in D intersects both fk-lr")D and 

D"'-F*(l,r-1) 9 assume to the contrary that the continuum K meets both 

sets. Then Kr"\(rk_lnn) F ¢ and fk-l"A = ¢ imply that K meet"s 

B,A 0 Now if Kr\(A,B) F ¢, then K meets both of A,B and B,A 

which form a separation of M'-.,(Ar"\B') o Thus, since K is a continuum\) 

by the hereditary unicoherence of M, Kr'i(Ar'iB') 'I¢. Therefore, 

Af'IK, Bf'IK9 and Af'IB are three subcontinua of M each pair of 

which intersecto 

Now (Ar'iB) n dm ,' ¢ which implies that (Ar'iB)""'-D and thus 

(Af'IB)'-..K is nonempty. Since by supposition, Kn(A,B) 'I¢ and 

Kr'i(B,A) F ¢ by previous proof, no one of Ar'iK, Bf'IK, or Ar'IB 

is contained in the union of the other two. However, this is contrary 

to proposition 3.3. Therefore, Kr\ (A,B) must be empty and hence 

Kc;; B 0 

Now KC B and Kr'i[D,F•(1,r-l)) ,' ¢ ;imply that there exists a 

such that Kr'if. 'I¢. Since 
10 

Kr'ifk-l F ¢ and thus Kf'IF*(k-2.,k) F ¢, as noted earlier~ 
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proposition 2o2 implies that K meets each link of the chain· F(k 9i 0)o 

Since i 0 2:_ r, f/' K 'F ¢ and thus Kr'ldmr 'F ¢ contrary to K being 

a continuum in D. Therefore, the original assumption that K existed 

if false and no subcon tinuum of D meets both of fk_1n D and 

n,F*(l ,r-1). 

Since D is a closed and compact point set containing the disjoint 

closed point sets Df""'\ fk-l and D'-.F'*(l ,r-1) and no subcontinuum of 

D meets both sets, D itself is the union of two disjoint closed sets 

one containing D'l~,rk-l and the other containing D'-.F'*(l,r-1) [26, 

p. 15Jo The normality of the space thus guarantees the existence, of two 

open sets s and T such that snT = ¢, nn1k-l £; T, 

D,F*(l,r-1) £ S, and D s; SUT 0 

With these sets S and T the objective is of course to construct 

a chain ort M using C and F. First, however, we shall verify 

several necessary facts. 

Since n,F*(l,r-1) is, by the supposition of this case 9 nonempty, 

and by its definition, dsn[D'-.F*(l,r-1)] F ¢ while 

di("""\ [D'-F*(l ,r-1)) ::: ¢, for 1 ~ i $ s-1, let 

x e: d5 n [D'-F*(l,r-1)]. Let Nx denote the component of M'-.(Mhdm) 

= M,d o S,ince M('"'\d is a closed proper subset of the continuum M m m 

and M '-dm is compact, M ndm contains a limit point p of N~ .. 

Thus, N r"\(Mncf) F ¢. x m Since Nx c M this implies that Nxn dm 'F 

Since C is a taut chain p e: d 1 • Also, since N C M,d 
m- x - m 

which is contained in M,d , N C M,d and since Nx is connected m x- Dr· 

and N n [D'-.F*(l,r-1)] F ¢, N C So Proposition 2 .. 3 now implies that x x-

N meets the common part of each pair of adjacent links of C(s 9m-l)o x 

Then S similarly meets the common part of each pair of adjacent links 



of C('s,m-1) and proposition 208 implies that C(s,m-l)ns is a 

chain. 

In a manner similar to the preceding, let y E f~_1 f')D ~ 

F*(k-2,k)o If N denotes the component of M'-d containing y, 
y m 
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then N is a connected subset of M meeting the common part of each 
y: 

pair of adjacent links of F(k,r-l)o Since y ET, if C: T and thus, y-

T meets the common part of each pair of adjacent links of F(k,r-l)o In 

chain. 

We shall now show that G = [C(s,m-l)f')SJ <P [d ] <P [F(r-1,k)f')TJ m 

i [(fk-lf')T)U (fk_1-.......cT)J <P [F(k-2,1)] is an E-ehain on M0 Clearly, 

each member of G is an open set of diameter less than eo From the 

preceding, C(s,m-1)(""\S and F(r-1,k)f')T are chains. Also, d ' m 

(fk-l r'IT)U(fk-l "~), and F(k-2,1) are each chainso Thus, it 

remains to satisfy the remaining conditions of proposition 2o9o 

Since (d 1f')d )nif 1' ¢ and 'ii c s, 
m- m x x -

Then d,()d = ¢ for 1 ~ i _< m-1 implies that [C(s,m-l)nsJ @ [d ] 
1 m m 

is a chain. Similarly, N {)(f ' 1n d ) -,' ¢ and NC T implies that 
y r- m y -

(f 1"T)nd F ¢ and since F*(l,r-2)r'\d .,, ¢ and S()T : ¢, 
r- m m 

[C(s,m-l)r'\S] Ql [d ] <P [F(r-1,k)nTJ is a chain 0 m 

Now ¢ F (fk-1 (),fk)r'\M ~ "fk-10 D ~ To Thus, 

(fk{)T) f1(fk_1r'lT) f. ¢ while the conditions snT = ¢ 1 

fk-lndm = ¢, and fk-lnri = ¢ for i > k all combine to imply that 

fk-lr'l T meets no link of [C(s,m-l)r'l SJ i [dm] @ [F(r-1,k)fJ T] 

other than fk{),To Since fk-l"C* does not meet c*(s,m-1), 

F*(r-1,k), fk_1'-.....c7 meets no link of [C(s,m-l)r"ISJ e [dm] Ql 

[F(r-1,k)['\T] o Therefore, 

d, or 
m 
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chain. 

Finally, since F*Ck-2,l)("")C* = ¢ by result 5 of lemma 4 .. 4, :no 

link of F(k-2,1) meets a link of [C(s,m-1) nsJ ~ [dm] I 

[F(r-1,k)n•rJ. Yet, since (fk_1,cSJ)()fk_2 # ¢, F(k-2,1) does 

meet (fk_1nT)\...)(fk-l'-.c1'). Since F is a_chain 9 no link of 

F(k-2,1) meets fk-l except fk_2 and therefore, G is a chaino 

To see that G covers M, let x e D,F*(l ,r-1) 0 Then 

x e: c*(s,m-1) by definition of D and so Also, x a S. and is thus 

contained in c*(s,m-l)r\S. For x e: Mnd , x is still contained in: m 

dm. If x e: nnF'*(l,r-1) then either x e F*(r-1,k), x E fk-1 ~ 

f'k-1' or x E r*Ck-2,1) 0 Now x a F*(r-1,k)nn implies also that 

x E T and is thus in F*{r-1,k) nT. For x £ fk-l' x e T by the 

definition of T and hence x e: f k-l (""'\ T. Clearly, x e: M'-.C'* imp]ies 

that x e: F*(k-1 91) and thus G covers M. Therefore 9 G is an 

a;;-chain covering M and M is e-chainable. !' f 

5o2 Corollary If M ~s an atriodic and hereditarily unicoherent 

continuum which is the union of two chainable continua A and B, then 

M is chainable. 

Proof: The proof is immediate from the preceding theorem since 

A is a;;-chainable for all e: > o. I I: 

As was noted earlier, the following leinma is presented in order to 

remove the requirement that M be hereditarily unicoherento This is 

possible but at the expense of having to require that both A and B 

be chainable. It is however the first attempt to prove cha.inability 

without first requiring that a continuum be atriodic and hereditarily 
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unicoherent. Corollary 5.6 will make a similar effort concerning the 

atriodicity of M but will necessarily require that M be unicoherent 

and decomposable with each proper subcontinuum 15'.eing chainableo 

5.3 Lemma If the atriodic, unicoherent continuum M is the union 

of two proper subcontinua A and ff·, then A and :a. are uni coherent 9 

and if N' is a non-unicoherent subcontinuum of M intersecting A 

then NC A [23, Po 180Jo 

Proof: Suppose to the contrary that ff is the union of two sub= 

continua H and K such that the point sets U and V form a 

separation of Hr'IKo Then U and V are mutually exclusive closed 

sets and clearly H and K must be proper subcontinuao Since M is 

by hypothesis nondegenerate, not a tried, and unicoherent, M is 

irreducible between some two points a and b [L6Jo C1earlyi these 

two points must not both belong to either A or B. Thus, without 

loss of generality, a e A,B and b e B,Ao 

Since B = HVK, we may assume that b g Ho If Af\H = ¢, then 

Kf'iA f ¢ since At'IB f ¢0 Now M = (AVK)UH with U and V 

forming a separation of (AUK)('iH = K()H, contrary to M being 

unicoherento Thus, the supposition A('rn = ¢ is false and A and ff9 

having points in common, form the continuum A\._}H of M containing a 

and bo But M being irreducible from a to b implies that 

M = AVH. Since Kc;/: H, Kr'iA I¢. 

Suppose that b i, K. Then AVK is a proper subcontinuum of M 

and hence (AVK)r'iH is a continuum by the unicoherence of M. Sine~ 

U and V are disjoint closed subsets of a normal space, there exist 

two open sets GU and GV containing U and V respectively~ such 
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that GUr'iGV ~ ¢0 Let p and q denote points of U and V respec

tively and let C and C denote the components of p and q in 
p q 

Kr"iGU and K!'"""'\GV respectively. Now Kr""iGu is open relative to K 

and is a proper subset of K since q e: K"Gu, Since Kf"IC is 
p 

compact, the boundary, with respect to K, of Kr\G0 contains a limit 

point x of C (26, p. 18]0 
p 

Then x e: M and in fact x e: Ko If 

x e: H then x e: U or x e: V since x e: H r"iK. However, GUr"iGV = ¢ 

and thus x J. V. But x a; U and x e: K implies that x s Kr'\U ~ 

KnGU which thus implies that X J. boundary of Kr\GU'l relative to 

K, contrary to the precedingo Thereforei x i H and C C KC M and p-

contains at least one point not in Ho 

C '-H F ¢. Because C C GU' C c. G._ 9 q . p- p-~ 

Similarly 'i C C KC M and q- -

and G°0nav = ¢~ cPncq = ¢0 

It was shown previously that (AVK)nH was a subcoutinuum of t-1 

and clearly it contains Hr'\K. Thus, (AVK)f\H contains points of 

both C and C o Consequently, S = [(AVK) ,'\H]UC and 
p q p 

T = ((AUK),'\H]UC are two subcontinua of M which are proper and . q 

are not contained in H since C and C each contain distinct p q 

points of M'-Ho Since b J. K by supposition 9 C C K, and C C K9 p- q-

b is not in either of C or C. With be: H this implies that H~ p q 

S, and T are three distinct subcontinua of M no one of which is 

contained in the union of the other twoo Also, S,'\H is the subcon= 

tinuum (AVK)(\H since ~n H <; H(\K <;. (AVK)r'\Ho Similarly'i 

each of Tf'\H, sr\T, and S(\Tf"'\H is the subcontinuum 

(AVK)r'\H. But this implies that SVTVH is a triod contrary to 

M being atriodico Therefore, the supposition that bi K is false 

and b t:: Hr'\Ko 

Since A contains a and M is irreducible from a to b~ 
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M'-.A is a proper subcontinuum of M [26, p. 60]. A1so 9 be: K implies 

AVK = M since Ar'\ K F ¢ implies A UK is a continuum, 

{a, b} £;:AVK, and M is irreducible from a to bo Thus, M'-.A = 

(AVH)'-.A = H'',A and M,A = (AVK)'-.A = K,Ao Therefore 9 M'-.A <; 

(H'-.A)n(K,A) = (HnK),A <;;;:; HnK, a closed set and consequently, 

M'',A ~ HnK. Since U and V form a separation of Hf) K, ~ is 

contained in one of U or Vo Hence, neither of H or K is a subset 

of M'-.A. 

Since M = AVH, M = AVK, and M is unicoherent 9 Ar'\H: and 

A(°)K are continua. Because M is a continuum 9 properly containing 

A, (M'1°)nA is nonemptyo With ~ C H(°)K from the above 9 

(M'1°)()A ~ H("'\K(°)A and the latter set is nonemptyo Thus, the three 

continua AnH, A(°)K, and ~ all have at least one point in 

common. Now, b e: ~ and b not contained in either of A f'iH or 

AnK implies that M,A is npt contained in either of Ar"\H or 

AnK. Also, since H,A = K,A = M,A and H ,J K, neither of Af'iH 

nor AnK contains the othero Finally, since ~ contains neither 

of H nor K, M:::::l' does not contain either of Ar'IH and Ar'IKo 

Therefore, the three continua Af\H 9 Ar'IK, and ~ have a common 

point and no one is a subset of the union of the other twoo Theorem lo5 

implies that M contains a triod, contrary to its being atriodico 

Therefore, the continuum B, and similarly A, is unicoherento 

Suppose that N is a non-unicoherent subcontinuum of M inter

secting A and that N is not contained in A. If A is not 

contained in N then the contrapositive of the first part of this lemma 

implies that A\.._)N is not unicoherento If A is contained in N 

then AUN = N and A\.._}N is not unicoherent in either caseo Since 
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M is unicoherent, A\....)N is a proper subset of Mo Thus 9 

M = (AVN)VK, where each of AVN and K is a proper subcontinuum 

of M and AVN is not unicoherento But this is contrary to the 

first part of this lemma. The ref ore., N ~ A. 11 

Theorem 5o4 and its first corollary utilize the preceding lemma in 

combination with corollary 5.2 to produce characterizations of atriodic 

and unicoherent continua. 

5.4 Theorem Suppose that each of A and B is a chainable con-

tinuum and Af'\B 'F ¢. Then AVB · is chainable if and only if AUB 

is atriodic and unicoherent. 

Proof: Theorem 5ol clearly implies that AUB is atriodic and 

unicoherent when chainableo Thus, auppose that AVB is atriodic and 

unicoherent. If there exists a subcontinuum N of Al......)B such that N 

is not unicoherent, then without loss of generality, AnN 'F ¢0 Lemma 

5.3 implies that NC Ao But A being chainable implies it is hered-

itarily unicoherent. Therefore, N does not exist and AUB is 

hereditarily unicoherent. Theorem 5.1 now implies that A\...)B is 

chainable o II 

5.5 Corollary Let A1 , A 000 , A be a finite collection of 
- 2' n 

chainable continua such that A.r'iA. 1 I¢, for l _::; i _$n=lo Then 
1 1+ n 

M = l JA. is chainable if and only if M is atriodic and unicoherento i=1 1 

Proof: The proof follows immediately from theorem 5o4o If 

Corollary 5.6, the last result of this section, presents a suffic-

ient condition for a decomposable unicoherent continuum to be chainableo 

The proof need only show that M is not a triod since each proper 
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subcontinuum is chainable and hence atriodic. 

5.6 Corollary Suppose that M is a decomposable unicoherent 

continuum and each proper subcontinuum of M is chainable. Then M is 

chainable. 

Proof: Because of theorem 5.4, it sufficies to show that M is 

atriodic. Suppose to the contrary. The hypothesis forces M to be a 

triod. Then there are three proper subcontinua A, B, and C of M 

such that M = AVBVC and Ar'iB = At\C = Br'iC = AnBnc is a 

proper subcontinuum of each of A, B, and C. Then AVB is a 

proper subcontinuum of M. Let p e Ar'iB and q e c,CAVB). Then 

p e C and there exists a subcontinuum D of C such that D is 

irreducible from p to q. Since q J AVB, a closed set, let G 

denote an open set containing q such that Gr'i(A\..)B) = ¢. 

Since the composant of D determined by p is dense in D and 

q e G()D, there exists a proper subcontinuum E of D such that 

Ef'iG 'F ¢ and consequently, ·Efl[C,(AVB)] 'F ¢. Then the three 

subcontinua EV(Ar'iB), A, and B form the triod E'VAVB 

which is properly contained in M. But since E\...)AVB is chainable 

by hypothesis, this is impossible and M is not a triod. aecause 

every proper subcontinuum of M is chainable, M is in fact atriodic 

and theorem 5.4 · implies that M is chainable. 11' 

Continua With Chainable Indecomposable 

Subcontinua 

This section includes the final proofs to be presented in this 

thesis. The eventual result is a characterization of chainability in 
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terms of the indecomposable subcontinua of an atriodic and hereditarily 

unicoherent continuum M. This result is stated as theorem 5.11 and the 

proof is accomplished only after showing four rather involved lemmas. 

The reader might find it advantageous to turn first to the theorem, 

studying the intervening results only when utilized. Their purpose is 

to further make it possible to isolate a point in the continuum M 

upon which to base the construction of a chain. Most of the techniques 

developed earlier will be used to ease the burden of construction. An 

effort has been made to reference these methods when possible and thus 

avoid complicating an already involved proof. It will be necessary to 

first present a definition of what are called inaccessible-points of a 

terminal subcontinuum. This will be followed by several lemmas. 

Let M be an atriodic, hereditarily unicoherent continuum and 

K · an indecomposable terminal subcontinuum of M. If there exists a 

subcontinuum A of M such that Ar'\K f ¢, Kc/. A, A <J K, and D 

is the composant of K containing Kf\A, then n· is called the 

accessible composant of K. All other composants are inaccessible. If 

no such subcontinuum A exists, then all composants are inaccessible. 

In either case, a point of an inaccessible composant is an inaccessible 

point of K [14, p. 386]. 

5.7 Lemma If M is an atriodic, hereditarily unicoherent contin

uum, K is an indecomposable terminal subcontinuum of M, w is an 

inaccessible point of K, and N is a subcontinuum of M containing 

w, then either N ~ K or K ~ N. 

Proof: Since w is an inaccessible point of K, w is contained 

in an inaccessible compos~nt B of K. Now, N(""'\B f ¢, they both 
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contain w, as does Nf""'iK. If there is an accessible composant D of 

K, then by definition, there exists a subcontinuum A· of M such that 

A,'\K # ¢, Act. K, Kc/. A, and D is the composant of K containing 

Ar'tK. Clearly, Dl")B = ¢ [26, p. 571. If NcJ._K and K¢N then 

lemma 4.8 implies that Nt'\K ~ D. But this implies that w e: D which 

is contrary to their being disjoint. Thus, either Kt; N or N <;;; K. 

If all composants are inaccessible, then the definition implies 

immediately that either N <::; K or K <,;;;;;: N. I r 
Lemma 5.8 continues in the vein of earlier results. The effort 

here is to show the existence of a chain on M which contains an inac-

cessible point w of the terminal subcontinuum K in its last link. 

The proof is accomplished, as have several others, by first showing the 

existence of an irreducible subcontinuum of M which does not have a 

defined property P. This proof is very similar to the approach taken 

for proposition 3.18 and parts of theorem 5.1. 

5.8 Lemma Suppose that M is an.atriodic, hereditarily unico-

herent continuum, K is a nondegenerate terminal subcontinuum of M, 

C = {d1 , d2 , ••• , dm} is a chain on M, F = {f], f 2 , •••, fn} isa 

chain on K which is a refinement of c, and w is an inaccessible 

point of K contained in f l\K. n 
Then there is a chain H = (h1 , h2, 

on M such that H is a refinement of C and w e: h • r· 

Proof: Assume the lemma fails. If BC: M, then we shall say 

that B has property P if and only if B is a subcontinuum of M 

containing K and no chain on B is a refinement of C and contains 

w in an end link. The continuum M itself h~s property P by assump-

tion. Suppose there is a .sequence N1 , N2 , ••• such that for each i, 
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-Ni has property P and Ni+l <;Ni. If N0 = QNi does not have 

property P then there is a chain G = {g1 , g2 , •••, gt} which is a 

chain on N0 , is a refinement of C, and w e:. gt• Since a* is an 

open set containing N0 , the compactness of M implies there is an 

integer j such that N~<: G*. But now G is a chain on Nj, G is a 

refinement of C, and we: gt. Since this is contrary to the existence 

of N j, N0 has property P and property P is inductive. Since M 

has property P while K does not, the Brouwer Reduction theorem 

implies the existence of a subcontinuum M1 of M such that M1 is 

irreducible with respect to having property P. Let C(i1 ,m1 ) denote 

the minimal subchain of C on M1 • 

Since K is a terminal subcontinuum of M, K will also be a 

terminal subcontinuum of M1• Since M1 properly contains K, M1\..JK 

is nondegenerate and hence proposition 3.15 implies the existence of two 

points p and q such that J\I.....JK = M1 is irreducible from p to q 

and p e: K. It necessarily follows that q e: M1 "Ko As was argued in 

proposition 3018, the fact that the composant of M1 determined by p 

is dense in M1 , implies the existence of a proper subcontinuum N or 

M1 such that K <;: N and N meets each link of C( i 111~)., Since N i.s 

properly contained in M1 and M1 is irreducible with respect to 

having property P, N does not have property P., Thus, there is a 

chain G = {g1 , g2 , .... , gr} on N such that G is a refinement of C 

and we: gr. We may assume that no chain with fewer links than G will 

cover N and have these properties. 

We shall now show that If 

N = K, this is certainly true and the following may be omitted. 
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Suppose that K is properly contained in N and that (g1 \..) gr)()N() 

(d. \...)d ) I¢. Then there is a link dj of C(i1 ,m1 ) with 
11 ml 

i 1+1 ~ j ~ m1-l such that gl f'iN<; dj. S,ince G*nN meets both 

di and d , let gs be the first link of G which meets 
1 D1J. 

Nn(d. Ud ). Clearly, 1 < s. In order to be specifici let us 
11 ml 

suppose that Let denote the first link of G 

which meets Then clearly, 

which meets d. and 
11 

is a 

some link of 

G(s,t) is contained in dj. Thus, dj contains a link of G(l,t) 

distinct from g1 • 

Since is the first link of G which meets d nN, 
ml 

such that 

G*(l,t)c; c*(i2 ,111J_-l) and G*(l,t) is not contained in any proper 

Because G*(l,t) meets both d t 

D1J. 

we must have that i 1 ~ i 2 ~"i1+1 ~ j ~ 111J_-lo The objective is now to 

show that [G*(l,t-l)nc(i2 ,m1-l)] 3 [G*(l,t)ndmll-l] ~ G(t+l,r) is 

a chain covering N, is a refinement of C, and has w in its last 

link. Since G is a refinement of C, if this collection is a chain, 

it is clearly a refinement of c. Since t < r, G(t+l,r) is a non-

empty collection containing gr• Since we again easily 

have that w is contained in the last link, if the collection is a 

chain. 
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Thus, it remains to show that 

[G*(l,t){)d 1J ~ G(t+l,r) is a chain covering N. The definition of 
rnl-

the integer i 2 was such that G*(l,t) C c*(i2 ,~-l)o Since gt is in 

fact contained in d 1 and i 2 was defined such that no proper sub
ml-

hence, G*(l,t-l)()d 1 I¢. Suppose that for some ii 
ml-

i2 < i < m1-2, G*(l,t-l)()(d.nd. 1 ) = ¢0 Because G is a refine-
- 1 1+ 

ment of c, there is a link, gk' of G such that Si.cc:. c*(i2 ,i) and 

gk+l <; c*"(i+l,~ -1). The supposition implies that gk<;; c*(i2 ,i)'-.di+l 

and gk+l c; c*Ci+l,~-1)'-..di and consequently that gkngk+l = ¢ 

contrary to G being a chain. Thus, G*(l,t-1) meets the common part 

of each pair of adjacent links of C(i2 ,ffli-2) and proposition 208 

implies that G*(1,t-1){'\C(i2 ,m1-2) is a chain. 

Hence 9 

G*(l,t)fld 1 is a nonempty open set and from the preceding para-
m -1 

* ' .• graph, G (1,t)n(d 2('\d 1) F ¢. · Thus, ~- ~-
[G*(l,t)h d 1J r ¢ 0 However, because 

ml-

[G*(l,t-l)ndiJn[G*(l,t)nd ,] = ¢ and proposition 2o9 implies 
1 I\-

is a chaino 

[G*(l,t)fld 1J("')gt 1 I¢. But since g.i1a*(l,t=l) = ¢ for 
m1- + 1 



i ~ t+l, and because g.r'\G*(l,t) = ¢ for i > t+2, the nonadjacent 
1 -

links of [G*(l,t-l)r"IC(i2 ,m1-2)J CD [G*(l,t)nd~-ll and g(t+2,r) 

do not intersect. Therefore, proposition 2.9 again implies that 

[G*(l,t-l)nC(i2 ,m_-.2)] CD [G*(l,t),'\d ,] CD G(t+l,r) is a ehaino 
:.L ml-... 

Since this chain clearly covers N, it is a chain covering N, it is 

a refinement of C, and we: gr' the last link. However, since each 

link of C(i2 ,~-1) contains at least one link of G and 

dr e: C(i2 ,m1-l) contains at least two links of G, the constructed 

chain has fewer links than G, contrary to its selection. Tperefore, 

Since w e: g , w i g1r'\d1 • 'l'hus, 
r 11. 

(gln d. >,{w:-} is an open 
l.]l_ 

set which by the preceding contains a point of N. The normality of the 

space implies the existence of an open set U such that Ur'\N I¢ and 

tr~ [(g1fldi )-........{w}]. Let R denote the component of M'-U, nec:es-
1 

sa.rily closed, which contains w. Since each of N and R is a 

subcontinuum of M1 intersecting the terminal subcontinuum K, either 

Re; KVN :; N or N <;; KVR. We shall show that the latter alternatiw 

is impossible. 

If U r'\N £ K, then since w is an inaccessible point of K, 

lemma 5.7 implies that Re; ( because U7'\Nc;; K and R <;.-u. Now, 

N C KVR implies that N CK which is contrary to the fa.ct that N - -
properly contains K. Thus, N .c/: KVR. If unN r;/. K then 

Ur'.Nc;J._KVR since unN<;t.R. Hence, again, N<;/:KVR .. Therefore, 
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NC KVR is impossible and we have that R~ KUN= N. 

Since G is a chain on NC M1 and is a refinement of C with 

w contained in the last link, and M1 has property P, M1 "-.G* F ¢. 

Thus, M1 "-.G* and R ~ N C. G* are disjoint o-.iosed subsets of M1 "-.U. 

Since U<;, G*, (M1'<llf)"-.Gif- = f\'G*. Suppose there is a continuum H 

in M1'-...u which meets both M1'-...G* and R. Then HUR contains a 

connected subset of M1 containing W·', properly containing R, and 

contained in M1 ,u1• But R, being a component of M1 '-....U, is a 

maximal connected subset of M1-........u containing w. Thus, H cannot 

exist and no continuum in M1 ,u meets both M1 "-.G* and Ro There

fore, M1"-.U is the union of two disjoint closed sets, one containing 

M1,a*, and the other containing R (26, p. 15]. Using the normality 

of the space, there exist two disjoint open sets S and T such that 

M1 ,uc SUT, M1 "-.G~<:;;; T, R~· s, and Sr'\T = ¢. 

The following argument is essentially the same as that given in 

case' iii of theorem 5.1. Since M1 ,a* F ¢, and M1 ~ c*(i1 ,m1) 9 let 

m2 denote the least integral value, i 1 ~ nr2 < m1 , such that 

M1 '-...G*c;_ C~(i1 ,m2). Let x: e: ~ '-....G*C M1'-...U such that x- e: dm • Let 
2 

Cx, denote the component of M1 -.......ff containing x. Since M1f1 tf is a 

closed proper subset of the continuum M1 , M1 '-...(M1 r'\U) = M1 '-....U is 

compact, and C is a component of M,rr, Mr'\U contains a limit x 

point of C (26, p. 18]. 
x 

Since 

with S and T separate::d and x e: T, Cx C::. T. Then C and conse
x 

quently T meets the common part of each pair of adjacent links of 

C(m2 ,il1..) by proposition 2.3. Therefore, C(m2 ,i1 )(""\T is a chain by 

proposition 2.8. 



From the preceding we also have that 

since 

whereas ( d. r'i T) r') [(d. 1 ("')T) ......... UQ = ¢ for i 1+2 < i :5 m2 since 
1 11+ 

di()di1+l = ¢ for i 1+2 < i :5 m20 Thus, [C:(m2 ,i1+2)r'\TJ <t 

[(d. 1 r"'iT)"-UJ is a chain by proposition 2o9o 
11+ 

Since UC d. and by its existence, Tr"IU I ¢ 11 
- 1 1 

Furthermore, the argument of the above implies that 

(d. 1 r')d. )r'iT # ¢ and hence 
11+ 11 

Again, because d. (""\ d. = ¢ for 
11 J. 

implies that [C(m2 ,i1+2) r"'iT] 3 [d. 1 r"'iT) ,uj ~ [d. r"\T] 
11+ 11 

chain. 

is a 
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Because S r'iT = ¢ 11 any links determined by S and T are neC'e'a'= 

sarily disjointo Thus, (g1ns) meets no link of [C(nr211 i 1+2)r'iTJ II 

[(d. 1 r"'iT),uJ @ [d. (")T] o However, since UC d. 11 
1 1+ 1 1 - 1 1 

U'n[(d. 1nT)'-...UJ = ¢, and Ur'\d. = ¢ for i 1+1 < i :5 m211 
1~ 1 

(g1(JS)UU meets only the last link, namely, 

chain. Thus proposition 2.9 again implies that 

d. r'\T 11 of the above 
J.1 

is a chaino 

Finally, since Uc;, g1 and gi r'i gl = ¢. for 3 :5 i :5 r, 

[(g1 r'iS)UU]r'i[gi ("'\s] ;:: ¢ for 3 < i < ro In a manner similar to 

a preceding argument, it can be shown that S meets the common part of 
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each pair of adjacent links of G(l,r) by considering the component 

CY of M·,u, where y & gr("'\N. Thus, G(2,r)(""')S is a chain by 

proposition 2.8 and (g2r'IS) r'l [(g1 (""')S)UUJ F ¢ while no other link 

of G(2,r)("')S meets any link of the previously determined chaino 

Therefore, 

[(g1{"'\S)UU] (i [G(2,r)r'\SJ is a chain. · Since this chain covers M1 , 

is a refinement of c, and contains w in its last link, g ns, we 
r 

have constructed a chain on M1 with the above properties contrary to 

its having property P. Therefore, the assumption is false and there is 

a chain H on M such that H is a refinement of C and w is an 

element of the last link of H. II 

The following lemma shows the existence of a particular chain on a 

continuum with disjoint opposite terminal subcontinua. Its results 

and use will be very similar to those of lemmas 4.3 and 4.4. The 

purpose is to permit the isolation of opposite terminal subcontinua in 

different parts of a chain. No effort however, is made here to prevent 

the two terminal subcontinua from meeting the same links of the chain. 

Each is required to meet an end link of the chain. The proof is 

obviously one of involved chain construction and effectively uses the 

normality of the space to separate disjoint closed sets with open sets 

which, as in the past, will help produce a chain on the continuum. 

5.9 Lemma Suppose that M is an atriodic, hereditarily unico-

herent continuum, K and L are disjoint opposite terminal subcontinua 

of M, and o-0 = {d1, d2, •••, d~,} is an &-chain on M0 Then there 

is a chain F' = {f1 , r2 , • • •, fn} on M' such that 

1) F is a refinement of c0• 
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2) f{'K F ¢ and fn()L F ¢. 

3) there are positive integers i and k wd.th KC: F*(l,i) and 

LCe F*(k,nlo 

Proof: Lemma 4.3 implies the,ecistenc.e of an e:...chain 

C = {~,'. d2 , ••o, dm} on M such that C ia:a refinement of c0 and 

r.c;_e c*(j1 ,m). Without loss of generality, we may assume that C is a 

minimal chain on M. Applying this leml!I$. a see:ond time, we, obtain an 

on M such that G is a reflinement of 

c, and hence of C09 and Le;; G*{j2,t). We may assume that no chain 

with fewer links than G will cover M, be a refinement of c0 , and 

have a subchain exactly containing Lo .. 
C'ase i. lf ~nL F ¢ or glnK 'F ¢ then let Fo = C'Cmwl) or 

F0 = G respectively. Then F0 = {fi, r2, ···~ f~) will be a chain on 

M satisfying results one and two of the lemma. It remains to construct 

a refinement of F0 which will also satisfy the third result. 

Since K and L are disjoint closeu subsets of M and the space 

is normal, there e~ist two disjoint open sets Q and R such that 

K <;,Q, L~ R, and Qnif = ¢. Let F0(l 9i) denote the minimal sub

chain of •F O covering K and F O ( k ,n) the minimal subchain of F O 

covering Lo Since F O *(l,i) and F O *(k,n) a:ne open sets containing 

IC and t. respectively, we may assume that i~ r 0 *(1,i) and 

Rc;r0*(k,n). Let fj=fj r.or j,Ji+l and j,jk+l. If" k-l=i+l 9 

then let f. 1 = r1• 1,.CQUR). O'therwise 9 let f. 1 = f! 1,Q and 
1+ · + 1+ l.+ 

fk-l = fk_1-........R 0 In either case let F = {f1 , f 2 , • 00 9 fn} 0 We0 must 

show that F is a chai~. 

If k-1 = i+l, then F(l 9i) and F(k,n), as defined, are each 
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chains, none of whose links meet. Now, fi(lfJ.+1 # ¢ and qnrr = ¢ 

since R c Fo*(k,n) = Fo*Ci+2,n)' and consequently f! n [f! 1'-..R] F ¢0 
- · 1 1+ 

If fi'r'\[f! i"Q]-,. ¢, then f,('""'\,f; 1 = f!,')[f! 1,CRV~] # ¢ and 
1+ 1 1+ 1 1+ 

F(l,i) I [fi+l] is a chain. Thus, it remains to show that 

f! (""\ [f! 1'-,Ji] -,. ¢. If the Qontrary is true then f! f""'\f! 1 ~ Q and 
1 1+ 1 1+ · 

necessarily M(l(:t':i_hf:i.+1) ~ llo Let H = Mf""'IF0*(1,i) and 

K = M......_F'0*(1,i). Then K is clearly a closed poin~ set. 

Let x be a limit point of Ho Then x e M and suppose that 

x e K. By definition, xi F~*(l,i) and hence x e F0*Ci+l,n). Also, 

X'.i F0*(1,i) implies that x· i Q and thus x· e: F0*Ci+l,n),Q. Since· 

F0*(i+l,n),Q is an open set containing x it necessarily meets Ho 

Thus,. [Fo*(i+l,n),QJnFO *(1,i) # ¢ contrary to the fact that 

r0*(i+l,n)f""\F0*(1,i) c;;; Q:" Thus H and K form a separation of M 

contrary to hypothesis and we have that Therefore, 

F(l,i) I [fi+l] is a chain. Similarly, [fi+ll I F(i+2,n) is a chain 

and the collection F, -as define~ when k-1 = i+l, is a chaino 

If k-1 # i+l, then without loss of generality, i+l < k=l and 

by an argument similar to the preceding we have that r. 1nr. y. ¢, 
1+ 1 

fi+l nri+2 F ¢, fk-1(\fk r/ ¢, and fk-l"fk-2 # ,~ Thus, 

F(l,i) i [fi+l] CD F(i+2 9k-2) i [fk-l] CD F(k,n) is a chain. 

In either of the preceding situations, F is a chain, 

Kc;, F*(l,i), K is not contained in any proper subchain of F(l,i), 
n 

and F*(i+l,n),'\K = (f. 1n K)U[( .U 27 .)()K]o Since KC F*Cl 11 i) 9 
1+ .. J=1+ J -n 

1jn K = ¢ for i+2 ~ j ~ n and hence ( j~27j)t\K = !lio Also, 

KC Q implies that 7. 1r'iK = (f! 1,Q)r'\K = ¢. Thus, 
- 1+ 1+ 

Kr'iF*Ci+l,n) = ¢ and K(;_e F*(l,i) 0 Similarly, 1c;; F*(k,n) 0 Therem 

fore, F = {f1 ,:~1'2' •• 0 9 fn} is: a chain on M satisfying the three 
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results of the lemma when the conditions of-this case are meto 

Case iio The objective of this case and thus the remainder of the 

proof is to construct a chain F0 = {fit f2, •0 •,, r;} from th~ chains 

C(l,m) and G(l,t), where \("'\Lr¢ and g1()K r ¢, such that 

fi{)L r ¢. The first c:ase of this proof will then apply to F0 to 

yield the desired chain f. 

-Since c: is a minimal chain on M and G is a refinement of C, 

there is a link gr of G contained in d1 and a link gs of G 

contained in dmo We t,ish to show in fact that either g1 or gt is 

contained in d1 V dm and eventually that g1 <;. d1 o Suppose that 

neither g1 nor gt is contained in d.. Ud o Then there is a link -1 m . 

da of C such that g1 <; da with 2 .$._ a $._ m .. 1. As was argued in 

lemma .5.8, since G(r,s) is a refinement of C with gr c;; \ and 

gs~ dm' there is a link 6u of G(r,s) such that 6uC- da• Thusv 

~ is a link of G(l,s) distinct fnom g1 and both are contained in 

d. Again, the argument of lemma .508 produces the chain a 

G0 = [G*(l,s-l)f"'\C(l,m-2)] • [G~(l,s)("'\dm~l] ct GCs+l,t) on M which 

is a refinement of Co 

The following will show the existence of a refinement G1 of G0 

which has the same number of links as G0 , is a refinement of c, 

covers M, and which has a subchain exactly containing Lo However, 

by its definition, G0 has fewer links than G and thus the existence 

of G1 is contrary to the selection of G. Thus, if G1 can be 

constructed, as claimed, its existence will produce a contradiction and 

the assumption that neither g1 nor gt is contained in d1 \..)dm is 

false. 



Subcase iia. If j 2 ?_ s+l then L<;.9 G*(j2 ,t) and G( j 2 ,t) is 

a subchain of G0 o Thus, the claim is easily established with a1 = G0 o 

Subcase iib. then L{'\g . 'F ¢ and hence if 
J2 

Since g C: d and prop
s - m 

osition 2.2 implies g8 r"\L F ¢, we have that dm("")L ,J ¢ and by the 

same proposition, d/''L F ¢ for j 0 < j ~ mo Let C(b,m) denote the 

minimal subchain of C(l,m) on Lo Since tr'id1 = ¢ 9 2 < b ~ mo It 

follows that the collection {d{'G*(l,s-1), 000 , dm_2na*(l,s-l) 9 

dm-l'""'IG*Cl,s), gs+l' • 00 , gt} is a minimal subchain of G0 containing 

L. Because Lc;_e a*(j2 ,t) 9 the normality of the space implies there is 

anopenset Q such that tc;;Q<;QCG*(j2 ,t)r'\C*(b,m)o Then 

°Qndj = ¢, and hence Qf\dj = ¢, for 1 ~ j ~ b-2 0 This implies that 

L("'ldj = ¢ for 1 ~ j ~ b-2o If we redefine the link \_1 to be 

\_1-........Q, then the closure of this link will also fail to meet Le 

Thus, if 1 ~ b-1 ~ m-2, then C\_1'-.Q) na*(1,s-l) replace.s 

\-l'",G*(l,s-1) and if b-1 = m-1 then C\_1-........Q)r'\G*(l,s) replaces 

\_1na*(l,s). The result is the desired chain G1 which is a refine= 

ment of G0 , has the same number of links as G0 , and exactly 

contains L in the subchain {\r'\ G*(l,s-1) 9 ooo, 

dm-l"G*(1,s), gs+l' 000 , gt}. Therefore, with either of the subcases, 

the chain G1 exists contrary to the existence of G and we have that 

either g1 or gt is contained in d1 \...Jdm• 

As was noted earlier, we shall now show in fact that g1 c:, d1 • For 

suppose not. Then 

this case is that 

g1 C d by the preceding. One of the conditions of 
- m 

g1 ,\K = ¢. Since Kc;,e C*(j1 ,m), (dm '-..<im=l)r'\K F 

¢ and thus there is a link gr of G, 2 ~ r ~ t, such that g C: do 
r - m 



Thus, g are distinct links of 
r 

G contained in d. m Let 

C(v,m) denote the minimal subchain of C such that G*(l,r) ~ c*(v,m). 

Arguing in a manner similar to that in the proof of lemma 5.8,· 

[C(v,m-l)r'\G*(2 1r-l)] • [d na*(l,r)] I» G(r+l,t) is a chain which m 

covers M, is a refinement of C, and because each link of C con-

tains at least one link of G and dm contains at least two links of 

G, this constructed chain has fewer links than G. It remains to be 

shown that some subchain of this chain exactly contains L. Since this 

is argued in exactly the same manner as was presented in subcases iia 

and iib of this proof, we shall omit repeating the argument and note 

that the constructed chain now contradicts the selection of the original 

chain G. Thus, the supposition that g1 ¢ d1 is false and this claim 

is established. 

Since K and L are opposite terminal subcontinua of M there 

are points p and q with p 6 K and q 6 L such that M is irredu-

cible between p and q. Now the composant of M determined by q is 

dense in M [26, p. 58]. Hence, there is a proper subcontinuum N of 

M such that q 6 N and N f'lg1 # ¢. Since g1 C d1 it also follows 

that N fld1 'F ¢. Because N is a proper subcontinuum of M, p I, N 

and since pi L, N\._)L is a proper subcontinuum of M. Let N0 = 
NVL. 

Let V be an open set such that Vr'\N0 I ¢ and V ~ g1 c; d1 • 

Since d1nt = ¢ and d1f\K = ¢, Vfl(K\JL) = ¢. If II is a sub

continuum of · M'',V such that II meets both K and~ L then HVKVL 

is a proper subcontinuum of M containing p and q contrary to the 

existence of p and q. Thus, K and L are closed disjoint subsets 

of M,V and no subcontinuum of w,,v meets both K and L. 



Therefore, M"-.V is the union of two closed disjoint sets one contain-

ing K and the other containing L [26, p. 15]o The normality of the 

space now ~arantees the existence of two open sets S and T such 

that M"-.V ~ SVT, K<; S 9 L <; T' 9 and. sn¥ = 0o 

Let F0 = [c(m93)nsJ • [(d;:/ ... ,s,,VJ 3 [~ns1 3 [(g1 nT)VVJ 

CP [G(2,t)f'\T]o 'Ibe argument that F0 is a chain on M is virtually 

~he same as that given in the conclusion of the proof of lemma 508 and 

is thus omitted. Since F O is a z:7£inement of C 9 F O refines c0 as 

required in result one of the lemmao Also 9 fi = dm('"'\S meets K and 

f~ = gt(lT meets L. Now the c.onditions of case i are met and the 

existence of the chain F is assured. This case completes the proof 

of this lemma. 11 

One last lemma is needetl before we attempt the proof of theorem 

5.11. The::complexity of just the statement of the lemma indicates that 

it is intended for specific use in theorem 5.11 to help ease the effort 

there. Perhaps an illustration will help to understand the objectives 

of the lemma. The continuum M is the union of subcontinua A9 B~ 

and N with A.r\N and Br"\N being opposite terminal subcontinua of 

F'igure Q. Illustration for Lemma 5.11 
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N. These terminal subcontinua are in turn exactly contained in sub-

chains of chains on A and B. We wish to produce chains on N, A, 

and B which will appropriately contain Ar'\N and Bt'\N 9 which 

will be refinements of the chains on A and B, and which will also 

not have too many links in common. This is obviously an over simplifi-

cation of the problem involved. 

5.10 Lemma Let M be a continuum such that M is the union of 

three distinct proper subcontinua A, B, and N with ~ = A VB 9 

Ar'\B = ¢, A,N I¢, :S:,N I¢, and Ar'\N and Bf\N are opposite 

terminal subcontinua of N. Suppose that N is chainable while 

••• ' ht } 
ro 

are taut e;-chaine 

on A and B respectively with AGNc;_e ~t0 ,r0 ) and 

Bf'\N c;e ~(u0 ,s0). Then, there, are taut e;_-chains H = {hx, h2 • 0 "" 9 

hr) and F = {f1 , f 2 , •• 0 , fs} on A and B respectively with 

Af\NSe H*Ct,r) and BnNc;;;:' F*(u,s), a taut e:-chain C = {~, d2 , 

o• .. , d} on N, and positive integers i and k such that 
m 

1 ~ i < k-2 < k :S_m, Ar'-.N<;_e C*(l,i), B/'""'\N£e c*(k,m), C(l.1i) and 

C(k,m) are closed refinements of H(t,r) and F(u,s) respectively, 

Proof: Since Ar'\N· and Bf\N must be nonempty or a separation 

of M would exist, proposition 4.5 implies that AnN and :Br'\N are 

also terminal subcontinua of A and B respectivelyo Since 

A-.......(Ar'\ N) = A'-..N and N-.......(A.r'\N) = N,A are two separates sets and 

because the space is completely normal, there are disjoint open sets 

OA and ON containing A'-..N and N,A respectivelyo Similarly, 
1 1 



there are disjoint open sets OB and ON containing B......._N and N-......B 
1 2 

respectively. Finally, since A and B are disjoint closed sets the 

normality of the space implies the existence of two open sets OA and 
2 

OB containing A and B 
2 

respectively such that OA n OB C ¢0 
2 2 

wise disjoint open sets containing A'-.._(NVB) 9 B-.........(NVA) 9 and 

N'-,(AVB) respectively. Also, OAr'\~ = ¢. 

Since HO is a chain on A with A,'\NC;/ H~(t0 ,r0) 9 

(A ......... N){'\ (hin hi+l) F ¢ for 1 ~ i ~·· t 0-lo Hence 9 A......._N C OA implies 

that OA meets the common part of each pair of adjacent links of 

H0(1,t0) and by proposition 2.8, H0(1,t0)r'\OA is a chain 0 Now 9 

(ht i"ht )f\A F ¢ and this intersection must be contained in A........._N 
o- 0 

by the definition of exact containment. Thus, (ht 1r'\ OA)"ht ~ ¢ 
o- 0 

while meets 

no other link of H(t0 ,r0). Therefore, H1 =. [H0(1 ,t0)n OA] @ 

H0(t0 ,r0) is a chain on A by proposition 2.9. Since H0(t0 ~r0) is 

unaltered in H1 , Af\ N c;;_0 Hi( t 0 ,r 0). Similarly, there is a chain 

F1 = [F0(1,u0)r'IOB] t F0(u0 ,s0) on B such that Nr'IB Ce Ft(u09s0L 

Since 11i and F1 are derived from the taut e-chains R0 and F0 ~ 

H1 and F1 are also taut e-chains. 

Lemma 2.11 and proposition 4.3 combine to guarantee the existence 

of a closed refinement H2(1,r) of H1 such that for some positive 

integer t 9 A{'\N <;e H~( t,r) o Then as before, H. = [H/1,t=l) no A] @ 
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H2(t,r) is a taut e:-chain on A which will also be a closed refinement 

of H1 and A(""\ N <;_e H*( t, r) • In a similar manner, a taut e:-chain F 

can be produced on B which is a closed refinement of F1 and such 

that BnN r:;: F•(u,s), for some s. As a result of their construction 

H*Cl,t-1) <;., OA and Fil(l,u-1) <;: OB which implies that 

H41(1,t-l)(lF*{l,u-l) = ¢ and neither Hii(l,t-1) nor F*(l,u-1) meets 

Since N,(AUB) is a nonempty subset of M which is open 

relative to M, there is an open set Q0 such that Q0r'iM = Q0r"\N = 

N,(AVB). Let Q = Q0 f'""'loN which implies that Q is an open set 

such that Qf'IOA = ¢, Qr'iOB = ¢, Qf'IM = Q(""\N = N,(AUB). Since 

QnH*(t,r) = ¢ or QnF•(u,s) = ¢ would. imply a separation of N, 

these sets must have nonempty intersections. Thus, U = {ht' ht+l' •••, 

hr' Q, fu' fu+l' , •• , fs} is a finite open cover of N. Let 6 be a 

Lebesque number for this cover. Let e:0 be a positive number less 

l · than the minimur.n. of e:, b, and 'l+p(A ,_B). Since N is chainable, let 

c0 = {d{, d2, •••, d~,} denote an e:0-chain on N. 

If d! 
1 

is a link of c0 such that then d! 
1 

is contained in some link of H(t,r) since e:0 < o and neither Q nor 

any link of F meets A. Similarly, if d 1.f'l(Bf'IN) F ¢, then d '· J J 

is contained in some link of F(u,s). Also, every link d! of co l. 

is contained in some element of rr. Now lemmas 2.11 and 5.9 combined 

again imply the existence of a taut chain C = (~, d2 , •••, dm,l on N 

such that C is a closed refinement of c0 , d1 f""i (Af'""'IN) F ¢, 

d r'i (Bf'iN) 'I ¢, 
m 

and for some integers i and k, AnN Ce C*(l i) - ' 
and Br'iN<;,,e c*(k,m). Since C is a refinement of c0 , the defini

tion of e:0 implies that C is an e:-chain and thNt 



1 ~ i < k-2 < k ~ m. Also, C(l,i) is a closed rei'inement of H(t,r) 

and C'.(k,m) is a closed refinement of F(u,s:). Because c*C1 ~m) is 

contained in c6(1,m0 ) <; u*, C*Cl,m)fl [H*C1,t-l)UF*(l 7u-l)] = flt 

This completes the proof of the lemma. It 

The final characterization of chainable continua is presented as 

theorem 5.11. Although theorem 5ol2 follows, it does so easily after 
I 

the effort expended to produce the following. Many previous techniques 

are again effectively employed and much detail is omitted by referencing 

similar efforts in other resultso There are two basic cases which are 

further classified for ease of presentation0 The two main cases are 

derived by considering the existence of an indecomposable subcontinuurn 

whose interior relative to M is either nonempty or emptyo 

5.11 Theorem A continuum M0 is chainable if and only if M0 is 

atriodic, hereditarily unicoherent, and each indecomposable subcontinuum 

of M0 is chainable. 

Proof~ Propositions 206 and 2o7 readily imply that the three con-

ditions are necessary for M0 to be chainableo Thus, suppose that M0 

is an atriodic, hereditarily unicoherent continuum, each indecomposable 

subcontinuum of which is chainable. 

If M0 fails to be chainable, then there exists an E > 0 such 

that no €...Chain covers M0 • The proof of theorem 3o21 implies the exis

tence of a nondegenerate subcontinuum M of M0 such that M is not 

€-Chainable but every proper subcontinuum of M is E-chainable. That 

is, M is irreducible with respect to the property of not being 

E-Chainable. Since each indecomposable subcontinuum of M0 is chain

able, M is decomposable. 
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Case i. Suppose there is an indecomposable subcontinuum N of M 

such that the interior of N, relative to M, is nonemptyo In terms 

of previous notation, iM(N) I¢. 
Subcase ia. Suppose N is a terminal subcontinuum of Mo Propo

sition 4.10 implies that M'-..N is a subcontinuum of M and because 

iiN) 'F ¢, ~ is a proper subcontinuum of M. Thus~ M = NV(~) 

where N is an indecomposable subcontinuum of M and M'-..N is a 

proper subcontinuum of Mo By hypothesis 9 N is chainableo Since M 

is irreducible with respect to the property of not being g....chainablei 

M'1f is g-chainablea Therefore, theorem 5.1 implies that M is 

g-chainable and this contradiction establishes the theorem for 

subcase ia. 

Subcase ib. Suppose N is not a terminal subcontinuum of Mo 

Then ~ is not connected since to assume that ~ is connected 

implies that M is the union of two proper subcontinua and proposition 

4.5 would imply that N is a terminal subcontinuum. Since this is 

contrary to the situation in subcase ib, ~ is not connectedo 

Thus 9 M,N = AVB with A and B being the two components of 

M,N [3.2] o Now, ~ = A VB = AVB with A and B being dis-

joint proper subcontinua of M. We also note that the sets A,N and 

B-......N are nonemptyo The existence of M thus implies that A and B' 

are g-chainable. Applying proposition 4o5 again 9 Af'IN ~ which must 

be nonempty or otherwise A and N\...)B would form a separation of M~ 

is a terminal subcontinuum of A and No Likewise 9 B(""'\N is a ter= 

minal subc on tinuum of B and No 

Since iM(N) r ¢, iM(N) is not contained in either A or B 

and consequently NnA and Nf\B are proper terminal subcontinua 
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of N0 Suppose that N0 ie a proper subcontinuum of N· which meets 

both I and B. If N~0 <; AVB. and, without loss of generality, 

(N,N0)r')i r ¢, then N = (Ar')N) V[N0 V(Br'\N)l. Since A0iN and 

N0 U(B("'\N) are continua, this contradicts the indecomposability of N 

and N0 cannot exist. If N,CN0 ViUB)# ¢, let K = (A{)N) u· 
N0 V(B("'\N), a proper subcontinuum of M. Then AVK, BUK, and 

N are distinct subcontinua of M with (AVN0)("'\ (BVN0 ) = 

(AVNo)("'\N = (BUNo)r"'\N = cr·vNO) (,(BVNO) 0iN = Noo rrhus, the 

union of these three continua form a triod in M contrary to its 

atriodicity and again N0 cannot exist. Since no proper subcontinuum 

of N meets both A and B, ff is irreducible from Ar'iN to B("'\N. 

Therefore, Ar'iN and BllN are opposite terminal subcontinua of N. 

Since A and B are e:-chainable, let· H0 = {b:-1, h2, 000 , h~} 
0 

denote taut e:-chains on A and B 

respectively. With proposition 4.3 we may assume that .. 

Ar'\Nc;; Ht(t0 ,r0) and B("'\NS: F0*(u0 ,s0 ) for l :5 t 0 :s. r 0 and 

l :5_ u0 :5_ s0 • Lemma .5.10 now~ implies the existence of taut e:-chains 

H = {h1 , h2 , • • •, hr} and F = {f1 , f 2 , • • •, f s} on A and B· 

respectively such that Af'\N ~ R*(t,r) and Bf'\NCe F*Cu,s), for -·· 
1 :5 t :5 r and 1 :5 u :5 s 0 Also, there is a taut e:-chain C = {~ 9 d2 , 

•••, d} on N and positive integers i and k such that m 

1 ~ i < k-2 < k :s_ m, A0iN C: c*(l,i), Bf'\N ~ c*(k,m), C(l,i) and.1 

C(k,m) are closed refinements of H(l,r) and F(l,s) respectively, 
. ·, -·· 

and ~0i[H*Cl,t-l)VF*<'.1,u-l)J] = ¢. The chains H(l,r) and C(l,m) 

on i and N respectively, now satisfy the first four of the six 

results of lemma 4.4. The proof of lemma 4.4 however shows that H1 and 
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C can be modified slightly to also satisfy the last two resultso Thus, 

without loss of generality, we may assume that H and C satisfy all 

six results of the lemma. 

The construction of theorem 5.1 can now be carried out to produce 

an e:-chain G0 on AVN which is a refinement of H and C such 

that the links of G0 covering Bf')N are precisely those of C(k 9m)o 

The chains G0 and F on A\..)N and B respectively, with the common 

terminal subcontinuum B(°)N, can be joined in exactly the same manner 

as H and C by the construction of theorem 5.1 9 to produce an e:-chain 

G on M contrary to its existence. This contradiction concludes the 

proof of subcase ib. 

Case ii. Suppose that each indecomposable subcontinuum of M has 

an empty interior relative to Mo With this additional hypothesis 9 

theorem 3.11 and corollary 3.12 show that there is an upper semi-

continuous decomposition 6 of M which is an arc with respect to its 

elements. Let tt:M ~ [O,l] denote the composition of the projection 

map of M onto the decomposition space of 6 and the homeomorphism of 

6 onto [0,1]\ Since 11 is 

monotone [1.4], each of A and B is a proper subcontinuum of Mo 

Thus, A and B are both e:-chainable by the existence of M. Propo

sition 4.7 and lemma 4oll now imply that Af""'l(if~J~') is a terminal 

subcontinuum of both A and ~ and establish the existence of a 

subcontinuum K of Af')(~) such that K is either a terminal 

point or a n?ndegenerate indecomposable terminal subcontinuum of both 

A and 8'Ao 

Let c0 = {di, d2, o•o, d~ 9 } and F0 = {fi, f 2, ooe 9 f~ 0 } be 

e:~hains on A and ~ respectivelyo The objective now is to 
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construct refinements C and F of c0 and F0 respectively such 

that the last link of C meets the last link of F in a point of K. 

If K is a terminal point of A,· as may be the case, then K is also 

a terminal point of ~A. In this situation, proposition 4.3 immed

iately implies the existence of the chains C(l,m) and F(l,n) such 

that C and F are refinements of c0 and F0 respectively, with 

KCe d and K~ f • Thus, we may assume that K is a nondegenerate 
- m - n 

indecomposable subcontinuum and is therefore chainable. 

Since K is contained in both A and B......_A, the chains c0 and 

F0 both Qover K. Let o0 and o1 denote Lebesque numbers for the 

covers c0 and F0 respectively. If o is the minimum of Et o0 , 

and o1 , then as was shown in lemma 5.10 9 a o-chain G{l,k) on K 

exists which is a re{inement of both c0 and F0 • Since K is a non

degenerate indecomposable continuum and gk("'iK r ¢, every composant 

of K contains a point of g~K (26, p • .58J. Since there are 

uncountably many composants of K (26, p • .59J, and at most two of them 

are accessible from either A or ~, there is a point « in 

~r'\K which is inaccessible from either A or B,A. Lemma 5.8 

implies the existence of a chain C{l,m) on A which is a refinement 

of c0 and which contains « in d r""\K. Similarly there is a chain . m 

F{ l 9n) on B",...A which refines F O with a E f n ,') K. 

Let U denote an open set containing a such that UC d ,'if o 
- m n· 

We shall show that no continuum in M'-U meets bo.th A"-U and 

(M ........ u),c* = M"C*'. Suppose that N is such a continuum. Then 

Nr""\(B~) r ¢ since Nc;t_c*. Now assume that N("'i[Af'\(i3'1')J = ¢. 

Since M......_[A n{~)J is the union of the two separated sets 

A,"-{B-..........A) and B......_A, and N is a connected set, if N fails to 



intersect A{"'\(B-........A), then it is contained in either B'-.......A or 

A'-......(~) [26, p. 11]. But this is impossible since N(""'\(B'-...A) F ¢ 

and N,'\A F ¢ which implies that N()[A,(B,A)J F ¢0 Now, 

Nf'I(~) is a subcontinuum of ~ which intersects both 

A/"'i(~) and B,A. Thus, N{)(B,A) </: Ar'l('f!F:3.) and the 
" 
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second conclusion of lemma 4.11 shows that An(~) must be con

tained in N ,'\ ( B,.A.) • However, ct E Kc;_ A("")(~) and a. t NO This 

contradiction them implies that no subcontinuum of M'-...U meets both 

It follows that M"U is the union of two disjoint closed setsi 

one of them containing A,u and the other one containing M'-...C*:[26, 

p. 15]. Since the space is normal, there must exist two open sets S 

Arguing in exactly the same manner as that given in lemma 5.8 9 it can 

be shown that [C(l,m-2)r'ISJ ~ [(d lns)'-.U] I [d nsJ ~ m- m 
[(fnnT)VUJl I [F(n-1,l)nT] is an g-chain on M contrary to its 

existence. Therefore, the theorem is proven. l'I' 

Theorem 5.11 has approached characterizing a, chainable continuum 

in terms of its atriodicity and hereditary unicoherence. Howeveri 

characterizations of chainable continua will apparently have to include 

some restrictions concerning the chainability of indecomposable subc::on-

tinua similar to those included in theorem 5.11. The dyadic solenoids 

S, is an indecomposable, atriodic, and hereditarily unicoherent contin-

uum. In fact, each proper subcontinuum of S is an arc. However 9 S 

cannot be embedded in the plane and thus cannot be chainable by theorem 

The concluding theorem of this thesis significantly extends 
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earlier results which had been restricted to finite unionse It does 

however, follow only after.the considerable effort expended to produce 

theorem 5.11. The ease and brevity of its proof is extremely pleasant 

relative to those proofs which have preceded ito 

5.12 Theorem Suppose that M is an atriodic 9 hereditarily 

unicoherent continuum which is the union of countably many chainable 

continua. Then M is ohainable. 

Proof: Suppose that ~' M2, oo• is a sequence of chainable sub~ 

continua of M such that M :;: MM· O J.:;: l. 
If N is an indecomposable 

subcontinuum of M, then N:;: MCNr'IM.L 
l.= 'l 

Since, for each ii 

Nf'IM. is a continuum and no indecomposable subcontinuum is the union 
1 

of countably many proper subcontinua (26 9 p. 58 and 59Ji there must 

exist an integer k such that N = N r'\Mk. Thus 9 N is a subcontinuum 

of Mk and is hence chain~ble. Since each indecomposable subcontinuum 

of M is therefore chainable, theorem 5oll implies that M is 

chainable • 11 



CHAP!'ER VI 

SUMMARY 

The main objective of this thesis has been to present a complete 

exposition, by a direct approach, of the characterizations of chainable 

continua. This approach, of working directly from the definition of 

chainable continua, does not require the additional background required 

when developing the subject in a more indirect manneri such as the 

inverse limit approach, to be mentioned later 0 After a presentation in 

Chapter I of the historical background of the subject and an intro= 

duction which included the basic definitions, the thesis has presented 

the complete proofs of all results directly involving sufficient condi= 

tions for a continuum to be chainable. While some proofs were i perhapsj 

far more detailed than some readers might have desired 9 it is hoped 

that the several methods of approaching problems of chainability are 

sufficiently detailed so that they might be added to the readers arsenal 

of research techniqueso 

Chapter II presented many of the basic consequences of a continuum 

being chainable or just €-Chainable, including several of the funda

mental techniques of constructing chains on a continuum from given 

chainso These results were repeatedly applied throughout the following 

chapterso The fact that all chainable continua are atriodic and 

hereditarily unicoherent was first presented and proven in this chapter. 

The significance of this lies in the effort expended to show that~ while 
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these conditions alone are not sufficient to guarantee chainability 9 the 

early additional restrictions could be considerable reducedo 

The first notable efforts to show sufficient conditions for chain

ability included a restriction to hereditarily decomposable continuao 

This result, along with several equivalent conditions, occupied our 

attention in Chapter III. A large number of intermediate results and 

techniques were required, however, before this objective was finally 

realized. Included in. this development was the general idea of split= 

ting a continuum into two disjoint pieces, chaining on each separately, 

and then joining the chains together to form a chain on the entire con~ 

tinuumo This process necessitated the introduction and eventual 

development of the subject of terminal subcontinuao This became the 

objective of Ch3pter IV along with the further development of chaining 

abilities on terminal subcontinua. 

Chapter V began with the first of several results attempting to 

weaken the restriction of hereditarily decomposable continua. Addition= 

ally, it was possible to show that the conditions of atriodicity or 

hereditary unicohcrence, of· the continm,m could be partially redu.ced~ 

if other restrictions were imposed on the continuum or its proper sub= 

continuao This chapter concluded with the proof that any atriodic and 

hereditarily unicoherent continuum is chainable if each indecomposable 

subcontinuum of it is chainable. An example was also stated to show 

that some restrictions along this line are essential to insure chain= 

abilityo 

Closely allied or continuing to build on the material presented in 

this thesis are several topics which might prove interesting for future 

study, other Ed. D. theses, and future researcho Among these would be 



the study of chainable continua as the limit of an inverse limit 

sequence or system. Some results which are laboriously proven directly 

are apparently simpler when this approach is takeno 

Related to this is the study of the continuous images of chainable 

continua in general and in particular, the continuous images of the 

pseudo-arc and the pseudo-circle. Parallel to the development of 

linearly chainable continua, herein called simply chainable continua 9 

and having many of the same results, is the subject of circularly 

chainable continua or circle-like continuao Each of these subjects 

would provide a challenge equivalent to or exceeding that encountered in 

developing the material to the extent attempted in this thesis. 
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APPENDIX 

INDEX OF DEFINITIONS AND EXAMPLES 

Accessible composant, 129 
Adjacent links, 6 
Atriodic, 8 

C(l,m), 6 
C(l,m)nD, 24 
c*(1,m), 6 
Chain, 5 

covering a continuum, 
defining sequence for, 

8 £-, 
linear, 5 
minimal, 7 
on a continuum, 7 
pattern of, 32 
taut, 6 

7 
30 

Chainable continuum, 8 
Closed refinement, 7 
Closed Topologist's Sine 
Composant 

Curve, 

accessible, 129 
inaccessible, 129 

Contained exactly, 97 
Continuum, 5 

chainable, 8 
decomposable, 9 
indecomposable, 9 
irreducible, 85 

Decomposable, 9 
hereditarily 9 9 

Defining sequence of chains, 30 

End point, 58 
e-chain, 8 
Exact containment, 97 
Example A, 9 
Example B, 11 
Example C , 11 
Example D, 11 
Example E, 11 

9 
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Example F, 13 
Example G, 13 

Fill up, 46 

G, 45 
p 

e, 4.6 
region with respect to, 53 
arc with respect to its elements, 54 

Hereditarily 
decomposable, 9 
indecomposable, 9 
irreducible, 85 
unicoherent, 9 

Inaccessible 
composant, 129 
point, 129 

Indecomposable, 9 
here di tarily, 9 

Interiorly, 44 
Irreducible, 85 

hereditarily, 85 

Limit element, 53 
Linear chain, 5 
Link, 6 

adjacent, 6 
nonadjacent, 6 

Minimal chain, 7 
Monotone transformation, 113 

Nonadjacent links, 6 

Opposite 
end points, 109 
terminal points, 109 
terminal subcontinua, 109 

Refinement, 6 
Closed, 7 

Taut, 6 
Terminal 

point, 58 
subcontinuum, 58 

Unicoherent, 8 
hereditarily, 9 

Upper semi-continuous, 46 
decomposition, 46 
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